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  White magazine
  What’s             Cooking in Sweden

Welcome to the 2012 issue of  White Magazine, the international 
edition. It’s produced by White Guide – Sweden’s leading  restaurant 
guide – with enthusiastic support from Visit Sweden. 

The magazine aims to guide readers to the best of the Swedish 
 gastronomy scene today: the very best restaurants and the many 
“fun” establishments, which usually offer truly interesting eating 
 experiences as well. Altogether it features 100+ restaurants and bars 
out of the 509 that are listed in this year’s White Guide.

Sweden continues to develop as a food destination, on every level: 
broad and basic, mid-range and aspirational, upper and topmost. 
 Today we are very fortunate to have some of the very best restaurants 
in the world, that actively contribute to the development of our 
food culture, to be enjoyed by Swedes and ”gastro tourists” alike.

The magazine offers an introduction to this much broader spec-
trum of Swedish gastronomy: the current trends, including old 
traditions and techniques that are successfully being reclaimed by 
leading chefs, the vast panorama of unique produce and creatu-
res of the land, the air and the water, as well as some of the many 
passionate people that make the Swedish gastronomy scene thrive. 
And thriving it is. In fact, we have only seen the first phases of what 
promises to evolve into one of the world’s richest and most exciting 
contemporary culinary cultures.

It’s our ambition to publish the magazine once yearly,  
offering a continuous update on this development. Please let us 
know if you want to join our mailing list by signing in at:  
www.whiteguide.se/yesplease!

 Best regards,

 Lars Peder Hedberg

 Editorial Director
 (responsible under Swedish press law)

Sweden’s leading 
restaurant guide
Guiding passionate eaters to a great 
experience, wherever they’re heading in 
Sweden. Now talent-scouting the entire 
country relentlessly for the eighth 
consecutive year.
Available in Swedish at leading bookshops 
all over the country.
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of the same taste sensation, which it called xian, for three 
thousand years. More recently it has been established that 
there are many more substances that contribute to the rich 
and appreciated, but descriptively elusive, umami taste. Its 
status as a basic taste has been officially recognised 
through the discovery of receptor cells on the tongue and 
in the mouth that react specifically to umami, although 
the actual perception only occurs when the brain has 
processed the information, preferably in combination with 
smells and other taste impressions (this is a much longer 
route than saltiness, sweetness, acidity and bitterness 
need to take in order to be perceived). And once umami 

It took me a little while to spot it. In my own as well as my 
colleagues’ notes from this year’s restaurant visits for the 
White Guide, there were expressions like “saucy scrump
 tious”, “ballsy savoury” and “cheeky yummy”. I realised that 
these words are trying to put the finger on two things: 
chefs’ efforts to push the limits of the palate and its flavour 
register, and that elusive “fifth basic taste” – umami. 

It’s more than a hundred years since professor Kikunae 
Ikeda of the Tokyo Imperial University “discovered” 
umami as a savoury taste sensation connected with  gluta mate, 
an amino acid present in the proteins of meat and seaweed, 
for example. At that point Chinese cuisine had been aware 

Swedish 
gastronomy 
right now 

By
Lars Peder
Hedberg

The food doesn’t just taste better and better at the best restaurants, it also tastes more as insights 
about flavours and flavour enhancers increase. Today this is less and less about using knowledge to 
manipulate food, which was perhaps the basic premise of what became known as molecular gastro-
nomy. The focus now is more on biology and physiology; on teasing the innate secrets out of nature.

the limits
and going umami
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The notion of  “foraging” and sourcing  locally may have become a strong 
global trend, but as a philosophy it has Nordic roots. And while 

the Danes were indeed pioneers, Denmark proper is a small country with a 
comparatively even maritime climate, while Sweden has a 

rich variety of climate zones with different floras and faunas. 
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actually have two vegetable gardens of their own even if they 
don’t personally tend them. Growers and breeders are 
among the great heroes of the day, and they often turn 
into established brands at the top restaurants. They become 
cocreators, as they create the individual ingredients.

Locally hunted, caught and picked ingredients have 
also been a focus of attention over the last few years. The 
notion of  “foraging” and sourcing  locally may have become 
a strong global trend, but as a philosophy it has Nordic 
roots. And while the Danes were indeed pioneers, Denmark 
proper is a small country with a comparatively even 
maritime climate, while Sweden – whose extent from north 
to south is the same as the distance from Malmö to 
Corsica, in the Mediterranean – has a rich variety of climate 
zones with different floras and faunas. This is why Sweden 
is one of the big winners in this trend. For a few years 
now, a number of chef enthusiasts – from Magnus Ek at 
Oaxen Krog to Anders Lauring at pm & Vänner in 
southern Sweden and Magnus Nilsson at  Fäviken Maga
s inet to the north – have imaginatively explored Sweden’s 

natural larder, and we’re happy to report 
that its riches are far from exhausted.

Vast swathes of Sweden were tradi
tionally poor  areas, but with growing 
wealth in the second half of the 20th 
century we lost much of the old local 

folk gastro nomy, characterised by selfsufficiency and 
thrift, in which nothing that nature provided was wasted. 
All of this fits in very well with contemporary values, so 
it is no coincidence that we now feel we have a lot to 
learn from history. It is in this light we should see the 
current craze for “Granny cooking”, which in fact is 
more often about granny’s own granny’s cooking.

Granny probably belonged to the generation who 
preferred to stick their food in the microwave, who loved 
semimanufactured products because they saved time, 
wanted strawberries all year round and thought Dutch 
tomatoes that had never seen the sun or been rooted in 
real soil were just fine. Her grandmother, though, was 
utterly modern by today’s standards – even trendy.

Today we seek our way back to old 
recipes, ancient toolkits and traditions for preserving and 
preparing food. In the current love affair with open fires 
– as at Niklas Ekstedt’s new restaurant in Stockholm – you 
might say that cooking has turned right back to its Stone 
Age origins, even if both he and his chef, Gustav Otter
berg, happen to be particularly fond of quoting “Granny”.

In Sweden, with its long, cold and dark winters, we 
have historically put much effort into making the brief 
cornucopia of summer last throughout the year, and 

has been perceived, the brain needs to use several words to 
describe it: saucy scrumptious, cheeky yummy and so on. 
No single word seems to be capable of covering the 
sensation effect ively, probably because it is so complex. 

There’s a lot of umami on plates in Sweden at the 
moment. This has to do with four very clear trends in 
cooking. First of all, the search for the flavourful ingredient 
– everything from fresh shellfish and sunripened vege
tables to fresh and cured meat and cheese that have been 
allowed to age. Second, the stroll through history that 
gastronomy is currently undertaking: “Granny’s cuisine” 
with its many preservation techniques – pickling, fer
menting, drying etc. – brings out the umami in all ingre
dients with the right chemical profile. Classic slow cooking 
methods can also release umami substances. On top of 
this, the new Asian wave currently gaining momentum 
means increased use of Asian techniques and seasonings, 
which often focus precisely on umami.

The fourth trend is the growing role that science plays 
in the kitchen. Gastronomy has been a university discipline 

in Sweden for almost two decades, but now research into 
nutrition and sensory science is accelerating too. This 
means that our knowledge of what happens to food 
when we handle it in various ways, and what happens 
to us when we eat it, is expanding.

These trends overlap and intertwine, but let’s try to 
separate them and analyse them one by one.

The focus on flavourful and unique  
ingredients continues in restaurant kitchens. This is a mega 
trend that’s been going on for decades, but which finds 
ever new angles, approaches and routes to take. For a couple 
of years now it’s been very much about local ingredients, 
celebrated for any number of reasons – not least sustain
ability and environmental concerns. Products that don’t 
need to come from far away shouldn’t come from far 
away. Of course all ingredients cannot be produced every
where and at any time of the year, but where local culti
vation and breeding are possible they are preferable – for 
reasons of quality and flavour as well. More and more 
leading restaurants want complete  control over ingredients, 
from field to fork, and that’s only possible if you involve 
yourself in cultivation, hunting and breeding. Among 
those who romanticise the notion of cultivating their 
own garden are Frantzén/Lindeberg in Stockholm, who 

Most Swedes know how to quickcure a salmon, 
but not many know the original technique of interring 

everything from fish to vegetables.

Harvesting around the corner 
at Fäviken Magasinet.

White Magazine 2012 9
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serving food during the cold part of the year has always 
been a necessity. We may think classic sushi is made with 
ultrafresh fish, but originally sushi meant fermented 
fish, not unlike Swedish surströmming (fermented 
 herring) – which to foreigners is simply rotten fish. An 
acquired taste for sure.

Japan is a country that has never lost sight of its 
gastro nomic history. The interest in Japan and its 24carat 
gastronomy grows by the day – not just for its tech
niques, refined over the centuries and down the genera
tions, but also for its attention to ingredients’ provenance, 
seasons and ripening phases both before and after har
vest or slaughter. It seems like whichever turn the trend 
takes, the Japanese are always there already, and have 
been for a long time. The neooriental wave that’s 
steadily rising in Sweden definitely has Japan as its main 
source of inspiration. This is particularly apparent at res

taurants such as Esperanto, Mathias 
Dahlgren Matsalen and Frantzén/
Lindeberg in Stockholm, which 
all have a thoroughgoing approach 
to Japanese gastronomy, while 
others latch onto the trend more 
superficially and are happy to 
sprinkle some dried seaweed or 

pour some dashi stock over the odd course.
At his second restaurant, Råkultur, Sayan Isaksson of 

Esperanto has also developed his own, very successful 
neofusion that marries Scandinavian and mainly Japa
nese cuisine in a particularly intelligent way. But there 
are also Korean elements – even in the form of a “homage 
to Momofuku”: a version of Chang’s Bo Ssäm, a whole 
rump of pig with its condiments, where fermented 
kimchi has an undisputable place of honour.

The rising interest in fermented beverages is a facet 
of the same trend. Sake, made from fermented rice, is 
indicatively among the hottest drinks at top Swedish 
restaurants today, as are unusual artisan beers from 
micro breweries and flying beermakers. Experiments 
with ancient fermented drinks such as mead are also 
part of this scene.

Umami is present in just about all fermented foods 
and beverages – if we don’t conceal or erase it with 
chemicals and other additives. Microorganisms are 
 living things: they are born, they live, they reproduce 
and they die.

Natural wines, whose invasion of top tables in re
cent years has been nothing short of sensational, should 
be seen in the same light. Far from everyone is happy 
about the success of natural wines. Classic vinification 
methods use additives that put a stranglehold on grapes 
and yeast – and the aroma and flavour profiles turn out 
more or less as expected and prescribed. In natural 
wines yeast cultures, grapes and terroir are let loose, 
which of course can lead to tumultuous results in the 
vat, bottle and glass. But less control of fermentation 
also produces more umami. Among the advantages of 
natural wines are their much broader aroma and flavour 
spectrums, which from a food pairing perspective can 

many old methods of preserving food are now being 
rediscovered. Sure, crispbread, pickled herring, gravlax, 
uncooked preserved lingonberries and many other 
wellloved Swedish classics have survived, but much else 
has been forgotten. Most of us probably know how to 
quickcure a salmon, but how many know the original 
technique of “interring” fish or, for that matter, vegeta
bles? That method left the job to microorganisms, 
which was far from riskfree. There are both benevolent 
and malevolent bacteria and moulds; the former don’t 
just prolong the useful life of ingredients, but enhance 
their flavour too, while the latter can cut one’s life short.

Just like the hunt for where the wild things grow, the 
granny trend is global. Though granny and her granny 
might not feel immediately at home of course, because the 
historic recipes are pretty liberally reinterpreted to suit the 
times; the trend has also been dubbed “grandma twisted”.

Today a visit to a trendy topnotch restaurant in 
Amsterdam, Cape Town, Modena or San Francisco can 
feature elements of both biology and history lessons, 
and parts of the meal may even turn into slightly tedi
ous digressions on local gastroarchaeology; storytelling 
 being another dimension the modern restaurant expe
rience. What’s more, this backwards journey of discovery 
has only begun. Nature provides near enough endless 
variety, and rewinding the tape locally and regionally 
provides new finds all the time. Big cities also have 
roots, with ample potential for exciting discoveries in 
everything from old social class patterns to the immi
grant mosaic which is more or less unique to every city. 
This is what we call “urban terroir”.

Most Asian cuisines apply a broad flavour 
register and permit the food to taste plenty – salty, sweet 
and sour are often turned right up, as is bitter in some 
dishes generally less well known among westerners. And 
of course the ways and aids to increasing umami are an 
integral part of Asian efforts to make food taste good. 
Fermentation is one of the most effective ways of bringing 
out umami, an effect of enzymes breaking down pro
teins and thus releasing the amino acid glutamate.

These days innovative food creators in many cor
ners of the world dabble in microbiology in the form of 
fermentation, including the winner of this year’s White 
Guide Global Gastronomy Award, David Chang in 
New York, and Magnus Nilsson at Fäviken Magasinet. 
The two of them even have a collaboration project in 
this area, which is hardly surprising. Many of the tech
niques are strikingly similar regardless of which conti
nent they’re from – this is especially true of colder 
countries like Japan/Korea and the Nordics, where pre Granny haunting the kitchen at Ekstedts in Stockholm.
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Today we seek our way back to old recipes, toolkits 
and traditions for preserving and preparing food. In the current 

love affair with open fires, you might say that 
cooking has turned right back to its Stone Age origins.
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furnish a lot more fun. Among the disadvantages, of 
course, are their inherent instability and tendency to 
run amok. This places much higher demands on the 
sommelier. If he or she is skilled, the result can be more 
exciting food pairings, but if he or she is less skilled, the 
effect can be that much worse.

Interest in microbiology and physiology 
is linked to the fourth megatrend: gastronomy’s ever
hotter romance with science. This is less and less about 
using knowledge to manipulate food, which was one of 
the basic premises of what became known as molecular 
gastronomy – the first step in the modern “scientifica
tion” of gastronomy. Flavours, textures and temperatures 
were “reconstructed” on the basis of increased know
ledge about the physics and chemistry of food. Molecular 
cooking had its greatest triumphs almost ten years ago, 
and it remains an important foundation to build on. But 
today the focus is much more on teasing the innate 
 secrets out of nature. Microbiology in the kitchen is 
now about letting loose nature’s good forces.

What about glutamate, then: good or bad? Gluta
mate is an amino acid which is present naturally in the 
body and which has an important role as a neurotrans
mitter in the brain, as well as for memory and learning; 
it has been described as the brain’s “accelerator”. And 
yet glutamate is controversial from a health point of 
view. In the West especially there is a fear of overdosing 
it, which according to some theories can lead to nerve 
cells being stimulated to death. Glutamate has been sus
pected of having a role in the development of nervous 
diseases such as Parkinson’s. Synthetic glutamate, or msg, 
has a seriously bad reputation, but science has not been 
able to establish direct health effects, and the medicinal 
drugs authorities in both the us and the eu have classed 
it as inoffensive. It is likely that both sugar and salt are 
considerably more dangerous.

Recent research at Uppsala University, the Karolinska 
Institute and the University of Montreal indicates that 
glutamate plays a key role in the brain’s reward systems, 
which don’t only need the neurotransmitter dopamine, 
as was previously thought, but glutamate as well. With
out glutamate, dopamine can’t fulfil its function, which 
is to make us feel satisfied, sated and content. This 

doesn’t just apply to a nice meal, but is the sense of satis
faction we get when we’ve been to the gym, when we 
feel affirmed, when we succeed at something. If there’s 
no glutamate, there’s no sensation of reward. This re
search is significant also for understanding how various 
dependences and addictions are built up by applying the 
brain’s reward systems. Gambling, drug and sex addic
tion, ego affirmation orgies, sugar and chocolate manias 
and so on. The “inebriation” can take different forms, 
but the feeling of reward is largely the same.

Today it’s “rewarding”, in many senses,  
to go to a restaurant in Sweden. We don’t just get sated and 
contented. The brain’s rewards systems are triggered by 
totally different stimuli to what we put in our mouths: the 
whole social context of the restaurant visit. It has become 
more and more fun to go to restaurants, and above all, 
we want to have a good time when we go to restaurants.

That “fun dining” is increasingly taking over from 
more traditional “fine dining” is also a global trend, but 
as with so many others it’s particularly apparent in 
trendsensitive Sweden. Swedish restaurateurs have 
been very inventive when it comes to adding entertain
ment elements to the restaurant experience. This is true 
of the top restaurants as well, where the table and floor 
shows are now worldclass.

Competition at the highest level of service finesse 
has increased during the year. We gratefully note that 
the very best now deliver a service which is easy and 
confidently relaxed, and which allows for conspiratorial 
smiles at the extra flourishes. Like getting warm napkins 
on your lap when you sit down at Mathias Dahlgren 
Matsalen (not great for press creases, but all the better 
for those noble parts approaching freezing after a cold 
winter’s walk across Kungsträdgården). Like the oshibori 
towel that arrives for finger cleaning after the prestarters, 
and pouf! expands from its mint pastille appearance at 
the bottom of a small bowl when it’s doused in warm, 
eucalyptusscented water. That’s showbiz!

At Frantzén/Lindeberg guests are received by a butler 
wearing a bowler, which is impossible to misinterpret as 
snobbery but rather posits a jolly G clef before a totally 
professional, relaxed service, from the sourdough rising 
in its little box on the table before it’s taken away to be 
baked, and then returns to be served with butter 
churned at the table, to the temperatureregulated 
stones that most courses are served on – hot, warm, 
tepid, cold, lightly frozen – to support and enhance 
what rides on top. And fun, too.

With the cooks at the top restaurants confidently 
pushing the envelope to achieve a wonderfully cheeky 
scrumptiousness, the whole experience is very reward
ing indeed – even addictive. 

The brain’s reward systems don’t only need the neurotransmitter dopamine, 
as was previously thought, but glutamate as well. Without glutamate, dopamine 

can’t fulfil its function, which is to make us feel satisfied, sated and content. 
If there’s no glutamate, there’s no sensation of reward.

Big cities also have roots, with ample potential 
for exciting discoveries in everything from 
old social class patterns to the immigrant 

mosaic which is more or less unique to 
every city. This is what we call “urban terroir”.

Shellfish in West Sweden is among the best in the 
world and autumn is the perfect time to eat and 
learn all about it during the region’s famous Shellfish 
Journey (24 September until 4 November in 2012), 
kicking off at the start of the lobster season. Why 
not visit the spectacular west coast during this time 
to indulge in the freshest seafood and to set out to 

sea with local skippers on an exhilarating seafood 
safari, including lobster, oyster and mussel trips? 
Foodie fans love West Sweden, with Gothenburg 
named the Culinary Capital of Sweden 2012 in 
 recognition of its quality local produce. Learn more 
and book your Shellfish Journey trip by visiting:  
www.westsweden.com/shellfishjourney

Celebrate the Shellf ish Journey on Swedens west coast

www.westsweden.com/shellfishjourney

,



a crackling skin. I knew that the philosophy of Oaxen 
Krog was inspired by foraged local produce but this was 
my first exposure to the earthy authenticity it could 
also offer. Magnus is a serious scholar and actively looks 
for inspiration from Linnaeus’s writings as well as from 
traditional recipes. 
 The following year I finally made it to Fäviken in 
the remote fjeld hinterland of Jämtland, which inevitably 
became my decisive moment of 2011. Again, it was the 
celebration of primal flavours, highlighted with the raw 
moose heart and grilled fieldfare birds. That, combined 
with a stunning starter of wild trout surrounded by a 
parchment-like cylinder of pig’s blood and the mesmeric 
folk music played during dinner in an eighteenth century 
granary, deeply impressed me. The two Magnus’s (Ek of 
Oaxen and Nilsson of Fäviken) are for me the greatest 
terroiristes anywhere. Given my passion for fine wine, 
I was also impressed with the list at Fäviken – there is 
something magical about being somewhere close to the 
Arctic Circle yet drinking the finest products of Burgundy. 
Because of the justified impact of René Redzepi and 
Noma, there is an erroneous notion that New Nordic 
Cuisine is somehow defined by foraged herbs, plants from 
the seashore and even arrays of flowers. Instead, it is full of 
extraordinary creatures, crustacea and vegetables, which is 
hardly surprising given that is a vast region, which stretches 
thousands of kilometers from Thule to Malmö. 
 This notion of the pre-eminence given to regional 
produce blinded me to the talent of Stockholm’s Frantzén-
Lindeberg but fortunately only for a matter of months.  
I had heard that Björn Frantzén was lukewarm about the 
whole notion of local produce, preferring the tried and 
trusted use of luxury products such as caviar and foie 

If Sweden once had a culinary image problem, perhaps we 
should lay some of the blame on food scholars, who create 
dramatic incidents involving challenging ingredients. The 
moment I consciously became aware of Swedish food was 
when I was served Surströmming at the Oxford Food 
Symposium. Most symposiasts turned up their noses in 
horror at the nostril-wrenching odours emanating from 
the misshapen can. Fortunately for me (and Sweden) it had 
no such consequence for me as I have always cherished 
food which exudes strong, not to say, putrid odours, which 
explains my love of durian, époisses and even andouillettes. 
Even ignoring that introduction, I suppose it is no mystery 
why I subsequently became hooked on Swedish cuisine 
when you consider that my very first experience of food 
in the Kingdom was at Oaxen Krog. 
 We had flown in to meet up with a food writing 
friend who had told us that this represented a far more 
interesting strand of gastronomy than what most people 
thought of as New Nordic Cuisine. Of course, this could 
have been hyperbole, but it is always good to have a build 
up to a special event – either by arriving at night so that 
the imagination can run wild before dawn reveals reality 
or in the case of Oaxen Krog, by the variegated journey 
through the outskirts of a strange city, motorways, forests 
and pasture before running out of land and waiting for a 
car ferry.
 After the added attraction of staying on the Prince 
van Orangiën, a stately converted Dutch vessel moored 
next to the landing, the subsequent five-hour meal was 
the highlight of my 2010 culinary year. The dishes that 
excited me included Venison tartare, which was briefly 
exposed to flames from juniper twigs along with lumpfish 
roe plus a spectacular side of pig’s head, which still had 

The earth of global gastronomy is shaking, and Wall Street Journal Europe’s food colum
nist  Bruce Palling ventures to find the very epicenter of this seismic shift. To his surprise 
he finds it somewhere between the Stockholm archipelago and the Jämtland fjelds.

terroir
By

Bruce Palling
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 Perhaps the reason for my bias in favour of Swedish 
cuisine above say Danish, is that there is a greater 
influence in Sweden from a handful of French chefs, such 
as Alain Passard of L’Arpege, Michel Bras from Bras and 
Pascal Barbot of L’Astrance. In Denmark, there seems to 
be more homage to the new wave Spanish chefs, such 
as Ferran Adria of el Bulli and Andoni Luis Aduriz of 
Mugaritz. I respect these chefs from an intellectual point 
of view and believe in their greatness. However, for sheer 
sensuous pleasure, I prefer the approach of the French 
chefs, so perhaps inevitably I also feel more at home with 
the more down to earth approach in Sweden to that of 
Denmark. I am reassured when I can identify the produce 
on a plate rather than look at an inanimate mixture of 
textures and smears. There is obviously more emphasis on 
preserving techniques in Sweden because of the relatively 
short growing period. For me the most satisfying food is 
what results in an encounter with nature rather than a 
laboratory, in the same way that the greatest wine reflects 
its terroir rather than the wine-makers manipulation. 
 There is a seismic shift in gastronomy, which will 
certainly evolve more in the coming years. I feel 
enormously privileged to have seen the process close up 
in Scandinavia and especially Sweden and will do my 
utmost to keep myself up to date in the future. The past 
also has a great deal to teach us and I would be fascinated 
to learn more about the impact of Thomas Dreijing at 
Petri Pumpa on the new wave of Nordic gastronomy. 
In many ways, what he was producing in the eighties in 
Southern Sweden was the precursor to the entire New 
Nordic movement.   
 Those ripe cans of Surströmming have a lot to  
answer for. 

gras. In my mind, this made them no better than any two 
star Michelin dabbling with the same ingredients as most 
other such establishments. How stupid I was. My handful 
of meals both in the restaurant and opposite at the private 
dining room were outrageously good. Two exceptional 
dishes were a pancake made of bark flour, duck egg and 
goat´s milk with pickled girolles in pine cream served 
with truffle, thyme and beurre noisette. There was also a 
memorable Tartar of reindeer with hay ash, accidulated 
cream flavoured with smoked eel. 
 Björn explained to me that 90% of their produce 
originates in Scandinavia, including quite a lot from their 
two market gardens, but when an imported product is 
non-existent locally or obviously superior, they would 
always use it. If it was just a question of distance, it could 
be argued that Marseille is closer to Stockholm than 
Greenland, but that doesn’t really negate the point of the 
New Nordic concept.
 Other places that impressed me were a Pop Up by 
former members of Trio as well as Bastard in Malmö, 
though the relentless promotion of natural wines there 
did diminish the overall impact. Mistral, an innovative 
place in the suburbs of Stockholm, was also interesting 
but ultimately was too relentlessly virtuous to really win 
my heart. Instead, there are other places in Stockholm that 
I love, including ag for steaks (and the atmosphere) plus 
Ekstedt for exciting pre-electric cooking and Gastrologik 
for innovative dishes. I also approved of the minimal 
menu offering at Gastrologik, given that the dishes 
depended on what was fresh on the day. The standout 
dish for me was the rump of reindeer from Haparanda, 
with hay-fired and salt-baked red beetroot, together with 
a purée of toasted oats and watercress stems.
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“That, combined 
with a stunning 
starter of wild 
trout surrounded 
by a parchment-
like cylinder of 
pig’s blood and 
the mesmeric 
folk music played 
during dinner in an 
eighteenth century 
granary, deeply 
impressed me.”
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where
     it’s al l at …

Two floors of well-groomed off-piste. Upstairs for eating; down stairs for sipping. Dahlbom landed at the square in Åre 5 years ago 
and since then, the house has been full. This is one place where you can, as such, go on-the-piste and be lucky off-piste all at once. 
Dahlbom på Torget, Årevägen 78, Åre. Tel +46 647 508 20. www.dahlbompatorget.se

Madre Mia! Like a boudoir in velvet most red. Wonderfully sinful ambience. Bar with lush cocktails and 
moreish Mexican starters. Slow cooked lamb. Indecently large portions of cake. Not a place for the pious. Hello Puta 
Madre. It seems here, you can have your cake and eat it. Puta Madre, Magasinsgatan 3, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 711 88 38.  www.putamadre.se

Big square people watching 
Bolaget is a people watching super spot and a spa-
ciously attractive locale in the middle of Stortorget 
(‘Big square’) in a previous Systembolaget premises  
– Sweden’s large alcohol monopoly stores. Beloved by 
tourists and locals alike. Serge Gainsbourg whispers 
from the loudspeaker. Sums it up just about right. 
Bolaget, Stora Torget 6, Visby. Tel +46 498 21 50 80. 

www.bolaget.fr

Cool. Belle Epoque.

Flocking Media stars  
at Bistro Sud.

Stars and bars
Put down your weapons now. Do not try and defend your-
self against  Lydmar’s charm. Impossible. Why? The jovial 
staff and the eclectic crowd – where hipsters and high heels 
meet to become one with the homely salon décor. The 
place just hums. And if that isn’t enough to charm the 
 skinny pants off you, be aware that Lydmar is a hot spot for 
the stars. Rooney Mara and Noomi Rapace have been 
spotted. Chances are good you could be star struck what 
with part 2 of Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy also due 
to be filmed in Stockholm. So rock on up to Lydmar, park 
yourself on the leather sofa and hold on to your pants.  
Lydmar, Södra Blasieholmshamnen 2, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 59 88 46 20.

www.lydmar.com

Watering hole on the pier
Location. Location. Location. Studion on John Bauers 
pier has it. And this is where the al fresco eaters and 
drinkers of Jönköping are all at. It also helps that the design 
is modishly modern. Both the restaurant and the bar 
 upstairs attract people en masse. Be warned. Book ahead. 
This is no time for laxity. When it comes to having fun 
these locals mean business.  
Studion, Södra Strandgatan 8, Jönköping. Tel +46 36 71 41 19. 

www.studion-mdgv.se 

Intelligentsia on the loose
At Bistro Sud you will find many (read all) of the  Swedish 
stars from all walks of life. Opera. Theatre.  Current affairs. 
tv Media. This is the theatre of Stockholm life with free 
entry. We say yae. 
Bistro Sud, Swedenborgsgatan 8, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 640 41 11.

www.bistrosud.com

Confident lover
The clock strikes 6. The kitchen opens. And the bar is as 
good as full. Bastard opens at 5 – when Malmö’s hipster 
foodies glide in during the Swedish twilight zone of  “After 
Work” (post-work drink and often nibbles) and an early 
dinner. The life of Bastard picks up first at the long zinc bar. 
Well mixed cocktails compete with beer from upstart micro-
breweries and naturally, wine from odd producers. Or odd 
wine from normal producers. Who really knows. Anyway. 
Go there. It’s the spot for that big city (Bastard) vibe. 
Bastard, Mäster Johansgatan 11, Malmö. Tel +46 40 12 13 18.

www.bastardrestaurant.se

Showbiz all the way 
The world is a stage at Teatergrillen. The fine theatrical 
environs (with an inimitable patina), the regular clientele, 
and the incredible entertainment value of Stockholm’s 
who’s who make Teatergrillen hard to resist. The who? Lo-
cal legends. The likes of Paul McCartney. Swedish tv soap 
stars. But a lot of the time, it is Mr. Teatergrillen himself, 
Anders Timell, who is the draw. He is a gifted charmer. 
Teatergrillen, Nybrogatan 3, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 545 035 60.

www.teatergrillen.se

Impenetrable tête-à-têtes. Malmö’s coo-
lest staff will catch your eye at Belle Epoque. As will the 
customers. They are a hot bunch and a magnet to more of 
the same. As the night goes on, the bar becomes a pub. Sit 
tight. Keep to yourself. And whatever you do, just look 
cool… Here, the Malmö in-crowd are the regulars and 
they rock and frequently overrule the dj. At closing time, 
stay close and follow as they stream into to a nearby 
nightclub.  
Belle Epoque, Södra Skolgatan 43, Malmö. Tel + 46 40 97 39 90.

www.belle-epoque.se ER
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Totally Stockholm. Sturehof, 
Stockholm.

Flirting is the way forward at Pontus!
Once an esteemed den of civilized dining, the epony-
mous Pontus! now flirts with a nightclub feel. A party 
swing. Music in the dining room. And the guests. Yeah, 
the guests. Pontus Frithiof knows how to hook a mixed, 
charming, unpretentious crowd. Expect a large represen-
tation of finance world bigwigs and crew. And note that 
the new oval bar is made for bringing good friends to. 
And meeting new ones at.
Pontus! Brunnsgatan 1, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 545 27 300.

www.pontusfrithiof.com

Cooking culture
Grand Öl & Mat  (Grand Food & Beer) is a brother of 
Tempo, an institution around the block. The annexed art 
gallery adds to the easy-going feel of the place, which is 
the given meeting point of the city’s cultural elite. And all 
the countless wannabees. 

Grand Öl & Mat, Monbijougatan 17, Malmö. Tel +46 40 12 63 13.

www.grandolomat.se

Where it happens when it happens
“Everyone was there”. You cannot say this to be true of 
many places, but Park Aveny is one of them. The brasserie 
with its sharp staff, the gorgeous large zinc bar, the spy 
friendly mirrors and the large windows overlooking Göte-
borg’s main strip (Avenyn), keep them coming back. 
Park Aveny Café, Kungsportsavenyn 36-38, Göteborg.

Tel + 46 31 727 10 76. www.parkavenycafe.se

Stockholm’s in the know
“Have you been to PA?”. “No. But I’ve read the book”. 
This legendary bistro has, in its time, launched the rock & 
roll kitchen. PA & Co have made a brand of their easy going 
and unpretentious style bordering between a knock about 
bar and an ambitious brasserie-style kitchen. The flock? 
Artists. Financiers. Media celebrities. Of the highest class.
PA & Co, Riddargatan 8, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 611 08 45. 

www.paco.com

Totally Stockholm
Sit an ever so short time in or outside Sturehof 

and you will see locals spot someone they know 
or recognize. Its central position between famous 

meeting point Svampen and Stureplan obliges 
the brasserie’s big heart bid for a perfect blend of 

the everyday and the elite. The collection of 
characters provides fodder for the gossip pages 

side by side with anniversary celebrants, tourists, 
aunties, business lunchers and after work drinkers. 
There may be something for everyone here but 

be assured it never becomes boring or stiff at 
Stockholm’s foremost brasserie. 

Sturehof, Stureplan 2, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 440 57 30. 

www.sturehof.com
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Well-preserved art Nouveau. Operabaren, Stockholm.
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simply
spectacular

Djurgården’s dawn of the dead
Old-timer Godthem reminds many Stockholmers of 
annual Sunday dinner duty with family and a ‘plank steak’ 
(meat steak on a wooden board). The villa lay derelict for 
a couple of years but now is pimped-up pretty and sur-
passing its former glory thanks to top chef duo Melker 
Andersson and Danyel Couet. But nothing needs to be 
done to the view or surrounds. Major asset? Summer-
time and the massive view-tastic outdoor terrace from 
where you can spot the well-heeled waterside strollers.
Villa Godthem, Rosendalsvägen 9, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 505 244 15. 
www.villagodthem.se

Intercontinental travel under one roof 
When word swept through Uppsala that they were getting a 
new central station, the question was – what would  become 
of the old? Bistro bar, of course. But that it would become 
such a public magnet was not a given until it emerged that 
story-telling pro Stylt was behind the interior. The concept 
is, however, not exactly new; the café is called Roma, the bar 
London and the brasserie quarters, Paris. Obviously. 
Stationen, Olof Palmes Plats 6, Uppsala. Tel +46 18 15 35 00.

www.stationen.se

Up in the air classic
You have not gone wrong. The inconsiderate size of the elevator is 
misleading. Just get in. Exhale. And inhale on the 11th floor in prepara-
tion for a breath-taking Stockholm view.  To be had with a sweet and 
salty cocktail 33 meters up in the air on the lofty footbridge. Those 
unnerved by heights, but still in need of hard liquor and constant 
ground contact, should make for the main dining room, which is as large 
as the city hotel vibe is high. 
Eriks Gondolen, Stadsgården 6, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 641 70 90. www.eriks.se

Counting your coppers in Östermalm
From outside, it is understated. Bordering on the secretive. 
Not even a sign on the door. The interior feels elegantly 
austere and naked in white, glass green and copper. The 
toilets are worth a visit for the door alone – thick and 
heavy as an old vault’s – and the solid copper loo(t) inside. 

Gastrologik, Artillerigatan 14, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 662 30 60.

www.gastrologik.se

Stockholm’s ooh-la-la
This medieval vaulted cellar is decorated in a style that 
would make Swedish Hollywood housewife Maria Monta-
zami happy. A rich porny tone. Boudoir style lampshades. 
Acres of red velvet lining the walls. And ceilings. This 
place is favored by young loves and those in need of dis-
cretionary talks with a bit of ooh la la on the side. 
Le Rouge, Brunnsgränd 2-4, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 505 244 30.

www.lerouge.se

2-in-1 for design devotees. For Gods’ sake do not 
miss Operabaren. Even if you are an atheist. Few places in the 
world boast such a well-preserved Art Nouveau (Jugend) milieu. 
A nod to the era and typical of the time, uniformed and finely 
tuned staff add to the refinement. Design aficionados, however, 
argue whether the wall-to-wall mounted 60s style Bakfickan 
(of shared  kitchen) is an even sharper example of its genre. 
Operabaren/Bakfickan, Operahuset, Karl XII:s Torg, Stockholm.

Tel Operabaren +46 8 676 58 08 Bakfickan +46 8 676 58 09.  www.operakallaren.se

A towering ride 
The elevator ride to the tower top is breath-
takingly fast. Before you know it, you are in 
Heaven 23 with the entire of Göteborg laid at 
your feet. Gawping allowed. She is so beauti-
ful. Especially in wintertime when millions of 
frivolous fairy lights flirt with you from fun 
park Liseberg below. Something to remember 
when you are traipsing the floors of the exhi-
bition center 23 floors down.
Heaven 23, Mässans Gata 24, Göteborg.

Tel +46 31 750 88 55. www.heaven23.se

Skiing down the house 
in search of  cognac

Happy is he who skis down the roof of Hotell 
Borgafjäll. Yes. The roof. Visionary/a-bit-mad 
Ralph Erskine had the hotel built to conform 
to the shape of the mountain. As modern now 
as it was then when it was inaugurated 60 years 
ago. One feels particularly good inside too – at 
the behest of the Swedish alpine worlds’ most 
renowned cognac shelf. Worth a shot. 
Hotell Borgafjäll, Borgavägen, Borgafjäll.

Tel +46 942 421 00. www.hotellborgafjall.com

Fabulous for friends of man or mollusc
It is special to enter the grand locale with dark 
pillars and white tablecloths. In the once pri-
vately owned stylish 1850s dwellings of Olof 
Wijkska (try saying that with a mollusc in 
your mouth). The view? Great port canal. The 
patrons? Ship owners, directors, and mer-
chants who have been dining here for more 
than 80 years. In a mussel shell, this is Sweden’s 
best seafood buffet. 
Fiskekrogen, Lilla Torget 1, Göteborg.  

Tel +46 31 10 10 05. www.fiskekrogen.com

Red and velvet. 
Le Rouge

White and copper. 
gastrologik.

MOunTAin 
OF COPPER in ÅRE. 

North Sweden’s crock of gold 
is actually a crock of copper, 
up on Copper Mountain east 

of Åreskutan. The icy wind 
cuts the corners off the out-

door art. Indoors, it’s good and 
roomy. Lots of wood. and of 
course, copper high and low.  

niesti and Vaajese. 
Copperhill Mountain Lodge, 

Åre. Tel +46 647 143 00.

www.copperhill.se
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A local with discreet charm. Small but considerate 
details provide for a seamless Franco phile ambiance. Tiled floors and walls, black-
boards, select bottles chilling in generous ice buckets; a chambre separée living-room 
style; the delightful bistro buzz created by families, couples, bar buddies – and unob-
trusive music. This is Proviant. There’s more. Outstanding pike quenelles. Braised 
shoulder of traceable pork. And truffles from Gotland that take a nicely grilled 
schnitzel to another level. You get the picture. 
Proviant, Sturegatan 19, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 22 60 50. www.proviant.se

It’s in the walls
For more than 75 years, Kometen has been a warm, welcoming home for artists and 
bohemians. And it has not suffered from the change of hands to Leif Manner ström. 
The old regulars are pleased and the new, who also have a penchant for well-prepared 
Swedish traditional food, are flowing in. Refined, professional staff slap (Swedish 
style) pickled herring and favorite Janssons Frestelse – a creamy gratin of potato and 
Swedish anchovy – on the table. Other highlights? Fried fish balls from finely ground 
mince so perfect as one can only get on the west coast.  Wiener schnitzel of fattened 
calf, probably the best in the country. And the homemade blood pudding with fried 
salty bacon and raw lingonberry preserve?  Worth giving yourself up for. 
Kometen, Vasagatan 58, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 13 79 88. www.restaurangkometen.se

Frank rocks on. Frank is Västerås favourite guy. Frank rocks in the kitchen. In the dining room. And Frank fully nails the 
lively but laid-back feel. Twist to old-fashioned classics. Check out Cirkus – the snug red velvet kitsch bar and a popular 
watering hole with the rocking Västerås younger citizen. Too old for this? Or just plain off your rocker? The cozy dining 
room is where it’s at for you. Frank, Stora Torget 3, Västerås. Tel +46 21 13 65 00. www.frankbistro.com

From Tuscany 
with love

A Mano weaves their food, 
drink, ambience and staff into a 
harmonic and laid back entirety. 
The service team set a good at-
mosphere from the outset and 
when you see Ola Ohlin in the 
kitchen, you just know that it’s going to be a good night. 
Though there is a lot of seasonal and local produce, the 
umbilical chord to their Italian kitchen has resolutely – 
Madonna! – not been cut.
A Mano, Kungsgatan 1, Örebro. Tel +46 19 32 33 70. www.a-mano.se

The perfect blend. An old garage where 
everyone is happy. On the perfect Sunday, relatives 
reunite and get to sit elbow to elbow at the long 
table. And seem to like it. Parents get to arm their 
kids with crayons and paper. And gourmands get 
the best bit – a short but well thought out menu. 
Half portions recommended. Le Garage is well 
worth the detour from central Umeå.
Bistro Le Garage, Umedalsallén 15, Umeå. Tel +46 90 316 52.

www.bistrolegarage.comA lovely Sunday with the 
family. Le Garage.
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a worldclass wiener schnitzel at Kometen. 

Aiming high at charming 
hole in the wall 

There isn’t room to swing a cat in this jam-packed-with-
regulars bar of curly-locked Peter Bennyson and his crew 
in the Old Town. Here, you will be treated to a glass of 
heaven from one of Stockholm’s most original and well-
stocked wine cellars. Dinner is served in the cosy dining 
room. A unique and well-prepared 5-course dinner is 
 designed daily from first class and mostly organic ingre-
dients. Cocksure, charming and euphorically good. 
19 Glas, Stora Nygatan 19, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 723 19 19.

www.19glas.com

Doing Mrs. Brown
Mrs Brown is quite the grande dame of Swedish food. In 
her honor, head chef Jörgen Lloyd and staff nobly fly the 
flag for their local Skåne cooking traditions and produce.  
And succeed.  They prove that the best dishes are tradi-
tional, of outstanding organic and locally produced ingre-
dients, paired with interesting biodynamic, natural wines 
– and with a modern touch and price worthiness that 
borders on a true find. Mrs Brown. A must-do. 
Mrs Brown, Storgatan 26, Malmö. Tel +46 40 97 22 50. 

www.mrsbrown.nu
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Directly under the roof of Gothenburg’s No. 1 shrine to fish, Feskekörka, 
Gunnar Malm and son Johan invite you, with open arms, to the finest samples 
of the West coast at Gabriel. Feast on the generous seafood buffet of Bohuslän coastal 
catches. And get Johan, who is a dab hand at oyster opening, to crack a few for you. 
Restaurang Gabriel, Feskekörka, Fisketorget 4, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 13 90 51. www.restauranggabriel.se

Never a dull moment with Johan Malm at gabriel.
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Art collector 
who built his 
own  museum 
opens  bistro. 

Stockholm’s first 
P eruvian place 
serves up ceviche 
in the burbs. 

Stockholm 
gets its own 
 Hamptons.

Easy going in a gleaming gold spaceship. Sven-Harrys.

The vollmer brothers 
are back.
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out
newcomers

FOOD AnD THE ART OF 
PATROnizATiOn 
Daytime Sven-Harrys  
art museum looks like a 
 golden-lined spaceship, 
and in the evening dark-
ness, it lights up beautifully. 
From outside in the park, 
one lusts to join the others 
eating and drinking in the 
warmth. 

Sven-Harrys, Eastman- 
vägen 10-12, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 509 078 30. 
www.svenharrys.com

CEViCHE in 
THE SuBuRBS
The Peruvian kitchen has 
never been hotter or more 
written about than now. 
and you will find Scandi-
navia’s first authentic 
 Peruvian restaurant in a 
50s suburb of Stockholm. 
Yes. Of all the places. a 
charming hole in the wall. 
Not to be missed unless 
you blink. Because this  
is where you will get 
 fantastic ceviche. 

Cevicheria Aji y Ajo, 
Hökarängsplan 5, Farsta. 
Tel +46 73 320 09 31.

HAPPEninG BAR LiFE AT 
ÖSTERSunD’S  FAVORiTE 
nEW LOCAL
Solo is a restaurant that’s 
on track to becoming 
östersund’s best. and the 
bar is already abuzz before 
the DJ pushes the volume 
above conversation point, 
when things really pick up. 

Solo – Bar & Kitchen  
& Friends, Kyrkgatan 45, 
Östersund.  
Tel +46 63 12 00 90. 
www.solobar.se

The South 
of France is a draw 

in  Stockholm’s 
Siberia.

Stockholm and 
Malmö get the 
star treatment.

SAuERKRAuT On SÖDER
Let there be knödel, 

schnitzel and hot dogs. 
Right in the middle of SoFo’s 

hip pubs, restaurants and 
cafés, this upfront and 
plainly honest central 

Euro pean joint opens. So 
good you want to bottle it. 

Or at least eat there. 

Bar Central,  
Skånegatan 83, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 644 24 20. 
www.barcentral.se
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Enter. See hearty chunks of meat with the right hue hanging on public display. Robust interiors lure with tiles, scarlet 
art, and stylish wooden chairs in bold colors. The meat is of indubitable high quality and it is here that you will get one 
of the country’s best burgers. M.e.a.t, Kattesund 8, Lund. Tel +46 46 12 78 65. www.meatgrill.se

Siberia’s new chérie
You will find this small gem just off the Roslagstull area 
in Vasastan (an area known to locals as Siberia due to its 
former dead-area-of-town status). Stylishly robust and 
French inspired from interior to menu. The comforting 
home feel draws the locals en masse.
Chez Betty, Roslagsgatan 43, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 29 22 93. 
www.chezbetty.se

French farming the Skåne way
More than a restaurant, Ambiance is also a farm selling 
clothes and handicrafts. The kitchen is competent in the 
school of French rustic cooking. Perfect spot for con-
ferences and launches. 
Ambiance à Vindåkra, Vindåkra Gård, Vindåkravägen 3, Tygelsjö. 
Tel +46 40 12 13 55. www.vindakra.se

AS CloSe To The hAMPTonS AS you CAn geT Well-executed American kitchen introduced by the  Cate  nacci 
empire’s most eastern outpost in Stockholm.  With stunning city bound views over the harbor as company, you can 
savor duck liver stuffed ravioli or glazed ribs of meat-falling-off-the-bone standard. The environment in the old tower 
house in Nacka is a good gestalt cross between east coast usa and a last-century style Swedish summerhouse. The ve-
randa is a destination in and of itself and the nearest thing you will get to the Hamptons this side of the Atlantic.
The Club House, Hotell J, Ellensviksvägen 1, Nacka Strand, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 601 30 22. www.hotelj.com

The bold grip of Miss Voon
This is intelligent neo-fusion food combining Scandina-
vian with Asian. From the choicely packed bento boxes at 
lunchtime to the va-va-voon steak tartare – from the 
Swedish version of Wagyu beef from Wanås – served with 
kimchi and sesame. Star chefs Melker Andersson and 
Danyel Couet have done it again.  
Miss Voon, Sturegatan 22, Stockholm.

Tel +46 8 505 244 70. www.missvoon.se

Hard rock and first class burgers
A pub feel with a rock bar look. Portraits of rock and pop 
stars line the walls. The goal? To blend fine dining with a 
local pub atmosphere. The kitchen is ambitious and delivers 
beyond expectations. The Black Angus burger is one of 
the best we have tasted. 
Restaurang 2112, Magasinsgatan 5, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 787 58 12. 
www.restaurant2112.com

Bhoga makes Göteborg  hot under the collar
A young trendy crowd has been drawn to this intimate little 
local bistro on Norra Hamngatan. Bistro owners Niclas 
Yngvesson and Gustav Knutsson handpicked savvy Sylvain 
‘Sly’ Suzeau for the bar. This is not the last you will hear of 
these guys; creative food preparation at the highest level; 
world-class drinks – and a seriously professional host. Not 
to mention the fabulously relaxed environment. Compe-
tition is heating-up in Göteborg. To be continued.
Bhoga, Norra Hamngatan 10, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 13 80 18. www.bhoga.se

Fire! Fire! Inspired by 
Spaniard Extebarri, 
Niklas Ekstedt has 
 created a kitchen 

 completely without 
electricity. All food is 
cooked over burning 

wood. A high-class 
 gastro show. 

Read more on page 92.

Echo from the 90s. 
That one eats with all 
of the senses, not just 
the eyes, is something 

that restaurateurs  
 Jacob Holmström and 

Anton Bjuhr have 
caught on to. Here, 

aesthetics rule. 
Read more on page 95.

 An unknown 
moves home. Jonas 

Lundgren is not like 
other chefs. The newly 
opened Jonas in Stock-

holm is truly unlike 
other restaurants. 

Read more on page 88. 

The Vollmer brothers 
are back! After a 

meritorious year in 
Copenhagen for 
younger brother 

Mats, and  extended 
stints with Ramsay 

and the likes in Lon-
don for Ebbe, the 

brothers have now 
settled down at this 

legendary fine  dining 
establishment in 

Malmö. 
Read more on page 96. 

Ekstedt, Humlegårds- 
gatan 17, Stockholm. 
Tel +46 8 611 12 10. 

www.ekstedt.nu
Gastrologik, Artilleri-
gatan 14, Stockholm. 
Tel +46 8 662 30 60. 
www.gastrologik.se

Jonas, Fleminggatan 39, 
Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 650 22 20.  
www.restaurangjonas.se

Restaurang Vollmers, 
Tegelgårdsgatan 5, Malmö. 

Tel +46 40 57 97 50. 
www.vollmers.nu

RISIng STARSStockholm in the Mood
And suddenly, it was there. Slipped on seamlessly like a 
fitted glove. Hello Stockholm’s newest luxury downtown 
mall. Where the extremely trend-conscious Stockholmers 
go on pilgrimage for discriminating shopping and a rich 
offering of good eateries. Best? Boqueria. It serves top 
tapas, porchetta of suckling pig, botifarra, paella… The list 
goes on. For dim sum and exiting Chinese dishes? Go to 
East. And Café Egoïste is about as French as you can get.
Mood Stockholm, Regeringsgatan/Jakobsbergsgatan/Norrlandsgatan/
Mäster Samuelsgatan, Stockholm. Boqueria. Tel +46 8 30 74 00.  
www.boqueria.se. Eat – European Asian Taste. Tel +46 8 509 203 00.  
www.eatrestaurant.se Café Egoïste. www.egoiste.se

Intelligent neo-fusion. Miss voon.

Red as meat
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Late breakfast, 
long lunch 

or a square meal?
It’s one big never ending mingle at the corner of Nytorget 
square at Urban Deli.  In the shop, food hall, bar and res-
taurant. It starts with a relaxed and extended breakfast 
reminiscent of Berlin, continues over a weekend brunch 
with friends and probably ends in an evening of home-
made sausage, shellfish or an honest piece of meat. A good 
mix of individuals of all ages who like it urban.
nytorget urban Deli, Nytorget 4, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 599 091 80.

www.urbandeli.org

Begin and end the day 
at this tale spinner

Yves Montand sat at this zinc bar, apparently, 
before it wound up at a French antique shop, 
was found, salvaged and became the zinc bar 

that now holds up the regulars who pack this 
Biblioteksgatan joint and see it as a 

home from home. See them at breakfast 
(with freshly baked  brioche). 

At lunch for salad. And again at dinner for 
the pièce de resistance. A fine hunk 

from the charcoal grill. Smoking hot.  
zink Grill, Biblioteksgatan 5, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 611 42 22. 

www.zinkgrill.se
Breakfast on zinc. Zink. 

Be seen. Lydmar.

Urbanely urban. Urban deli. 
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The next Rome, 
London 
or Paris?

Start the day with your breakfast in 
Rome, have a drink in London and 
choo choo on an ace dinner in Paris. 
The old central train station in Upp-
sala has become a concept restaurant 
designed by Stylt. And so, the café, bar 
and brasserie are named in honor of 
the most popular destinations. Runs 
like a train on smooth tracks. 
Stationen, Olof Palmes Plats 6, Uppsala. 
Tel +46 18 15 35 00. www.stationen.se

Cool living room 
any time of the day
Nice buzz, mixed crowd and an 
 exceptionally inviting salon-style in-
terior that puts you in a good mood 
as soon as you summit the broad en-
trance stairs. If there is anywhere that 
can declare itself a restaurant like a 
living room, it is here. Not just an El-
dorado of the evening, here you can 
breakfast like a king and have an edgy 
business lunch. Excitement around 
the clock. 
Lydmar, Södra Blasieholmshamnen 2, 
Stockholm. Tel +46 8 59 88 46 20.  
www.lydmar.com

Modish, modern 
and molto Italiano.

The Catenacci family’s reinterpretation 
of their very first simple restaurant, 
Caina on Söder, is a long way from its 
roots. But this genuine Italian bastion 
serves breakfast of organic Swedish 
ingredients, lunch and dinner of ex-
cellent composition true to its roots, 
yet with a carefully updated makeover. 
If your business is Slow, eat here. It is a 
fabulously long affair for those who 
really want to  devote themselves to 
the pleasures of the table.
Caina, Norrmalmstorg 2-4, Stockholm.  
Tel +46 8 614 10 00. www.nobishotel.se

Front row seats at a 
hip hangout
Situated by Kungsportsplatsen, Avalon gives you the city’s 
best street side people watching spot. Sooner or later, the 
entire city passes by. Inside, the bar is where it’s at. In the 
designer chairs. On the stools.  And hanging eclectically 
along the bar in the form of stylishly relaxed guests. It’s a 
place for everything. Come here for a quick aperitif, 
lengthy lounging with friends or canoodling on the couch. 
Everything in its place. 
Avalon, Kungstorget 9, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 751 02 36.  
www.avalonhotel.se

    al
fresco

SEA ViEWS, SALT  
AnD A BRiDGE
attractive, ambitious and 
unaffected with a proud 
organic stance. That’s Salt 
& Brygga (‘Salt & Bridge’). 
The food is well prepared 
and the raw ingredients, 
top notch. But nothing 
really can beat the sea 
views with the Oresund 
Bridge on the horizon. 

Salt & Brygga, 
Sundspromenaden 7, 
Malmö. Tel +46 40 611 59 40. 
www.saltobrygga.se

Never too hip  
to be square 
The Stockholm summer’s most beaten paths all lead to the 
is-it-possible-to-actually-be-this-hip Nytorget (‘New Square’). 
Friends of central European cuisine gather at Bar Central. 
Boho babes appropriately pack themselves like sardines 
into the charming little Sardin (‘Sardine’). Too hot? Cool-
off with ice cream from AH. Or chill out with a nice cast 
of characters at Urban Deli. And Jodie Foster has just been 
enjoying the Swedish summer sunshine with her friends at 
Roxy’s outdoor tables. Nytorget is an open book.
nytorget, Södermalm, Stockholm. 

See it like Strindberg From the large beer garden at Mosebacke, you can see Stockholm precisely as author 
August Strindberg described it in the introduction to his most famous novel, Röda Rummet (‘The Red Room’). If you 
want to see it from another perspective, just pop up to the bar at Södra Teatern. And if you fancy being astounded at how 
breathtakingly beautiful Stockholm actually is, take yourself up to Sjuans terrass. (It’s the centenary of Strindberg’s death 
this year. It’s topical). Etablissemanget, Södra Bar, Sjuan, Mosebacke Torg 1-3, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 531 99 379. www.sodrateatern.com

Malmö’s hotspot hits the garden
The zinc bar is the natural meeting place for Malmö-ites 
who know best. It is the year-round spot to slink in for a glass 
of organic wine and their famous plankstek (meat served 
on a block of wood). Summertime sees the crowd exodus 
to the beer garden. Take note. There is a handmade stone oven 
there from which they produce uncommonly good pizza. 
Bastard Mat & Vin, Mäster Johansgatan 11, Malmö. Tel +46 40 12 13 18.  
www.bastardrestaurant.se

 Ulla and her posse
At the weekend, the service buckles with the enormous 
public pressure at old Ulla’s on picturesque Djurgården. It 
is merciful that there’s a lot to look at while you are waiting. 
Especially come summertime when the eye candy and 
who’s-who gossip factor is high. 
ulla Winbladh, Rosendalsvägen 8, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 534 897 01. 
www.ullawinbladh.se

Heat in the
heart of Östermalm 
Östermalmshallen is Stockholm’s most exclusive saluhall 
(food hall). This is where the who’s-who buy their prime 
rib, langoustines and coveted cheeses from Jämtland. When 
the shopping is done, it’s time to sit in the sun on the 
square outside if you are lucky enough to get a sought-
after seat at Lisa’s. People watchers? Always pleased. And 
you must have the prawn salad with the avocado. It’s not 
the cheapest, but it is the best in the city. 
Lisa på torget, Östermalmstorg 2, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 553 404 50.
www.lisapatorget.se

The whole hog and nothing but the hog. Svinet, (‘The Pig’ – the inner courtyard to Bakfickan Djuret), 
with its popular nose-to-tail concept, is a refuge for meat lovers. And when summer comes, they strip their 
concept back to basics with a pig doing its rounds on the charcoal grill in the courtyard. Svinet. An oasis of 
calm where you can relax and go the whole hog.  Svinet, Victory Hotel, Lilla Nygatan 5, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 506 400 84. www.djuret.se/svinet/

American East Coast 
meets Swedish West
Neighboring Central Station is Göteborg’s most spacious 
terrace at the old post office that is now a hotel. It bursts 
with life. The music pumps. The grill glows. And the 
champagne flows. Inside in the spectacular restaurant, work-
horse team Marcus Samuelsson and partner Jimmy 
Lappalainen pay tribute to a blend of near and far: namely 
American East Coast and Swedish West Coast.
norda Bar & Grill, Drottningtorget 10, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 61 90 60. 
www.nordabargrill.se
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and you thought the Pata Negra was exclusive? Try the 3-year old pork chin  
from Oaxen Skafferi. agneta green and Magnus Ek.

28 White Magazine 2012

lunch. Then they share pivotal moments at the fish counter 
before snapping up the best. So tense you could almost hear 
a crocodile’s gasp… Same, same but very different is 
 nytorget urban Deli on Söder. It represents a food hall of the 
times. Here, the shop is bigger than the restaurant and the 
clientele larger than life itself. It’s the kind of place where 
it’s completely normal to get their bread from its own 
Sourdough hotel around the corner. Really. Klostergatans 
Vin & Delikatess is as near as you get to a French bistro in 
Lund. Jostling for space on the shelves? Good sausages, 
cheeses, brûlées, caramels and mousses – and their own 
coffee blends.

In Skåne, Kåseberga is the destination for seaside esca-
pades. But also for the bread, cakes and buns sold at Vendels 
Ales Stenar. So popular that even central Malmö now has a 
Vendels Organic Bakery. Both stock organic flour of the 
highest quality, just in case you feel like baking your own. 

At Köttbaren (‘The Meat Bar) in Stockholm, you get 
exceptionally well hung pieces of meat paired, rather un-
conventionally, with cocktail shaking of the highest order. 
So good, in fact, that the meat almost becomes secondary. 
And the owners of restaurant 50 Kvadrat in Visby have 
joined forces with the meat farmers of the Ejmunds farm 
area, not far from the town. Their joint shop is called 
Köttbutiken and can be found in the Coop store at Öster 

Centrum. Here you will find out-
standingly good meat and sausages 
and other goodies. They are even 
doing it now at Oaxen Skafferi at 
Mariatorget in Stockholm while 
they are waiting for their new res-
taurant to be completed on Djur-
gården. Those who have difficulty 
coping without a pig’s head in the 
fridge need therefore not worry. 
With a few days notice, you can 
have it confited and ready to go. 
And right on top of the counter, 
take advantage of their creations; 
cold smoked reindeer heart, pickled 
green tomatoes, marinades, Swedish 
vinegars and oils. 

Restaurant Proviant in Stockholm is a good example of 
the new 2-in-1 approach. It’s wall-to-wall dark beauties 
of meat tenderizing. Seeds, flour, fruit and veg on the 
shelves. And the joint’s biggest seller? The homemade veal 
stock, reduced and ready to go. At Gastrologik, you can 
have lunch in the old-fashioned grocery style store at-
tached to the restaurant. They are particularly down with 
the grandma’s grocer trend. You can take Gastrologik 
home with you too, via their oak-aged Swedish vinegar, 
veal stock, and hand kneaded sourdough bread. They 
even have their own nutella. The menu at the restaurant 
resembles their deli catwalk of raw produce. A large table 
proudly displaying the days’ ingredients. Same story at 
Swedish Taste in Göteborg where they sell selected parts 
of their actual dishes; pickles, sauces, and bread from the 
attached café. 

On the fishy side of things, Hambergs Fisk in Uppsala is 
an old favorite. Here, the lines for a lunch or dinner table 
are as long as those at the shop section for the city’s best fish, 
shellfish terrines and quiches. Worth queuing for. In 
Stockholm, B.A.R is a savior with its generous opening 
hours. You never know when you would kill for an oyster 
at 8 a.m. You can also pick up fish or meat here. 

Östermalmshallen’s Lisa and Gerda are religiously 
thronged with the local ladies-who-lunch brigade. First they 

bistros with 

stores

As raw ingredients 
and their provenance are 

increasingly being 
namedropped on bills 

of fare, interest has 
grown to show them off 

more literally. Soon, a 
restaurant will be nothing 

without its own farm 
shop in the back. 
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50 Kvadrat Visby 
S:t Hansplan, Visby, 
tel +46 498 27 83 80, 
www.50kvadrat.com

B.A.R. 
Blasieholmsgatan 4A, 
Stockholm,  
tel +46 8 611 53 35, www.
restaurangbar.se

Gastrologik 
Artillerigatan 14, Stockholm, 
tel +46 8 662 30 60, 
www.gastrologik.se

Hambergs Fisk 
Fyristorg 8, Uppsala, 
tel +46 18 71 00 50, 
www.hambergs.se

Klostergatans 
Vin & Delikatesser 
Klostergatan 3, Lund, 
tel +46 46 14 14 83, 
www.klostergatan.se

Köttbaren 
Tegnérgatan 32, Stockholm, 
tel +46 8 505 244 26, 
www.kottbaren.se

Lisa Elmqvist/Gerdas Fisk 
Östermalms Saluhall, 
 Stockholm, 
tel Lisa +46 8 553 404 10, 
tel Gerdas +46 8 553 404 40, 
www.ostermalmshallen.se

nytorget urban Deli 
Nytorget 4, Stockholm, 
tel +46 8 599 091 80, 
www.urbandeli.org

Oaxen Skafferi 
Mariatorget 2, Stockholm, 
tel +46 8 551 531 51, 
www.oaxenskafferi.se

Proviant 
Sturegatan 19, Stockholm, 
tel +46 8 22 60 50, 
www.proviant.se

Swedish Taste 
S:t Eriksgatan 6, Göteborg, 
tel +46 31 13 27 80, 
www.swedishtaste.com

Vendels Ales Stenar 
Dining Room 
Alesväg 30b, Kåseberga,
tel +46 411 52 72 20, 
www.vendelrestauranger.seER
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Meat in the bar. Köttbaren.

Provisions as Proviant. Provisions as Proviant. 

Meat in the bar. Köttbaren.
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Family time at the bar
Few bars offer a greater welcome than at Familjen. Probably because a couple of 
bartenders are the first thing you lay eyes on when you come in the door. Many 
unsuccessfully try to incorporate seasonal berries, spices and herbs in their cocktails, 
but few succeed as they do indeed here. The short, hard Klarapäron is fully redolent 
of pear, has top notes of Pernod and a superbly refreshing dash of lemon. Blueberries 
are notoriously hard to extract flavor from in drinks, but in their blueberry mojito, 
the bar crew succeed. A talent they also have for their alcoholic versions.
Familjen, Arkivgatan 7, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 20 79 79.  www.restaurangfamiljen.se

Hard and soft all at once
The capital’s most uncompromising cocktail bar. Drinks 
of the classic sort are what you get in Marie Laveau’s back-
room bar. Blended with precision. Bee’s Knees is testa-
ment to clean flavors where Beefeater 24, freshly pressed 
lemon juice and runny honey are balanced to perfection. 
The spartan drink shelves exhibit gin, bourbon and 
 bitters, and speak for themselves. If you want a fruity or 
alcohol-free alternative, you will be shown to the main 
bar in the room outside. Here, the offering is broader, and 
with a top atmosphere. A perfect softcore complement to 
the hardcore Little Quarter.  
Marie Laveau & Little Quarter, Hornsgatan 66, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 668 85 00. www.marielaveau.se

Cocktails and European home cooking
The zinc bar ends in an open kitchen in the middle of the 
restaurant and quickly fills with guests who want to sit in 
the ringside seats as they sip the sour cocktail In your face. 
Bastard is, with its Big City vibe, the obvious choice for 
an evening out with a sleek bartender who responds to 
the slightest nod. With the greatest seriousness and ele-
gance, he methodically takes you on a journey from classic 
presidential favorites to his own creations. Dare to have a 
Cotton Mouth, with its on-trend cucumber freshness and 
intensive smokiness from the Laphroig, it may knock you 
out on the street with a grin. 
Bastard, Mäster Johansgatan 11, Malmö. Tel +46 40 12 13 18. 

www.bastardrestaurant.se

STeAk And SouR PleASe!
Yes. It is in fact a cocktail bar. Amidst brisket, steaks, fillets 
and sausages at the meat bar, stand a small but perfectly 
formed bar battalion. And it’s all about bourbon and rye 
whiskey. This may seem limited, liquor heavy och nothing 
like your usual bar hangout, but describe to the three skilled 
bartenders what you want to have, and they will deliver. 
The striking combination of a meat shop and a cocktail 
bar has all the hallmarks of a classic in the making.
Köttbaren, Tegnérgatan 32, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 505 244 26. 

www.kottbaren.se

A gold mine in Stockholm City
Guldbaren (The Gold Bar) at Nobis takes the concept ‘inter-

national hotel bar’ in the most serious way and fills a gap on the 

Swedish cocktail scene. The interiors and drinks list testify to 

high ambitions, but without feeling snobby. Gentlemen simply 

must have the Hearst Cocktail – an elegant lesson in bitterness. 

And the sour Pamplemousse Royale shows that champagne 

cocktails are best when not overpowered by fruity sweetness.
Guldbaren, nobis Hotel, Norrmalmstorg 2-4, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 614 10 00. www.nobishotel.com

Big city vibe. Bastard.
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Uncompromising. 
Marie Laveau.

a striking combination.  
Köttbaren. 

ice
breakers

InTeRnATIonAl 
ChIC AT PonTuS!

In food emporium Pontus! 
the bar is well stocked. 

Here, well-balanced drinks 
are made from an exciting 

list of both forgotten 
 classics and new creations.  

Beefeater 24 gin with 
both Japanese and Chinese 
tea appears in many drinks 

such as Chamomile Tea. 
The oval shaped bar, with 
plentiful bar stools, tables 

and sofas, make this a 
 titillating spot to take 

good friends to. Or find 
new ones at. 

Pontus!, 
Brunnsgatan 1, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 545 273 00. 
www.pontusfrithiof.com

Little London à la Big Apple
In the bar at Heaven 23, one becomes cosmopolitan, 
 regardless of whether you are a traveller to a fair at the 
exhibition center 23 floors down, out on a first date or 
just want to finish the evening on a high note. Upon ar-
rival, allow yourself gawping time before you hit the bar. 
The view is expansive. And the city beautiful. With either 
your own Cul-De-Sac creation or a proper and most apt 
Manhattan in hand, it is hard not to feel smugly suave.
Heaven 23, Mässans gata 24, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 750 88 05. 

www.heaven23.se

Wrapped in velvet
Velvet, red and gold anno 1890, but the cancan music has 
been replaced by the contemporary, as have the drinks. 
The rum based cocktails are listed under Cuba, Tiki and 
Beyond. El Presidente and Mount Gay with vermouth 
are as powerful as they sound. And Old Cuba tastes 
 exactly as it should. And it’s always abuzz in the middle 
bar, where drinks are blended carefully by bartenders 
with sure hands. Quality assured. 
Brasserie Le Rouge & Le Bar, Österlånggatan 17, Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 505 244 60. www.lerouge.se

Drinks worth waiting for. It doesn’t look like much from outside and there is absolutely nothing 
inside to suggest that this is one of the city’s best bars. But when you see the drink list you  understand. Godot  
is something out of the ordinary. It is not easy to choose between inspired reinterpretations of classics, such as  
their outstanding version of a Bloody Mary with Absolut pepper, mustard, horseradish and red wine. And whisky  
drinks such as Mint Eastwood, based on Woodford Reserve rounded off with exotic fruits and the freshness of mint.  
Brasserie Godot, Grev Turegatan 36, Stockholm. Tel +46 8 660 06 14. www.godot.se

international scene 
at Kungstorget in Göteborg
They hang in the designer armchairs, on the bar stools and 
along the bar. Eclectic, edgy, yet laid back. Hello beautiful 
people. A quick aperitif. Lengthy lounging with friends. 
Or keeping company in the corner… everything in its 
place. Manhattan’s of hairy rye whisky, red vermouth and 
orange pieces are served in large ice cube. Balance and 
strength. And a tight bar team are remarkably on-the-ball. 
If you ask them nicely to be a little extra creative, they 
will not fail. Such as grilling marshmallows with a blow-
torch and pairing them with drinks. 
Avalon, Kungstorget 9, Göteborg. Tel +46 31 751 02 36. 

www.avalonhotel.se

Regular place for the in-crowd 
As the Möllan area’s only cocktail bar, this French nostalgia 
bar fills up fast. Here, one is not only tempted to have a 
Sidecar, but wants one. The bar has gone from a casual 
buddy to a close friend what with a handpicked new  bar 
manager bringing style with his passion for classics, which 
perfectly match the nostalgic atmosphere. Sometimes, 
they conjure up their own versions of old times, such as 
the feminine – but sharp – Bonne nuit, mon amie. Sit 
tight with the regulars and follow them as they stream 
into the nearby nightclub.  
Belle Epoque, Södra Skolgatan 43, Malmö. Tel +46 40 97 39 90. 

www.belle-epoque.se

“The secrecy 
factor and 

interior make for 
an American 

roaring-20s feel. 
With a Gin Gin 
Mule to your lips 

at the long bar, 
one is as close to 
Lower East Side 

as one can get 
in Stockholm.” 

1900/Kåken,  
Regeringsgatan 66, Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 20 60 10.  
www.r1900.se

gold Rush = Bourbon Sour 
with honey but no egg 
white. 1900/Kåken.

Laid back. avalon.

The classical Brandy Crusta. 
Le Rouge.

Fills a gap on the Swedish 
cocktail scene. guldbaren.
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What used to be fairly basic drinks knocked together 
with blueberries, cloudberries, arrack, aquavit, beetroot 
or lemon verbena have now evolved into more elegant 
cocktails increasingly capable of measuring up against 
classic recipes that have been around for decades.
 More and more bars are adding less common drinks 
to their lists. A cobbler is a classic drink originally based 
on wine, sugar and fresh fruit. Today spirits are often 
added. With all those world-class Nordic berries and 
fruits at bartenders’ disposal, this type of refreshing, 
vitamin C-packed drink has every opportunity of 
becoming a huge success, particularly in the summer and 
autumn. A similar drinks type is a daisy, which is essentially 
made by adding soda water to a sour (in turn made of 
spirits, citrus and a sweetener). There are many different 
types of daisies, but they’re all ice cold, refreshing and 
garnished with seasonal fruits or berries.
 This also amounts to a challenge and a possibility for 
the most competitive Swedish bartenders: launching 
drinks recipes with Nordic flavours on the international 
bar scene. That would be a way for bars to cash in on the 
attention the world’s gastro-media is currently lavishing 
on Nordic cuisine.
 Vodka has ended up a little bit in the wake of the 
classic cocktail surge, since it’s usually drunk as a schnapps or 
shot. But flavour-neutral vodkas – not to mention flavoured 
aquavits, which Sweden is awash in – are an excellent 
basis for a more innovative mixology, which is where the 
rolling bar boom is next headed.
 Stay tuned!  Per Styregård 
 

And it’s not just ice that’s been pimped; ingredients and 
spirits are better and more varied than ever. Large drinks 
corporations and smaller importers ensure that Swedish 
bars have an internationally respectable selection of 
spirits, fortified wines, bitters, drink mixers and juices.
 Alcohol-free drinks packages – mostly juices – to go 
with the tasting menus are available at many forward-
looking restaurants. Seriously good fresh juices have also 
made their way behind the bar and will continue gaining 
ground. This is partly because we have so much top 
quality juice in Sweden and partly because both 
traditional drinks and alcohol-free cocktails become so 
much tastier with them. Never before have there been so 
many excellent types of apple juice, often made from a 
single type of apple, on the Swedish market. Who can 
turn down a tumbler of slightly cloudy juice made from 
tart Signe Tillisch, aromatic Ingrid Marie, or flavourful 
Belle de Boskoop?
 So what happens when the sustained classics trend 
dies down? Sweden’s cutting-edge bars have already 
moved on. They haven’t thrown out the classics, instead 
they’ve refined and developed them. They make their 
own fruit, berry and herb sugars, freeze their own ice, concoct 
their own bitters, preserve berries and fruits, make 
infusions and decoctions – in short, everything except the 
spirits is made from scratch at the most ambitious bars. 
This is a development that will continue. It also invites 
such trends as letting seasonal berries, fruits, herbs and 
spices feature in the drinks. While this is nothing new, the 
way it’s being done is more sophisticated than ever.  

ponent parts harmonise more – and of adding oak char ac  
ter in some cases – is beginning to gain ground in some 
quarters, such as at another Stockholm meat restaurant, ag.  
 After the revival of classic cocktails, which had the 
Swedish bar-going public enthusiastically sipping their way 
through nostalgic Sidecars, Manhattans, Daiquiris, Negro-
nis – Old Fashioned even achieved a  kind of Big Mac 
status – , the pressure is now on for shifting up a gear or 
two on both sides of the bar. It’s not just about what goes 
into the glasses, but about the surrounding show as well.
 Introducing new types of drinks is a long process. 
Bartenders learn quickly, but it takes longer for guests to 
catch on. Most probably know of some sour, fizz or 
collins that they tend to order. But it’ll be a while before 
Swedish bar guests in general order drink types such as 
fix, flip, shrub or crusta. For their part, bartenders still 
have room for improvement when it comes to social 
ability: understanding the knowledge levels of different 
guests and giving good service to all of them, no matter 
which level they’re at.
 A couple of years ago, clever bar managers took ice and 
turned it into a show. Bartenders sawed and hacked at 
large blocks of ice in order to fill tumblers with large, beauti-
ful, solid chunks of ice. Today this ice business has become 
more refined. The sawing and hacking still goes on, now 
sometimes with bow saws and chainsaws before, well, awed 
guests. Many bars spend more money and effort finding the 
right ice machine, that delivers ice at the perfect tempera-
ture. Ice isn’t just ice. It’s crushed ice, ice for shaking, ice 
designed to fit special cocktail glasses.

espite a series of international successes, above all 
with vodka, the bar scene in Sweden has been 
constrained by strict legislation and tight licensing, 
both rooted in a centuries-old tradition of limiting 
alcohol consumption by decree. Sweden and Finland 
are the only countries in the eu with state monopolies 
for retail sales of wines and spirits. To justify this anti-

competitive arrangement – both to the European Com-
mission and the Swedish general public – the Swedish 
mono poly’s selection is both wide and deep, and the 
prices it charges for some of the best wines and spirits are 
frequently lower than in other countries.
 The authorities have nevertheless realised that in a 
country as sensitive to trends as Sweden – not least in the 
area of food and drink – it just isn’t possible to apply 
legislation to thwart a trend such as the bar and cocktail 
boom currently sweep ing the world’s great gastronomy 
and enter tainment centres.
 Stand-alone bars are still not allowed in Sweden; they 
have to be connected to a restaurant business. This has meant 
that ever more restaurants have added a cocktail bar, which 
in turn has created a platform for bartenders/mixologists 
and chefs/sommeliers to innovate along the boundaries 
that separate them. At Svartengrens, a Stockholm restau-
rant specialising in meat, the drinks list recently featured a 
meat drink with entrecote fat. Did it taste good? It wasn’t 
as wacky as it sounds: unexpectedly refreshing and with 
an interesting nutty flavour. Bartenders are also influenced 
by the world of wine. The method of storing cocktails for 
a certain amount of time in order to make their com-

In Sweden bars cannot be run as individual establishments – they have to be 
attached to a restaurant. This constraint has led to a creative mixology, where 
bar managers and bartenders look to chefs and sommeliers for inspiration.  

      Vodka
and beyond 

“Ice isn’t 
just ice. 
It’s crushed ice,  
ice for shaking, 
ice designed 
to fit special 
cocktail 
glasses.”
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stockholm.

Cobbler. Guldbaren.

icebreaker. 1900/kåken. 
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a morning of the new year, no less. Only the 
best grapes are made into wine – a wine  
known as ice wine. While many other 
Swed ish winemakers look to Germany, 
Den mark and Britain, Amnegård and Blax
sta set out from what goes on in Canada.

“There’s a lot of knowledge in 
Canada about cold climate winegrow
ing. What we need is an institution to 
research how to make wine in our spe
cific climate, and then spread the know
ledge to Swedish growers. At the mo
ment we have a lot of people growing 
by trial and error, and that is too long 
a road to good wines. There’s some 
training going on at Alnarp in Skåne 
and at Uppsala University,  but it’s 
very early days yet.”

At Blaxsta there are also plant
ings of the noble varieties Chardon
nay and Merlot, both of course interna
tionally recognised and marketable. Göran 
says they’re very well suited to Sweden, but that the must 
behaves very differently from the way it does in southern 
climates. Know ledge about how to make wine with these 
specific and different musts is not very developed yet. It’s a 
work in progress.

But the question isn’t just how to make good wine in 
Sweden – it’s how to make unique wine. Enter Murat 
 Sofrakis and his wife, Lena Jörgensen. Their attitude is al
most the opposite of Göran Amnegård’s at Blaxsta. Murat 
Sofrakis planted his first vines in 2000. About 30 different 
varieties were distributed across just over one hectare at 
their small farm in Klagshamn outside Malmö. The neigh
bours thought he had gone completely mad. Winegrow
ing? Outside Malmö? But Sofrakis stuck to it, discovering 
gradually which grape varieties didn’t work and planting 
new ones – progressing, as it were, by trial and error.

bout twenty years ago the idea of growing grapes in Swed
ish soil would have sounded like a joke, and a bad joke at 
that, or possibly like an eccentric and obscure hobby. But 
today more than 300 active growers are in the process of 
creating an entirely new agricultural industry.

“The future for Swedish wine is all about daring to be 
special. For us there will never be any economy in making 
basic table wine – we have to produce quality to survive.” 
Thus Göran Amnegård, winemaker at Blaxsta Vingård out
side Flen.

Amnegård is easily the most well known winemaker in 
Sweden. His sweet wine, Vidal Ice Wine, has won both 
silver and gold medals at prestigious international wine 
competitions, neck and neck with Tokay and Sauternes. 
But then Göran Amnegård is a special person. Few people 
know that he has won advanced cooking competitions in 
Canada – on a number of occasions.

“If  you want to cook good food you have to start out 
with good ingredients, every cook knows that. It’s the 
same with wine – the must has to be top quality. That’s 
why I make wine in the Mälar valley.”

The statement is typical of Amnegård, and may sound 
provocative to someone from, say, France or Italy. But he 
can explain what he means:

“Grapes are fruits, and they need sunlight for their 
photosynthesis. The sunlight up here is very intensive, but 
only for a short period, which means that the fruit flavour 
becomes intensive without developing too much sugar. 
And another thing: the pack ice left these parts much later, 
tens of thousands of years later than it left Bordeaux, for 
example. The minerals in the soil are therefore much more 
numerous and much more densely distributed than in 
southern and central Europe. They haven’t had time to 
decompose yet, and minerals are basic nutrition for the 
vines. A third aspect of my winemaking is that it is com
pletely organic. I don’t need to spray or manipulate, be
cause winters are so cold that they kill off the pests.”

This year Amnegård and his friends harvested on the first 

With a uniquely rich combination of minerals in its moraine soils and sunlight that 
lingers later into the night than at southern latitudes, Sweden has favourable conditions for 
growing grapes with a lot of character. This is something a growing band of Swedish 
winemakers is staking its bets on. And now German, Spanish and French wine 
producers are turning their attention to Sweden as well.
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Mattias

Kroon

A wine country 
emerging
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Supplier of Quality Certified Genuine KaliX lÖJroM
Bd fiSK aB
Besiktningsvägen 10
973 45 Luleå, Sweden
Tel: +46-920-245390 
Fax: +46-920-227738 
E-mail: info@bdfisk.se 
Website: www.bdfisk.se

Kalix Löjrom
Sustainable wild harvested - Caviar from Coregonus albula

Kalix Löjrom is a frequent delicacy at exclusive dinners. The 
Swedish Royal Court has a special love for this unique product. 
At the Nobel Banquet, when the world’s attention is turned to  
Sweden for the award and an extra memorable dinner party, Kalix 
Löjrom is often served as a starter. 

Kalix Löjrom is Sweden’s first food product to be awarded the 
Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) status by the Europe-
an Union. It gives the strongest geographical protection on the  
market for the product.

The PDO status ensures that only roe extracted from vendace 
fished and processed within the municipalities of Haparanda, Kalix, 
Luleå and Piteå can be awarded the name Kalix Löjrom. 

It is the unique chemistry of the water in the Bothnian Bay that gives 
the roe its distinct qualities. Most gastronomic experts consider Kalix 
Löjrom incomparable in its consistence, colour and flavour. But even 
in purely scientific terms Kalix Löjrom is unique in its mineral content, 
with both more and different minerals than vendace roe harvested 
elsewhere.

It is tradition in the Gulf of Bothnia coast to prepare local delicacies  
and offer them to customers all over the world, a craft that is  
conducted over the generations in an intensive fishing period.

GuldHaVen fiSKe
Stenbäcksvägen 49
952 04 Pålänge, Sweden
Tel: +46-73-812 16 95 
 

perSSonS lÖJroM aB
Marklundsvägen 59
954 35, Öjebyn, Sweden
Tel: +46-70-620 28 39



Today, as of the 2008 vintage, he successfully makes a white 
wine from the Solaris grape which is really quite delicious. 
And unique.

“I see no reason to make wine that’s like any other 
wine. That doesn’t interest me. Solaris seems to like it here, 
and after ten years I’m beginning to understand the grape. 
In another ten years’ time I hope to be making the best 
Solaris wine in the world,” Sofrakis says, humbly stating 
that his wine doesn’t offer good value for money today. It 
costs just over sek 200 at Systembolaget, but in flavour 
terms you can find wines of more or less the same quality 
for about half that. But not from Sweden, of course. Sofrakis 
prices the wine at exactly the level it costs him to make it, 
so from that point of view it is extremely good value.

It’s hardly surprising that Skåne, Sweden’s southern
most region and a climate zone with several favourable 
microclimates, is becoming established as Sweden’s leading 
wine district. There’s even a “route du vin” with an itiner
ary of twentyodd producers to visit. Most of them are 
near the coast, extending along the Skåne coast from the 
bay of Ängelholm in the west to Åhus in the east.

Of Sweden’s currently 300 or so growers, about 10 per
cent are “commercial winemakers”. The number of growers 
increases by about 25 percent every year – numbers that no 
doubt surprise many people. And they are conservative esti
mates, because there are no exact figures, according to Anders 
Melin, chairman of the Swedish Winegrowers’ Association: 

“Not everyone is a member of our association, and 
most of them are enthusiasts. Even so, a decision on per
mitting sales on location would be very beneficial to the 
Swedish wine industry. We are the only country where 
producers can’t sell their wine directly to visiting custom
ers, and in the long run that’s untenable.”

Conditions for traditional winemakers within the eu 
provide an interesting perspective for Swedish winemak
ers. In Sweden, according to some reports, you can plant 
up to 500 hectares of new vines without any special per
mit, since the Nordic countries never bothered to negoti
ate a classification as “wine countries”. According to the 
Swedish Board of Agriculture there are no acreage limita
tions whatsoever in Sweden. An estimate from last autumn 
suggests that about 80 hectares are currently being used for 
vines in Sweden. Not much, considering the potential!

In the wine countries, by contrast, the surplus is very 
large and growers are given subsidies to pull up their vines. 
Sadly this often leads to the oldest vines being uprooted – 
the ones that produce the finest grapes but the lowest 
yield. So if you want to plant new vines in virgin soil, 
which is a very attractive proposition to many winemakers, 
you have to come to the Nordic countries.

And this is precisely what is beginning to happen 
among large European wine firms. Eyes are on the Nor
dics, not just for the gastronomy, but for wines too. It’s 
known that climate conditions here are more attractive 
than many previously thought. And global warming means 
that certain areas of southern and central Europe are be
coming increasingly difficult to make wines in – grapes 
need to be protected from the sun, they dry out and 
 occasionally get scorched. It also leads to too much sugar, 

which pushes up alcohol levels – no longer such a desirable 
characteristic in modern wine.

A couple of German wine firms have begun experi
mental plantings in Blekinge, where the coastal region in 
particular is regarded as having good potential. And a 
Spanish firm has planted an ambitious experimental vine
yard on Öland, with about 30 000 vines now being har
vested with such positive results that another 30 000 are 
being planted. There are also unconfirmed rumours that 
certain champagne houses are very interested in land in 
Skåne, since the soil there is similar to the soil in some 
parts of Champagne.

So is it positive or negative that foreign wine compa
nies are establishing themselves in Sweden? Well, since cul
ture and knowledge about winemaking are still in their 
infancy in Sweden, it would seem to be a natural develop
ment in a borderless market such as the eu. And perhaps it 
will make Swedes themselves more interested, and open to 
domestic investments.

Lars Torstenson is one of Sweden’s bestknown wine 
personalities abroad. He has won hundreds of medals in 
international wine competitions over the years and was for 
a long time winemaker at Domaine Rabiega in Provence, 
owned by the former Swedish state monopoly Vin & Sprit. 
Today he works as a flying winemaker in Europe and 
North America.

“Sweden can get a lot better at winemaking. Put 
bluntly, production is still in the Stone Age, which is of 
course because there is neither tradition nor experience to 
build on. Today a bunch of enthusiasts are laying the foun
dations of what will be Sweden’s wine business in the 
 future,” he says.

Like everyone else in the hitherto tiny Swedish wine 
industry, Torstenson believes that real training and oppor
tunities for selling directly to consumers are necessary 
changes before the next step can be taken.

“The first producer to make the investment needed for 
a sufficiently large production – from the economic view
point – to get prices down, will be a winner. Things will 
also go well for the producer who can make a truly great 
wine – in that case smaller units can also be profitable.”

Is there any other country whose wine development 
can be compared to Sweden’s?

“If we’re talking about the activity as such, Sweden is 
similar to all other new wine producing countries, like the 
us in the 60s and 70s, for example. But if we’re talking 
about the unique conditions with the cool climate, then 
Britain, Denmark and Canada are better comparisons.”

Which grape varieties do you think have the greatest 
potential for success at the hands of Swedish winemakers?

“So far Solaris looks like the best variety, but this is an 
area where a lot of basic research remains to be done, and 
it is reasonable to assume that we don’t yet have a clue as 
to which varieties will be the most common ones in Swe
den in 50 years’ time.”

There seems to be no doubt, then, that Sweden will  
be a wine country in the future. The question is which 
Swedish growers will last longest. Keep drinking and you’ll 
find out. å
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How did the 
Solaris variety find 

its way here?
The Solaris variety is a 
white hybrid that was 

 created in 1975 at a grape 
breeding institute in 

 Freiburg, Germany.  
Its official breeding code is 

FR 240-75, where FR 
stands for Freiburg.  

The aim was to create a 
hardy variety, resistant to 
various diseases and frost, 

making it suitable for 
 colder climates. To achieve 
this, the Merzling variety – 

which is itself a hybrid – 
was crossed with another 

hybrid, Gm 6493.  
Solaris thus contains 
 several hybrids in its 

 pedigree, meaning it is not 
a pure Vitis Vinifera 

 variety, but it is none-
theless listed as a cultivar 

and has varietal protection. 
Wines made from Solaris 

tend to be fruity and 
 perfumed, with hints of 

banana and hazelnut, and 
have medium acidity. The 

variety can ripen to a high 
sugar content, making it 
suitable for sweet wines.

(source: Wikipedia)
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Murat Sofrakis planted his first vines 
in 2000. He hopes to be able to make 
the best Solaris wine in the world.

 “About 30 different varieties were distributed across just over 
one hectare at their small farm in Klagshamn outside Malmö.  

The neighbours thought he had gone completely mad. 
Winegrowing? Outside Malmö?”
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Blaxsta Vingård

Route du vin

Klagshamn
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Breakfast 
at Fäviken

BREAKFAST MENU

Traditionally  
“boiled” coffee

An infusion 
of flowers and leaves 
from our herb garden

Nectar and honey 
from Bengt-Johnny 
and Jan-Anders
in Öster Övsjö

Bread baked 
with wheat 

from Ångsta Mill

Hen’s eggs 
in winter and duck’s 

eggs in summer, 
in various formats 

(boiled, fried, poached, 
scrambled)

The good butter

Aged cow’s milk cheese

Smoked ham

Suovas (salted and 
smoked reindeer meat)

Paté of fowl’s liver

Salmon trout under 
 brown butter

Jam from last autumn

Tjuckmjölk 
(ropy milk)

Porridge

Freshly baked 
jam cakes

While gastronomy is 
continuously evolving, breakfast 
stays more or less the same. 
It’s one of the most conservative 
meals anywhere, locked in local 
habits and standards. 
Not so at Fäviken Magasinet, 
Magnus Nilsson’s much-hyped 
restaurant in northern Sweden. 
Here you are invited on a 
magnificent journey back in 
time – à la récherche  
des saveurs perdues.

Those old enough may have experienced something similar, 
perhaps on a visit to grandmother’s country house a long 
time ago. Provided your grandmother is Swedish, that is.  
 The soured milk is viscous and almost ropy, the work 
of lactococcus lactis, the microbe that is also used for making 
cheddar cheese. The taste is mild, with a wonderfully fresh 
acidity and a hint of bitterness. It is served with a müsli 
from the farm kitchen and pickled golden cloudberries.
 What Magnus Nilsson serves his overnight guests for 
breakfast at Fäviken Magasinet conjures distant memories 
that may not even be your own. It’s as if your genes 
remember. As soon as you taste anything on the breakfast 
table you know that this is what it should always have 
tasted like, but hasn’t for the last fifty or seventy years. Well, 
you don’t even have to taste it: seeing it, smelling it takes 
you all the way back to a lost world of outstanding quality. 
Among the delicacies on the table you’ll find perfectly 
soft-boiled duck’s eggs, a coarse paté of pork belly and wild 
birds’ liver, a silky rillette from lamb, matured hard cheese 
from unpasteurised cows’ milk with taste from grazing on 
the Himmelsraften fjeld and a honey nectar from Örtagård 
Öst, the local winery. 
 Swedes indulge in very hearty breakfasts. In fact it is 
regarded as perhaps the most important meal of the day: 
not only providing fuel for all the activities of the day but 
also securing all those important nutrients that build health, 
well-being and a long life. Precisely what this calls for is 
constantly debated, and often bitterly squabbled about. 
Even the Swedish authorities have taken an active role in 
influencing what’s on the breakfast menu. Long before the 
reign of the lchf diet a government authority was quoted 
on billboards all over the country, urging Swedes to eat six 
to eight slices of bread every day. Most of them for breakfast 
of course.
 Today, bread is enjoying a new golden era in Sweden. 
This is especially true for sourdough bread, which has 
evolved into a craze, especially in Stockholm, where almost 
everyone is cultivating his or her own mother-dough and 
where there’s even a sourdough hotel for all the passionate 
amateurs that treat their sourdoughs as beloved pets, and 
want them well taken care of while away from town. At 
Fäviken you’ll be served a fabulous, slightly burnt sour-
dough bread, leavened in the wooden tray that belonged to 
Nilsson’s grandmother with the old yeast culture putatively 
still alive and kicking. The deeply golden home-churned 
butter is to die for – and possibly of. 
 The typical Swedish breakfast includes some odd 
staples that may charm as well as repel foreign visitors. 
Among them, the creamy sweet and smoked pink caviar 
from cod, which is typically enjoyed on crisp rye bread with 
hard-boiled eggs and possibly some dill – not to everyone’s 
liking, at least not on first trial: but this is what Swedes 
really crave after some time abroad. Bring them a tube of 
Kalles Kaviar and they’re quite happy.
 Of course you’ll be served a homemade caviar at 
Fäviken’s breakfast table, slightly less sweet and with much 
more pungent maritime flavours.  
 Fäviken Magasinet does not serve lunch. But who needs 
lunch after a breakfast like this?  Ingrid Larsson 

culture in the wood grain, 
which of course makes for 
unforgettably sumptuous 
sourdough bread. 

Granny’s baking tray, 
 leaning against the wall in 
the dining room, retains the 
whole Frösö Island yeast 

The soured milk is viscous 
and almost ropy. The taste 
is mild, with a wonder-
fully acidity and a hint  
of  bitterness. 
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The four-letter word      that makes Sweden tick

 This gives afternoon fika in Sweden certain parallels 
with British afternoon tea. If you fika (like many other 
four-letter words, fika is both noun and verb) in the 
home of an elderly person in Sweden, it is still customary 
to serve seven kinds of sweet biscuits and cakes with the 
coffee.
 One of the bestselling books of all time in Sweden – 
up there with the Bible and the books about Pippi Long-
stocking, Lisbeth Salander and Zlatan Ibrahimovic – is 
entitled “Sju sorters kakor”, or “seven kinds of cakes” (the 
title of the English edition of this blockbuster is “Swedish 
Cakes and Cookies”).
 In the modern era, cakes have been replaced by 
cinnamon buns as the paramount fika nibble. Since 1999, 
Sweden celebrates the Day of the Cinnamon Bun on 4 
October, while Whit Monday is no longer observed. 
What, after all, can the Acts of the Apostles summon 
against fika?
 Swedish churches now go through considerably greater 
amounts of fikabröd than sacramental wafers.
 The Evangelical-Lutheran Swedish state church does 
not practice confession in the Catholic sense, but ministers 
having fika with congregation members get pretty close.
 The most important function of fika in Swedish 
culture is that it’s a way of meeting informally, with - 
out pressures. If you say to someone “How about having 
dinner?” it may be interpreted as an invitation to a date. 
“Do you want to have a fika?”, on the other hand, is 
completely open.
 Fika is thus instrumental to the open and un con-
ditional exchange of ideas. And sure enough, there’s a 
website called swedishfika.com which is a technical 
forum for web designers. As the creators write in the 
About section: “We figured everything we usually discuss over 
our daily cup of coffee can be translated into a website.”
 People from all over the world now come to Sweden 
and Stockholm to study how the city has turned into a 
hub of high-tech creativity, spawning companies such as 
Spotify and Soundcloud, world-leading pop producers 
such as Max Martin, Shellback and RedOne, and artists 
such as Robyn, Avicii and Swedish House Mafia.
 One thing all these young geniuses have in common 
is that they never turn down an opportunity to fika.

Swedish sexual liberation, which became internationally 
notorious through various films in the 1950s, has had the 
legacy in many countries that Sweden is still associated 
with four-letter words. Like love and fuck and free.
 Sweden’s most famous pop group also has a name 
made up of four letters, abba.
 More recently, another Swedish four-letter word has 
echoed around the world: ikea.
 But the most important four-letter word for under-
standing Swedish culture is fika.
 As an international guidebook has it: “Any trip to Sweden, 
be it for business, personal reasons or just because you want to stay 
at the Ice Hotel, is going to necessitate knowing the word fika”.
 Sweden has gone from being a profoundly Christian 
country to being a secularised one where religion is a sub-
culture or a special interest comparable to golf or knitting. But 
fika is religion in Sweden. All Swedes regard fika as sacred.
 The best English translation of fika is “to take a coffee 
break”, but what it also means is “to take a break from work”. 
This becomes even more obvious when the word is 
extended to fikapaus or fikarast (“rast” is break; “paus” is 
what you think it is).
 At all Swedish workplaces, employees take one fika-
paus mid-morning and another one in the afternoon. The 
matter is not taken lightly: unions at the leading television 
channel, svt, have made fika breaks a non-negotiable 
condition in employment contracts. 
 In the 1990s, a major entertainment programme 
produced by svt was forced to forgo live music because 
rehearsals collided with the fikapaus the technical staff 
were entitled to by law. All the artists on the show there-
fore had to perform to playback.
 You don’t mess with fika.
 Fika is a Lutheran siesta: a rest in which you don’t go 
as far as lying down to sleep, instead you just lay your 
thoughts to rest while you remain sitting in an upright 
position, thereby avoiding accusations of laziness.
 Fika is not just sacred at workplaces in Sweden. Fika 
breaks are taken in all Swedish homes as well.
 The word fika goes back several centuries – etymo-
logists and historians disagree about its roots – and origi-
nally meant “coffee”. With time it has also come to mean 
what you eat with your coffee, fikabröd (literally, fika bread).

Swedes may have done away with religion, sexual mores and intellectual 
ownership rights, but there’s one thing they all hold sacred: the fika break.

By
Jan 

Gradvall 

More on fika [fee-ka]

Some etymologists say “fika” 
is an example of slang with 
reversed syllables (like the ver 
lan argot of French). The dia
lect version of “kaffe” (coffee 
in Swedish, in case that wasn’t 
clear) was “kaffi”, which with 
reversed syllables became “fika”.

The verb “fika” = to drink coffee.
The noun “fika” = a cup of coffee.
A “fik” = a café or patisserie.

According to the Swedish 
National Coffee Association, 
67 per cent of Swedes, or 80 
per cent of the adult popula
tion, are coffee drinkers.

The Nordic countries are the 
world’s biggest per capita 
coffee consumers. Finland 
tops the list with 3.5 cups per 
person per day. And then the 
other Nordic countries 
 compete for the #2 spot.

“Kaffetår” comes from “tår” 
(tear, as in weeping) and 
means “a wee cuppa”. “Påtår” 
is a refill, and under some cir
cumstances a “tretår” (third 
cuppa) is even served. But 
 after that it’s quite enough…

“Kaffeflicka” (coffee girl) be
came a fad word the other 
year thanks to the book “Den 
motvillige monarken” (The 
 Re luctant Monarch, a contro
versial biography of Sweden’s 
current king). A coffee girl is a 
sweet number that arrives with 
the coffee after a substantial 
gentlemen’s dinner. Might this 
be the next Swedish word/con
cept export after “om buds man”, 
“smorgasbord”, “pappaledig” 
(paternal leave) and “tjejmid
dag” (allgirl dinner party)?

“Lattemorsor” (Latte mums) 
are women around 30 with 
prams who frequent certain 
cafés, often in groups.

“Tack för kaffet” (Thanks for 
the coffee) expresses any
thing but. Often used with a 
sarcastic tone of voice to 
 underline the lack of any 
 reason at all for gratitude.
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“Fiks” worth 
making a 
detour for
Classic fika. For seven 
kinds of cakes and 
more… 
Sture katten, Riddargatan 4, 
Stockholm. 

Fika standing up. 
The proper Italian way.  

Sosta, Sveavägen 84, 
Stockholm.

Macchiato with cultural 
élite, like in The Girl 
with the Dragon Tattoo. 
Kaffe, S:t Paulsgatan 17, 
Stockholm.

Organic fika in 
a dazzling garden. 

Rosendals Trädgård, Rosendals
terrassen 12, Stockholm.

Fika, fika everywhere. 
Haga Nygata, Göteborg.

Italian watering hole in 
 Linnéstaden. 

Bar Italia, 
Prinsgatan 7, Göteborg.

Gothenburg’s oldest café 
roasts its own beans.
Mauritz Kaffe, Fredsgatan 2, 
Göteborg.

Home-roasted and Fair 
Trade at a hip address. 

da Matteo, Vallgatan 5, 
Göteborg.

Cosy garden with 
freshly roasted coffee. 
Lilla Kaffe rosteriet, Baltzars
gatan 24 A, Malmö.

Malmö’s coolest 
coffee bar.

Solde Kaffebar, Regements
gatan 2, Malmö.

“You don’t mess with fika.”



And not all species of lichen are edible. When your 
guests draw their breath suddenly after your improvised 
lichen dinner, it’s not necessarily in admiration. The acid 
of some types of lichens is known as vulpinic acid and 
can, in large doses, lead to respiratory failure. In fact, sev-
eral types of lichen acids can cause problems if you should 
happen to gobble up large amounts of untreated lichens. 
The species Lasallia pustulata, commonly called rock-
tripe, contains no lichen acid, and the other edible types 
such as Iceland lichen, horsehair lichen and reindeer li-
chen are treated with alkaline substances like bicarbonate 
to neutralise the acid and probably also make the lichen’s 
starch-like carbohydrates more accessible.

There’s no doubt, then, that lichens are interesting. 
That leaves us with the question of whether they actually 
taste good. And the opportunity for some logical acrobatics 
to try to conceal the fact that edible isn’t synonymous 
with enjoyable. According to most people, the taste can 
be described simply as slightly bitter. The texture requires 
more extensive analysis since cooking methods allow for 
the whole spectrum from slimy to crisp – as in those 
Magnus Nilsson serves deep-fried at Fäviken Magasinet, 
with sour cream in tow.

“Are lichens really tasty?” I ask Magnus Nilsson.
“Of course they’re tasty if they’ve been cooked the 

right way. It’s often forgotten in restaurants always chasing 
new things how crucial it is that the stuff also tastes good.”

“But do your deep-fried lichens taste better than normal 
potato crisps?” I craftily inquire.

“Well… Let’s say my home-made crisps get 7 points, 
then Estrella’s get maybe 8 or 9, and their Sour Cream & 
Onion ones get 10. The lichens are probably an 8. But 
they give guests a different experience, one they can’t get 
at home. A feeling for the region, and for what Fäviken is.”

And then he speaks eloquently of how lichens differ 
in character. The Iceland lichen has bitter mushroom 
hints. Reindeer lichen have a milder profile and… An 
hour later I’ve booked a trip to Fäviken.

Will the lichen, with its genius for survival, manage to 
become a permanent feature of the shifting biotope that 
is the Swedish restaurant menu? Will it even become a 
household word? And perhaps more importantly, will I 
now arrange a small lichen plot in my suburban garden?

Will I be revelling in the small hours over elaborate 
32-hour recipes for trumpet lichen?

And dare I go to Fäviken without stowing two bags of 
good old crisps in my suitcase?         

Lisa Förare Winbladh

Cool, Nordic winds are sweeping Sweden’s restaurant 
landscape. And leaving it barren, some would say. At the 
most orthodox restaurants you are sometimes faced with 
what seems more like a peculiar poetry recital than a 
meal. And with about the calorie count of a paperback, too. 

At its best, it can be an incomparable, overwhelming 
celebration of the senses; in the meaner season, you can 
be asked to pay a fortune for a bit of mutton and a pile of 
birch leaves. It’s happened in the spring that restaurant 
guests are served exactly the same kinds of plants they 
spent the afternoon weeding out of their flower beds. You 
begin quietly to wonder how many inner-city chefs with 
a national romantic bent solved the knotty problem of 
getting rid of the Christmas tree by simply milling the 
damn thing into flour and baking crispbread with it. The 
food of lean times past has been turned into today’s gas-
tronomic history lesson, so it’s clearly in keeping with the 
times that lichen is one of this year’s hottest ingredients.

Yes, that’s right: lichen. It has featured in salads and along-
side veal at Oaxen Krog. As an infusion or in deep-fried 
form at Fäviken. And at a number of other restau rants.

Stretching the definition of “edible” is obviously a very 
clever way of extending the season for local produce at 
northern latitudes. Seriously, though, it’s not so much an 
ingre dient you’re eating as a clutch of connotations. An air 
of purity and authenticity surrounds the strange lichen, a soft 
forest breeze and the distant murmuring of cold mountain 
streams. But the slightly unpleasant truth is that a lichen 
consists of two organisms: a fungus that’s taken a green alga 
or a cyanobacterium as its hostage, more or less.

The captive provides the fungus with sustenance from 
its photosynthesis. Sometimes this relationship is euphemisti-
cally described as symbiotic. Well, it may be that the fungus 
protects its “partner” against dehydration, which allows 
the alga to leave the water and see the world – but in fact 
the green alga or cyanobacterium is a lot better off on its 
own. And need it be said that it’s only the fungus that gets 
any hanky-panky in the form of sexual reproduction?

The corrosive lichen acid produced by certain lichens 
helps the ill-matched couple settle even on rock surfaces. 
In its capacity as hardy squatter, the lichen is often the 
pioneer in colonising bare cliff faces. 

You probably already knew that some types of lichens 
are a sign of low air pollution – but just as many other 
fungi do, lichens accumulate heavy metals and certain 
 environmental toxins. That was why lichen-munching 
reindeer were regarded as unsuitable fare for many years 
follow ing the Chernobyl nuclear accident.

”The food of 
 lean times past 
has been turned 

into today’s 
 gastronomic 

 history lesson,  
so it’s clearly in 
keeping with the 
 times that lichen 

is one of this 
year’s hottest 
 ingredients.” 

Fäviken’s crispy lichens. One flavoured 
with smoke-dried fish and chive 
 flowers, the other with dried egg yolk 
and tarragon. And sour cream with a 
touch of garlic, for dipping.

Taking a liking
It’s a miniature hostage drama. Lichens are actually two organisms: a fungus 
 that has kidnapped an alga, which it “farms” inside itself. It’s one of nature’s 

forced marriages, and you’re likely to meet it on your plate this year.
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Killing Me Sweetly,
please

they run out of the energy molecule known as adenosine 
triphosphate (atp) which, in turn – and in very simpli-
fied terms – prevents actin and myosin, two proteins, 
from binding together and forming a gel that makes the 
muscles stiffen. The longer the muscle produces atp, the 
longer tissues remain alive in a “fresh” and intact structure.

This doesn’t only apply to fish, of course. Is your steak 
or chop defiantly chewy? In many cases that will be be-
cause the animal has been sloppily killed under stressful 
conditions, meaning it has used up its atp writhing and 
struggling to avoid its fate. Pigs, not least, are said to catch 
on to what awaits them farther down the abattoir con-
veyor belt – small wonder, when the air is thick with stress 
hormones and cut through with screams of anguish.

Björn Frantzén is someone who has given atp a lot of 
thought. Fish served at his restaurant is either fresh, in 
which case it’s usually served raw, or well matured for up 
to two weeks so that the amino acids have harmonised 
and the umami flavour emerges. The fabulous langoustines 
supplied by Ingemar Johansson of Fjällbacka on the 
Swedish West Coast have all their atp left when they’re 
served raw at Frantzén/Lindeberg after having been ex-
hibited to the guests shortly before. The meat has a zesty 
natural sweetness – which is the taste of atp – and a silky 
smooth mouthfeel that no cooking can retain or recreate.

Crayfish and lobsters die especially cruelly, it has been 
said, since “they die alive”. Do fish and shellfish experi-
ence pain? For fish, the short answer is yes. As for shellfish, 
the jury is still out, but recently convincing evidence has 
emerged that nociception, which is the scientific term for 
registering pain, is a survival mechanism in all species, in-
cluding shellfish and insects. So now the question is: do 
shellfish experience pain from 100-degree water? Well, 
there’s no water that hot in the oceans, so maybe not.

Be all that as it may. The mortal sin when boiling a 
living lobster is to plunge it into the seething water tail 
first. Worst of all, of course, is if there then isn’t quite 
enough water in the pot to cover the bristly head.

In Britain the Lobster Liberation Front has been 
campaigning since 2004 to release lobsters from their 
badly oxygenated water tanks. Every New Year’s I send 
them a thought. Perhaps I ought to send them a grand 
instead. Or even two.  Lars Peder Hedberg

Whether the most blissful end for a Mälar pike-perch is 
to be killed by fisherman Per Vidlund out on the open 
water is a moot point, but the Ike Jime method he uses 
certainly brings bliss to the Stockholm restaurants 
Frantzén/Lindeberg and Lux, where the full flavour 
spectrum of the fish can be enjoyed thanks to its quick 
and “unstressful” death almost immediately after capture.

How a creature meets its end and what effect that has 
on quality is an area which has been insufficiently re-
searched. But an awareness of the quality parameters of 
death is now dawning on our foremost food creators. 
And yes, their inspiration is once again from Japan. Ike 
Jime is a Japanese method of killing fish that quickly ex-
tinguishes the brain and the spinal nerves and leads to an 
effective emptying of blood. This gives an elastic and 
juicy meat with clean flavours, while stress and slow 
death – such as asphyxiation on a bed of ice – makes the 
meat dry and mealy, with metallic off-flavours.

Death by Ike Jime prevents the breakdown of muscle 
fibres by allowing cell metabolism to continue for a 
while after death. The muscle of the fish remains “alive” 
until the cadaver stiffens with the onset of rigor mortis.

Rigor mortis is a chemical process resulting from the 
lack of oxygenation of the muscle cells, which means 
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There are several Ike 
JIme TechnIques:
the most common is to 
thrust a sharp, icicle-like 
object into the head of the 
fish, a little above the eyes, 
thus penetrating the rear 
part of the brain, which 
regulates breathing, the 
heart and other muscles. 
this kills or paralyses the 
fish. then you destroy the 
nerves in the spine by 
 driving a wire down along 
the spine. this causes a 
powerful muscle contrac-
tion which effectively emp-
ties the muscles of blood 
and then makes them relax. 
the fish is bled by severing 
the large vein in the tail or 
the head as well.

After All the Attention given to the living 
conditions of whAt we eAt – how AnimAls 

Are rAised And in whAt kind of environment 
– interest is now growing in how the lives 

of our meAls-to-be Are best ended.

”The meat of 
the recently killed 
langoustine has 
a zesty natural 
sweetness – which 
is the taste of 
ATP – and 
a silky smooth 
mouthfeel 
that no cooking 
can retain 
or recreate.”

Per Vidlund 
performs Ike 

jime on a lake 
Mälaren catch. 
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MACKMYRA 
WHISKY  
THE FIRST EDITION

AWARD WINNINg SWEDISH WHISKY
Mackmyra Whisky – The First Edition is 
the new generation of Swedish single malt 
whisky, crafted our own way, from local 
ingredients and without additives.

 

WWW.MACKMYRA.SE



WITH ME
DON’T GET FRESH

It’s a myth that fish always needs to be fresh. The noblest fishes need to mature just 
like meat does. A “perfectly” killed, handled and stored large turbot can reach is 
gastronomic peak four to seven days after being caught. For a “perfect” sole it’s 
usually the case that you should wait five days before even thinking of cooking it.

Mikael Jönsson, who runs the celebrated Hedone in London, explains. 

It happens sometimes that I apologise to guests because 
the fish we’re serving at my restaurant is too fresh. They 
usually look at me as if I am joking,  but I’m not. It’s a 
myth that all fish has to be fresh, by which we generally 
mean recently caught. Many people have the notion that 
fish is caught on one day and served at a restaurant the 
next. In reality this is probably quite rare. And far from 
ideal, in many cases!

Some types of fish are just not very good served too 
fresh. This applies above all to certain types of sea-caught 
flatfish – like turbot and sole. These fishes will release a lot 

of liquid and acquire an almost rubbery consistency if they’re 
cooked too fresh. And they tend to become sort of rolled 
up. This applies in particular to sole. Other species such 
as sea bass and cod also benefit from being left to them-
selves for a while, especially big specimens. And Japanese 
sushi chefs hang their tuna for a week in the walk-in 
because it makes it tender and brings out all the flavours. 
Fish that is small in size and contains lots of polyunsatu-
rated fats is best eaten as fresh as possible, though.

Unfortunately, the fact that fish doesn’t necessarily 
have to be spanking fresh doesn’t mean that it’s always a 

By
Mikael

Jönsson

Photography
Andreas

Lönngren
Widell
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There are various theories about the ideal temperature 
at which fish should go through rigor mortis. In my 
own experience, the most important thing is for the fish 
to be chilled quickly. However, it’s equally important to 
avoid direct contact with ice. For most types of fish, storage 
at or near 0°C is ideal, or – as my experiments have 
shown – just under 0°C for some species such as turbot.

How rigor develops depends on the type of fish, the 
temperature and the physical condition of the fish. 
Sawada-san, a Japanese sushi chef, told me that he was 
always looking for well-fed fish at the market. A well-fed 
fish caught and killed in an effective manner will take 
longer to go into rigor mortis.

Generally speaking, the higher the quality of the fish 
and the better it’s been handled, the longer it takes for 
rigor to set in and then for the fish to go through it. 
Recently we had a seven-kilo turbot that arrived before 
it had begun to stiffen – and then turned as hard as a kitchen 
countertop for over 48 hours.

Three processes that are important for quality begin 
as soon as the fish has died. The first is autolysis: muscle 
tissue begins to break down. The second is lipid oxida-
tion: the fats begin to go rancid. The third is that micro-
organisms naturally present on the fish and in its stomach 
begin to reproduce and break down the fish. By keeping 
the muscle “alive” for as long as possible after killing, and 
storing the fish at or just under 0°C to prevent the 
 bacteria from getting into the muscle, these processes are 
slowed down.

It is also important that the fish has been properly 
bled if it is going to be matured, since blood can easily 
make the delicate fats in the fish turn rancid, and is also 
an excellent growth medium for putrefaction bacteria. I 
would venture that autolysis is important, to some extent, 
for improving the quality of the fish tissue, just as auto-
lysis makes beef tender. Still, how long a fish should be 
matured depends on many factors, such as the onset and 
end of rigor and how quickly autolysis proceeds. To 
complicate things further, the latter process is not just 
dependent on temperature, but varies with the handling 
of the fish as well. Careless handling (transportation in 
cases of ice appears to be an example of this) increases 
the rate of breakdown of the muscle tissues.

A “perfectly” killed, handled and stored large turbot 
can reach its gastronomic peak four to seven days after it 
was caught. For a “perfect” sole it’s normally the case 
that you should wait five days before even thinking of 
cooking it.

There are already restaurants that specify on the menu 
how long the turbot or sole has been cold matured. 
Mine for one. It’s a measure of quality, just like how long 
the entrecote has been hung. 

good idea to buy it when it’s spent a few days on dry 
land. Incorrect handling of fish can have a very negative 
effect on its quality.

To complicate the matter further, a lot of fish that is 
sold as fresh isn’t very fresh at all. Fish caught by trawlers 
that spend several days or a week at sea, which is then 
transported by a series of middlemen, can be over a week 
old by the time it is sold as fresh.

What happens inside a fish when it dies and after death 
is not fully known. What is known is that the fish’s stress 
level at the moment of death, how it is bled and the 
temperature it is stored at are all significant. Fish that was 
stressed at the moment of death clearly has lesser-quality 
meat. Harpooned fish provide a good example of the 
significance of low stress levels during capture and at death. 
For several years now I’ve been testing harpooned fish 
by the Mediterranean. A fish shot in the head with a 
harpoon, killing it instantly and splitting its spine, will have 
superior meat quality. Its consistency will be very firm 
and its flavour clean. Raw slices of fish killed in this manner, 
cut very thin, are almost crispy. Cooked it will shimmer 
almost like glass inside, and release very little water. By 
contrast, a sloppily shot fish which has had to struggle 
for its life for a long time can often prove inedible.

After a fish has been caught and killed, a series of 
pro cesses begin which influence the quality of the fish. 
When the fish is pulled out of the water it has an almost 
rubbery, or elastic consistency. After a few hours, or 
sometimes more, rigor mortis sets in. This may last for 
anything from a few hours to a couple of days for certain 
types of fish. Following rigor, the fish is again soft, but 
not elastic.

Some fish can be eaten before rigor sets in, but most 
types of fish will become dry and woody, have a mushy con-
sistency after cooking and not taste of very much either.

While the fish is in rigor it is pretty much impossible 
to handle. A fish that is filleted while in rigor will look 
very strange afterwards. The muscles are easily torn, 
leading to less appetising looks, increased loss of liquid, 
air drying and the risk that bacteria more easily penetrate 
the meat. And neither is the fish particularly interesting 
to eat during rigor.

Many studies have been done into how rigor mortis 
– its onset and duration – affect the quality and manage-
ability of the fish. While general conclusions are difficult 
to draw, it would seem to be better the longer it takes 
before rigor sets in, and the longer it takes before it ends. 
Even if the fish is dead, its tissues remain alive as long as 
rigor doesn’t set in. The process whereby rigor ends is 
not fully understood, but probably has to do with the 
breakdown of certain proteins by enzymes, which in 
turn causes “maturing” and flavour development.

”GENERally SpEakING, THE HIGHER THE qualITy OF THE FISH 
aND THE bETTER IT’S bEEN HaNDlED, THE lONGER IT TakES FOR 

RIGOR TO SET IN aND THEN FOR THE FISH TO GO THROuGH IT.”
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Perfectly killed,  
perfectly chilled  

at Mikael Jönsson’s Hedone.
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By Ann-Helen Meyer von Bremen and Stefan Jahge. 

Photography Erik Olsson
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If you prefer to do your own sourcing safari, or if you’re just 
keen to know what’s on offer out there in the sticks, there are 
established gastro-trails to follow as well as more exotic ven-
tures off the beaten track. All around Sweden, local producers 
have chosen to open their farms, which are often also their 
homes, to visitors. You can stop off for a bite to eat, buy produce 
in the farm shop and often get a chance to chat with the pro-
ducer personally, without middlemen. Let this tiny selection 
from Sweden’s new cornucopia inspire you.

Grubbing it at Domta.

Outing
Eating

Gastro safari across Sweden



Skillbyholm

           Tärna vilt 

Åbrånets limousin

     Åsbergs getgård

Nedergårdens vilt

Oaxens skafferi
Domta Gårdsbutik

Skillebyholm
MS Mira                      Finesserna
Lobster Academy      Ändebols gård
Spikens fiskeläge

Almnäs bruk
Dövestads utegrisar

Gotlandstryffel
Krusmyntagården

               Strandå
Öströö

Tiraholms fisk
Vilhelmdals gårdsmejeri

Buhres fisk
Mossagården

The wild delicacies  
of Norrland

Take Blåvägen (the Blue road) from Umeå 
towards Mo i Rana. Turn off at Västansjö, 

halfway between Tärnaby and Hemavan, and 
head towards Hatt fjelldal, Route 1116 and 
Norway. Follow the road for about 30 km, 

then you’ll see signs to Tärna Vilt.
At Tärna Vilt you’ll find all Norrland’s 

delicacies such as moose, reindeer and deer. 
Dried, smoked and frozen cuts can be

 bought throughout the year.
Tärna vilt, Joesjö, Tärnaby. Tel +46 954 320 00.  

www.tarnavilt.se. Open Mon-Sun 10-17.

At Åbrånet farm near Nordmaling they breed 
Limousin cattle. The meat is tender, well struc-
tured, juicy and flavourful.

The old bakery has been turned into a farm 
shop with vacuum packed cuts of Limousin, various 
sausages made with the meat, flat smoked and air 
cured cuts etc.

The farm also has a country café that serves 
sturdy sandwiches filled with the farm’s specialities, 
air cured and smoked Limousin meat and home 
baked pastries.

Åbrånets Limousin, Hörnsjö 251, Nordmaling.  
Tel +46 70 356 42 71. www.abranet.se.  

Farm shop open Sat 12-16, the café in the summer, 
Mon-Fri 12-16.

At Åsberget Goat Farm and Dairy, located in the 
middle of the woods between Bräcke and Albacken 
in eastern Jämtland, a region in central Sweden 
bordering Norway, Ann Klensmeden makes cheese 
with milk from the farm’s 102 goats. The dairy 
also produces cheese with krav- approved cow’s 
milk from the Jönsson family in Skylnäs and with 
ewe’s milk from the Magnussons in Kullsta (krav 

is a trade organisation that sets standards for organic 
produce). Sometime cheese is also made with moose 
milk; the farm is in the middle of the Jämtland 
woods, after all.

As the names Blå Astrid, Blåkulla, Vildhussen, 
Rocka Fett, Fröken Eva i Paradiset and Greve 
Dracula suggest (the last one translates most easily: 
Count Dracula), these are exquisite blue cheeses of 
power and character. Åsberget Dairy has also suc-
ceeded in recreating an “extinct” local speciality, 
Vålåloffen, a washed-rind hard cheese.

Åsbergets getgård och gårdsmejeri,  
Åsberget 110, Bräcke.  

Tel +46 693 910 00. www.asberget.se.  
The farm café is open daily in July 11-16, the shop on 

weekdays 7-16.  
Walks with (goats’) kids every Tue, Thu, Sun in July.

In Gunneby, just before Sysslebäck along Klarälvs-
vägen (Route 62), is Nedergårdens Vilt & Natur. 
The farm shop sells moose, deer and mouflon as 
mince, roasts, sirloin steaks etc.

The selection also includes locally produced 
specialities such as sausages, cheeses, salmon, jams, 
honey, bread, chocolate etc.

Nedergårdens Vilt och Natur,  
Nedergården 2, Sysslebäck. Tel +46 564 103 36.  

www.nedergårdensviltonatur.se.  
Open Wed-Fri 14-17, Sat 11-14.

Lots of tasty cheeses, 102 
goats and the odd moose

Game from  
Värmland’s woods

“A large oak mea dow extends down to 
an inlet of the sea, and forest paths meander 

through mixed woods.” 

Limousin  
delicacies & country café
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Gathering it at Skillebyholm. 

Sweden’s celebrity porker  
Happy pigs, real free-range eggs – the farm at 
Domta, just north of Enköping, has been deliver-
ing pork to some of Sweden’s most reputable 
kitchens since 1992, and is a familiar trademark on 
menus up and down the land. The farm shop sells 
not only selected cuts, but also fabulous sausages, 
pâtés and pasties from La Charcuterie. Or why not 
have lunch on location?
Domta Gårdsbutik, Östersunda Domta 12, Fjärdhundra. 
15 minutes’ drive from Enköping. Tel. +46 706 32 49 03. 

www.domtagrisen.se  Open Sat-Sun 11-16.

Kalix Löjrom



Skillebyholm is not far from Järna, south of Stock-
holm. The farm covers 53 hectares of tilled land, 
gardens, meadowland and woods in a beauti ful 
Sörmland archipelago setting. A large oak mea dow 
extends down to an inlet of the sea, and forest 
paths meander through mixed woods. There is a 
restaurant and a farm shop.
 The restaurant serves lunches consisting mainly 

of organic vegetables from Skille-
byholm, Skilleby garden, and 

Björnlunda and Nibble 
market gardens. It’s advis-

able to phone 
ahead and make 

sure the restaurant isn’t booked or out of food.
The farm shop sells bio dynamic and organic 

produce, dairy products from Järna Dairy, and books 
on gardening and food. The selection also includes 
Skille byholm’s cordials, marmalades, soured vege-
tables (fermented with lactic acid), tea blends and 
herbs. During the harvesting season, freshly plucked 
biodynamic vegetables are sold still sun-warm.

Skillebyholm, 
Skillebyholm 7, Järna. Tel +46 8 551 577 85.  

www.skillebyholm.org

Organic lamb and a quiet moment in the arbour
If you’re driving along Route 52, meandering your way through the pretty Sörmland landscape  between 
Katrineholm and Bettna, it’s worth keeping an eye out for a sign announcing ”Ändebol 2”, pointing 
north. Turn off and follow the winding road to Ändebols Gård, run by the Molitor family.

Here they raise Gotland sheep and a cross between Hereford and Angus Aberdeen cattle. Tomatoes and 
cucumbers are grown in greenhouses, while vegetables like garlic and rhubarb sprout in open beds. The 
farm is krav certified.

The farm shop sells Ändebol’s seasonal produce as well as goodies from other local, small scale pro-
ducers. Or why not relax over a coffee in the honeysuckle arbour?

Ändebols Gård, Bettna. Tel +46 150 30050.  
www.andebolsgard.se. Shop and café open Thu-Fri 10-18, Sat-Sun 10-16.

These days Fjällbacka may be best known for 
Camilla Läckberg’s crime stories, but for the serious 
investigator of delicacies there are other attrac-
tions as well, such as langoustines.

And there is no doubt that there are many 
epicures who enjoy the trap-caught langoustines 
that Ingemar Granqvist hauls aboard ms Mira af 
Fjällbacka, whose home port is Fjällbacka. The 
curious can even join in on the 
fishing trip. In the summer 
 Ingemar combines fish-
ing with taking tourists 
and conference guests 
along to haul in the fine 
crustaceans, boil them and eat them.

Ingemar’s fishing methods are selective in a 
way that ensures future generations will also have 
the opportunity to catch and enjoy the delicacy 
that the langoustine is.

Accompanying Ingemar on fishing runs requires 
prior booking.

SD 137 MS Mira, 
Ingemar Granqvist, Box 64, 450 71 Fjällbacka.  

Tel +46 703 407550. ingemar@msmira.se.  
www.msmira.se

A country larder in the centre of Stockholm
Let the fat of the land be brought to you in the city. On Mariatorget in Stockholm’s Södermalm district 
is Oaxen’s larder, filled with a rich assortment of Swedish delicacies. Everything from confit of pig’s 
head, matured meat and delicious cheeses from farm dairies to organic vegetables and ready-made food 
made with the finest ingredients.

Oaxens skafferi, Mariatorget 2, Stockholm.Tel +46 8 551 531 51.  
www.oaxenskafferi.se.  

Open Tue-Fri 11-19, Sat 11-16.

Finessing  
the fruits and 

berries
Monika Naess, who 

launched Finesserna in 
1998, makes marmalades, 

jams, cordials, mustard, 
pickles and other goodies 
spiced in traditional and 

tanta lising ways. Ingredi-
ents are boiled in small 
batches of three to five 

kilos in copper pans, 
without additives –  giving 

them more flavour and 
preserving their raw 

colours. All products are 
organic. Finesserna’s 

selection can be bought at 
the shop by Jürss Dairy in 
Flen and Ändebols Gård’s 

farm shop just outside 
Bettna, twenty kilometres 
southeast of Katrineholm.

Finesserna,  
Flinkesta, Flen.  

Tel +46 157 703 28.  
www.finesserna.se

Landing 
langoustines 

in Fjällbacka

Freshly 
harvested in 
idyllic Sörmland
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West Coast Royalty.   

The fish auction in Gothenburg.

Oaxens Skafferi.
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“During the harvesting season, 
freshly plucked biodynamic vegetables 

are sold still sun-warm.”
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Sprucing it up at Skillebyholm. .



The best from Vänern
Twenty kilometres north of Lidköping, on a penin-
sula by Spike fjord in Vänern, Sweden’s largest lake, 
is one of Europe’s major ports for freshwater fishing, 
Spiken. This is a fishing village with  centuries-old 
traditions. Fish caught throughout Vänern’s vast and 
varied waters is landed at Spiken. There is salmon, 
whitefish, trout, eel and burbot. Some of the catch 
is smoked on site according to the best traditions 
of the craft, and you can be sure to get freshly 
smoked fish from Vänern every day at one of the 
many smoking houses and serving kiosks. Some 
of the fine catch ends up at the well-reputed Sjö-
boden restaurant. 

Vendace roe is prepared from Vänern -caught 
vendace. Not to be missed if you’re here when the 
season begins in mid -October, and if Swe dish 
Lapland is too remote for sourcing the legendary 
Kalix Löjrom, caviar from Coregonus albula.
Spikens Fiskeläge, Kållandsö, Lidköping. www.spiken.se 
Spikens Brygga Rökeri. Tel +46 510 10499 (this smoking 

house is open between May and August).  
Restaurant Sjöboden Tel +46 510 104 08. www.sjoboden.se

Almnäs Bruk applies crop rotation to avoid dep-
let  ing the soil’s nutrients and avoids the use of 
chemi cal fertilisers or pesticides. Animal husbandry 
is done according to traditional methods, mean-
ing animals are healthy and happy.

In the reconstructed farm dairy, four different 
cheeses are made by artisanal means from unpasteu-
rised organic milk. The most famous is Wrånge bäck, 
a flavourful hard cheese with large holes which was 
first made at Almnäs in the 19th century, making it 
Sweden’s oldest brand of cheese. The other three 
are Almnäs Tegel, a dessert cheese, the “medieval” 
Anno 1225 cheese, and Källarlagrad or “cellar-
matured”. 

Almnäs cheeses can be bought in selected 
cheese shops.
Almnäs Bruk, Hjo. Tel +46 503 160 05. www.almnas.com. 
The farm shop is open in connection with events at the farm. 

A Gotland lamb barbecue in the herb garden
North of  Visby in Gotland, near the sea, more than 200 herbs and medicinal plants grow at Krusmynta-
gården, every herb and spice lover’s dream come true. Wander around among the herb beds and learn 
all about flavouring and healing powers.

Naturally there’s a shop that sells fresh herbs and spice mixtures, and an excellent restaurant where 
you can enjoy Gotland specialities.

In July and August, they grill whole Gotland lamb. Not to be missed!
Krusmyntagården, 

Krusmyntavägen 4, Visby, Gotland. Tel +46 498 29 69 00, restaurant +46 498 29 69 01. www.krusmynta.se.  
Lamb evenings in July, Tue-Thu 18, and August Tue and Thu 18. Book places for lamb evenings on +46 498 29 69 01.

Who can resist 
Great-grandma Maja’s 

Hackekorv and 
traditional isterband 
(coarsely ground and 

smoked sausages), or 
honey pork and 
cinnamon pork?

At Dövestad 
Frälsegård in Oskars-

hamn, the Nilsson 
family breed free-range 

pigs. Here porkers get 
to live out their 

natural urges and 
behaviours, which 

makes them healthy 
and free from stress. 

The deliciously named 
products are sold in 

the farm shop, so you 
can decide for yourself 

whether greater 
freedom makes pork 

taste better.
Dövestad Utegrisar  

& Gårdsbutik, 
Dövestad, Oskarshamn.  

Tel +46 491 61178. 
www.gardsbutiken.com.  

Open Thu 15-18.30, 
Fri-Sat 10-14. ”Open 
farm” with cafeteria 
during the three last 

weeks of July and the 
first week of August.

Hunting the wild Gotland truffle
Burgundy black truffle grows in the wild in some parts of Gotland. This delicacy is much in demand at 
Swedish restaurants, but it is notoriously difficult to find in its underground hiding places.

Truffles ripen in the autumn and are picked, or rather dug up, in late autumn or early winter. With-
out the help of a truffle pig or dog, the tubers aren’t easy to find during the scant sunlight hours. Truffle 
safaris are organised in southeast Gotland, where you can go on truffle searches with trained truffle 
dogs of the Lagotto Romagnolo breed. Despite growing in the wild, truffle is not  covered by the 
Swedish Right of Public Access (Allemansrätten). This is because the fruiting body of the truffle grows 
underground and therefore, by law, belongs to the landowner.  

Gotlandstryffel. Tel +46 498 49 34 45. info@gotlandstryffel.se.  
www.gotlandstryffel.se. www.tryffelsafari.se

“Truffle safaris are organised 
in southeast Gotland, where you can 

go on truffle searches with trained truffle dogs 
of the Lagotto Romagnolo breed.”

Sweden’s oldest cheese brand 
comes from one of  

its biggest organic farms

Do happy  
porkers make  
better eating?
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Preciously delicious: Gotland truffles.
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Sniffing it up in Gotland.



Friendly fishing in the heart of Småland
A short distance west of Unnaryd, on the western shore of scenic Lake Bolmen, lies Tiraholm, home to Tira-
holms Fisk with its restaurant and farm shop.

The fish sold at the family-run restaurant and in the shop is from Lake Bolmen. Fishing is done with 
 environmentally friendly equipment, and salmon trout are bred in pens a few hundred metres from the jetty.

The restaurant serves goodies of pike, pike-perch and burbot as well as of other Bolmen fish.
Tiraholms Fisk, Tiraholm. Tel +46 371 640 19. www.tiraholm.se.  

Farm shop open 10-18. Restaurant open 12-20 in the high season, at other times 12-18.

Sheep farm with a farm café in the sheep meadow
The farm shop in the beech wood celebrates its twentieth year this year. Here at Öströö sheep farm 
they both raise and slaughter lambs. When you buy the meat and take it home, it’s the first time the 
animal leaves the farm. The farm café, located in an old sheep meadow, serves sandwiches, cold meats 
and pastries. There’s also a restaurant at Öströö, in the old aquavit cellar – but it only accepts prior 
bookings of at least 15 and at most 50.

Öströö sheep farm, Tvååker. Tel +46 340 450 36. www.ostroofarfarm.com.  
Open in the summer, Tue-Sun 11-18.

Follow Route 136 on eastern Öland. As you enter 
the village of Triberga, by Triberga bog near Alvaret, 
you’ll come across Strandå Ekologisk Odling run 
by Christer and Gunilla Strandå. They grow or-
ganic vegetables including potatoes, onions, garlic, 
root vegetables, lettuce, tomatoes and pumpkins. 
They also specialise in sea buckthorn.

The farm shop sells vegetables and sea buck-
thorn products such as marmalade, cordial, juice, 
chutney, tea etc.

Strandå Ekologisk Odling, 
Triberga, Mörbylånga, Öland. Tel +46 485 451 48. 

www.strandaeko.se.  
Farm shop open Thu-Sun 11-18 btw 1 June and 19 August.   

Self-service shop open around the clock.

What moose hunting is to Norrland, lobster fishing 
is to Bohuslän on Sweden’s west coast. For centuries, 
the inhabitants of this region have fished lobster 
for food and pleasure. These days the fishing is 
mostly done by serious hobby fishermen, and to 

protect their interests and those of the 
lobster, they’ve instituted the Swedish 
Lobster Academy, based in Hunne-
bostrand, Bohuslän. The academy is a non-

profit organisation that takes a serious interest in 
the living conditions of lobsters, in fishing meth-
ods and the continued survival of the species. 
Swedish lobster is a delicacy, and the run-up to the 
lobster season, which officially begins on the first 
Monday after 20 September each year, is a very 
busy time for lobster fishermen and restaurateurs 
on the west coast as lobster pots are readied for 
harvesting the black gold of the sea.

The lobster fishing season ends on 1 May.
The Swedish Lobster Academy (Svenska Hummer-
akademien) has an all-Swedish website, www.sha.nu 

The Restaurant: Hummerkrogen  
Södra Strandgatan 4, Hunnebostrand.  

Tel +46 523 550 70. www.hummerkrogen.se

“Salmon trout are bred in pens 
a few hundred metres from the jetty.”

Root veg, tomatoes,  
pumpkins and  
sea buckthorn  

from exotic Öland
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Lobster
lobby

Öströö Sheep Farm.

Bagging it at Tiraholm.

Tiraholms Fisk.
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In April of this year, Buhres Fish in the town of 
Kivik reopened after comprehensive reconstruc-
tion following a fire two years ago. It was a wel-
come return.

Buhres sells and serves pickled herring in traditional 
and new styles, and herring, mackerel, salmon and 
shrimps smoked over an open alder wood fire. A 
seasonal selection of fresh fish is also available.

Buhres has been run by Cecilia and Sven-
Göran Buhre since opening in 1984.

Buhres fisk, Brogatan 7, Kivik. Tel +46 414 702 12.  
www.buhresfisk.se. Open in summer Mon-Fri 10-18,  

Sat 10-17, Sun and holidays 11-17.

Mossagården near Veberöd in Skåne has been run 
according to organic principles since 1985. It’s a 
family business whose range of vegetables includes 
potatoes, carrots, celeriac, parsnips, beetroot, cucum-
bers, radishes, pickling cucumbers. They also grow 
oats.

The farm shop also sells products from other 
organic farms and suppliers in other parts of Skåne. 

Mossagården is now run by the second gene-
ration of the family, represented by Ebba-Maria 
Olsson – but her parents MariAnne and Bengt 
are still actively involved.

Mossagården Eko, 
Mossagården, Veberöd. 

Tel +46 46 855 44. www.mossagarden.se.  
Open Fri 11-18, Sat 11-16. There is a summer café.

Lars and Christine Anderberg have been running Vilhelmsdal Farm in Österlen, Sweden’s south-eastern-
most corner, for seven years. The farm dairy produces twenty-odd types of cheese, each with its own 
character. These cheeses have  already become favourites at fine restaurants all over Sweden.

The milk used to make the cheeses comes from the farm’s 300 goats and from the neighbour’s Jersey 
cows. The entire cheese-making process is done by hand. The finished cheeses are then  matured, some 
for up to 24 months, in order to develop their individuality and delicious flavours.

Butter is also churned at the farm using cream from the Jersey cows’ milk. It is salted with sea salt and 
wrapped in waxed paper bearing  Vilhelmsdal’s seal. Yoghurt is also made.

The farm shop sells all of Vilhelmsdal’s products.
Vilhelmsdals Gårdsmejeri, Vranarp Vilhelmsdal, Tommarp.Tel: +46 414 48 17 00, www.vilhelmsdal.se.  

Open weekdays 10-17, Sat-Sun 10-14.

Tant Elsa, Feta Greta, Bocke-Pär, Blå Geten... good cheese has many names “The farm dairy produces twenty-odd types of 
cheese, each with its own character.”

Fish favourite back

Organic root veg and greens from Skåne soils
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Gorging it at Vilhelmsdal.

Vilhelmsdals Gårdsmejeri.



From the gruff waitresses of the previous  
century to today’s spunky sommelières.

By Ia Orre Montan
Photography Andreas Lönngren Widell

Research Ebba Wachtmeister

  Cocky 
       Chicks
While restaurant kitchens stubbornly remain almost exclusively men’s domain, some 
of Sweden’s best restaurants now have professionally trained young women running 
both the dining room and the wine cellar. They are skilled sommelières who recommend 
wines from all the world’s vineyards without shaking in their high-heeled shoes.

From left,
Agneta Green, Oaxen Skafferi 
Maria Maruska, Grand Hôtel

From left,
Hélène Lundbohm, Wedholms Fisk

Béatrice Becher, Vinbaren Eriks Gondolen
Lotta Lindskog, Vinkällaren Grappe

currently has 46 member countries.
“A sommelier in Europe and the rest of the world is 

still most often a man”, she says. “Sweden has been a pio-
neer in this area, and has a tradition of women in the 
restaurant profession, and in sommellerie, going back 
about 30 years. We have also had several female chairper-
sons of the national association. The women I’ve met here 
at the meeting in South Korea are all extraordinary ladies, 
though, very strong and with a real passion for their pro-
fession and their task.”

From an international perspective it is still quite uncommon 

He had to be a white, heterosexual man over 30, born in 
France and without physical defects – nothing else was 
acceptable. Those were the criteria for a French sommelier 
in the not-so-distant past, particularly at top restaurants in 
Paris, according to the elderly chairman of France’s 
 sommelier association in the 1980s.

Things ain’t what they used to be. On a bad telephone 
line from South Korea the new chairperson of Sweden’s 
sommelier association, Karina Tholin, tells me she is one 
of four female chairpersons at the annual meeting of the 
Association de la Sommellerie Internationale (asi), which 
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Many of us have foremothers who served 
as everything from restaurateuses, barmaids 

and stern manageresses to cooks, parlour maids, 
prudish bar cashiers, back office hags, 

pedantic housemaids, cheeky kitchen staff, 
matronly hostesses or gruff waitresses in tight, 

starched serving jackets with gold braids. 

n An odour is made up 
of microscopic particles of 

a substance in gaseous 
form, known as odorants.

A conflict also began to brew between the kitchen and 
serving staff regarding wages. The chef became restaura-
teur and gained a different status. Commission-based pay 
became hourly wages and monthly salaries. Tips were no 
longer for the waiters alone, but began to be shared 
between the entire staff. Serving the food from large 
dishes at the table disappeared, and the serving staff of 
mostly old men was replaced with fresh-faced young 
hostesses. Many of them lacked restaurant training but 
were pleasant and ambitious as they arrived at the table 
with already plated, innovative dishes. Often wearing 
smiles, solarium suntans and high-heeled shoes.

Most of the typical female jobs in the restaurant busi-
ness disappeared in the process. During the 1980s a new 
generation of waitresses, head waiters and restaurant 
mana gers emerged, who didn’t see restaurant work just as 
a stepping stone but who stayed on to make a career of it.

At the time, though, the majority of restaurant guests 
were men who preferred to speak to male head waiters 
and compare catalogue-type knowledge. Hostesses in the 
dining room had a hard time gaining a hearing for their 
wine recommendations. But knowledge carries weight, 
and when Systembolaget started adding new wines to its 
already considerable selection every month, the time had 
come to begin training sommeliers on the French model. 
A number of women took up the challenge, applying for 
the first sommelier courses at the Restaurant Academy, 
with Alex Harg from Vin & Sprit in charge of the pro-
gramme and a legendary restaurateur, Sune Carlqvist, as 
teacher. An excellent introductory course to beverages, 
adapted to the peculiarly Swedish conditions with Vin & 
Sprit’s monopoly on imports and Systembolaget as the 
sole supplier. Since its inception in 1985, the training pro-
gramme has developed continuously. Today it combines 
tasting methodology and sensory science with wine 
knowledge in two languages, finances, food and wine 
pairing, wine faults, wine chemistry, alcohol responsibility, 
uncorking champagne, serving wine and decanting. It also 
provides knowledge about beer, spirits, coffee, tea as well 
as water, chocolate, cheese, olive oil, herbs and other 
things that can be tasted with all the senses. For the first 
time ever there were restaurant subjects offered in higher 
education.

“Sommeliers have only existed at Swedish restaurants 
since the mid-1980s, which was also when the first som-
melier contests began to be arranged here”, Susanne 
Berg lund-Krantz explains. She works at Vinbaren in Eriks 
Gondolen, and also writes and teaches. She trained as a 
sommelière after having retired from dancing in 1999 and 
graduated top of the class at the Restaurant Academy.

“I was so enthused by the sommelier profession that I 
studied and worked very hard on the programme. There 
were no shortcuts for me! I’m a bit like that, intent on 
winning”, she says.

“Once I had the diploma it seemed natural to get back 
on the stage and start doing competitions. I was competing 
almost exclusively with men, of course. They were self-
confident and probably didn’t like feeling threatened by a 
woman. That felt a bit lonely for me. My goal was to get 

“It’s interesting in this context to note the differences 
between men’s and women’s attitudes to 
sommellerie. Men are most often fact friends, 
keen to convey correct factual information and to 
rate wines [...]Women are more often concerned 
with instinctive and inner aspects, and strive 
to get everything feeling right and in harmony.” 

for women to have leading roles at fine dining restaurants 
– in the kitchen above all, but in the dining room and wine 
cellar as well. There are exceptions of course, even in the 
kitchen, but the fact that there has to be a separate “Best 
Female Chef” award in the World’s 50 Best Restaurants 
(won by Elena Arzak in 2012, as the only woman on the 
whole list), tells you a thing or two. In Sweden too, res-
taurant kitchens are the exclusive domain of men, but 
women have made advances in wine cellars and dining 
rooms over the last five or ten years. Today more than half of 
all applicants to Sweden’s various sommellerie training 
courses are women. And almost half of all the members of 
Sweden’s national sommelier association are women. Why?

Perhaps because Sweden has a long tradition of working 
women in hotels, inns and restaurants. The legendary 
 Wilhelmina Skog began as a dishwasher and worked her 
way up via the newly established railway restaurants to 
become director of Stockholm’s Grand Hôtel at the 
beginning of the 20th century. Many of us have foremothers 
who served as everything from restaurateuses, barmaids 
and stern manageresses to cooks, parlour maids, prudish 
bar cashiers, back office hags, pedantic housemaids, cheeky 
kitchen staff, matronly hostesses or gruff waitresses in 
tight, starched serving jackets with gold braids. It’s probably 
true to say that the role of women in restaurant  history 
remains to be fully explored. They have worked in the back-
ground, mostly unseen, doing cooking, serving, pouring 
drinks and performing other unmentionable  services.

All that changed with the advent of nouvelle cuisine 
in the 1970s. The economic boom of 1960s and interna-
tionalisation meant that salaries rose, leisure time increased 
and package holidays opened the world to us, allowing us 
to be inspired by other countries’ cuisines. Guest workers 
in Sweden had an influence too. A certain degree of 
democratisation in restaurant kitchens and dining rooms 
was pushed through by the unions. The air hostess became 
a glamorous and glorified female ideal, boasting attractive 
and independent women who travelled the world in high 
heels, even if they were really doing a strenuous waitressing 
job in the air.

The decisive changes came at the end of the 1970s. The 
restaurant business was modernised and a new way of 
looking at restaurant work evolved. Journalists christened 
it “nouvelle cuisine”. Top quality ingredients were turned 
into gastronomic creations. Chefs made compositions to 
please the guest’s eye.

n Our sense of smell has two 
information systems: the tri-

geminal and the olfactory. The 
first is a warning system that 
reacts quickly to “dangerous” 
substances. The olfactory sys-

tem is more analytical and 
forms a part of all animals’ 

reproductive systems – ours as 
well. Odour-borne sex hormo-

nes, pheromones, provide 
information about different 

individuals from a reproduc-
tion point of view. When dogs 
keep their noses to the ground 
for a long time, it’s the olfac-

tory system operating.

n Women have a more 
developed olfactory system 
than men, and lower threshold 
levels for discovering olfactory 
information. This difference 
has a biological background. 
With only about 4-5,000 
developed eggs to economise 
with over a lifetime, women 
must – from an evolutionary 
perspective – choose their 
partners more carefully than 
men, who have billions and 
billions of sperm cells and 
 therefore don’t need to be as 
discerning in their choices.

classic wines on the wine list when he opened Wedholms 
in 1985, and that’s the way it has stayed. Even now that he’s 
gone, the ladies still run the dining room and handle the 
wines”, Hélène Lundbohm notes.

Swedes’ interest in wine grew and grew, and in the 
1980s every newspaper and magazine had their own wine 
column. Guests’ demands grew accordingly, and the num-
ber of women who trained as sommelières increased too. 
All this wine knowledge wasn’t put to full use until the 
import monopoly was abolished and a wealth of new 
importers emerged. Buying in this new market required 
expertise, and restaurants’ wine lists grew truly broad. This 
in turn meant you had to be able to sell and recommend 
wines and other beverages to go with the restaurant’s 
menu. Sweden has been a groundbreaker when it comes 
to combining food and drink. 

“The 2010s has given us a bunch of knowledgeable 
young sommelières with an attitude”, says Mischa Billing, 
senior lecturer at Grythytte Academy.  

“They are passionate, and capably recommend and sell 
champagnes, wines from small producers, burgundies, 
natural wines and organic wines. They elegantly guide 
guests through the wine list, often having travelled to the 
various regions themselves and worked in wineries. Swedish 
sommeliers are much sought after internationally. They 
have a reputation for being well trained, broadly know-
ledgeable and good team players.”

Phone calls to the ten or so sommellerie and beverages 
training programmes currently offered in Sweden indicate 
that just about the same number of women as men apply 
to these programmes.

Just after I’d been asked to write about sommelières for 
White Magazine I watched sommelier-trained chef Malin 
Söderström being thanked on television for having been 
in charge of the Nobel banquet. Work in the kitchen, 
where the team had included unusually many women, 
had run in exemplary fashion, it was reported. That made 
me feel there’s an exciting future for Sweden as a gastro-
nomy destination.

That is of course what we must strive for – in ten years 
maybe we’ll have teams of restaurant people (not kitchen 
versus dining room, men versus women, young versus old) 
who can cook food but who are also well oriented in culture, 
beverages, wines, finances and service. Equipped to give 
the guests of the future a total experience that stands out 
and becomes a further reason to visit Sweden. 

a job despite being over 40 and not having any restaurant 
experience. Doing well in competitions helped me get 
there. I won the national championship and took home 
three bronze medals and one silver at the Nordic champion-
ships. Plus I won the Lily Bollinger Cup, which is a som-
melier competition with a completely different feel to it, 
for women only. It was less stressful and allowed us women 
to be thorough, personal and maintain our female attitude. 
I’m continuing my development through my new wine 
blog, punkvin.se, where I want to talk about beverages in 
a completely new way.”

It’s interesting in this context to note the differences 
between men’s and women’s attitudes to sommellerie. 
Men are most often fact friends, keen to convey correct 
factual information and to rate wines (best – worst, most 
prestigious, right – wrong). Men like to win and to com-
pete in order to measure themselves against others. 
Women are more often concerned with instinctive and 
inner aspects, and strive to get everything feeling right and 
in harmony (make the whole “family” happy). The fact 
that we’re now beginning to get female models and very 
clear tools such as tasting methodology, exact serving 
techniques and good reference literature has given women 
the security and courage they need to venture out into 
the profession. Women like to do well, of course, but are 
not quite as competitive as men – yet. We are getting 
closer, though.

Ulrika Karlsson is a thoroughly contemporary restau-
rateuse in Gotland. She belongs to the first generation of 
graduates from Grythytte Academy, and through hard 
work, discipline, work stints in New York and France is 
proud to claim that she has a b.a. as a waiter with wine 
knowledge. Today she has her own seasonal restaurant in 
rural Gotland, with both a wine cellar and guest rooms. 
At Krakas Krog she and her cooks serve local produce. 
She is always in the dining room when the restaurant is 
open, making sure that service is running in top gear. The 
rest of her time she spends with her family, teaching, on 
inspirational and buying trips to wine regions, and writing 
about wine. She has organised her life herself, and taken 
charge of her career.

Long working hours, stress, the desire to form a family, 
and repetitive strain injuries (as well job-related alcohol 
problems) have made many of the young women who 
started out in the industry abandon the dining rooms. 
Some have moved to the conference and banqueting 
business or catering, while others have left the industry 
outright.

For several decades now, only women have worked in 
the dining room at the legendary Wedholms Fisk. Many 
of those who are there now have been in the job since 
“old man” Wedholm’s time. Guests go there just as much 
for these wonderful ladies’ firm and personalised service 
as for the fine fish. Restaurant manager Hélène Lund-
bohm is the only member of the team who hasn’t turned 
45 yet. Britt Lindqvist, who likes to tell guests stories 
about Bengt Wedholm and the restaurant, has worked 
here for 25 years.

“Bengt only wanted women in the dining room and 

n Humans have between five 
and ten million receptors in 
their nasal cavity that cap-
ture odorants, and we can 
distinguish almost 10,000 
smells. Dogs have 200 million 
receptors and can therefore 
distinguish many more – and 
in much smaller concentra-
tions. The receptors convey 
information to the various 
olfactory areas in the brain, 
which in dogs take up a third 
of the brain’s volume. 
In humans they take up a 
twentieth of the brain.

Iza Andersson. 
Daniella Illerbrand. 
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Thanks to the 
olfactory system, 
women are better 

sommeliers 
than men:



y
    Now
it’s gettiNg 
    persoNal

the fascination with red meat 
is growing, in sweden 
and around the world. 

at the same time, ever higher 
demands are being made on 

energy-intensive meat production. 
the meat eaters of the future 

will want both tasty 
and climate-clever steaks. 

preferably from animals 
they knew personally.

 ou can tell that Fredrik Malmstedt, the owner of 50 Kvadrat, 
a restaurant in Visby on the island of Gotland, likes to use 
the term “top sirloin cap” when he presents the meat 
course – an exposé of beef from Simgus cows raised on 
Ejmund Farm, on the island. With the help of a conscien-
tious breeder and a skilled chef, this not-so-noble cut of beef 
has achieved a marvellously juicy and fatty flavour. The 
lining of fat has not only been left on – parts of it have 
also been dried, powdered and then sprinkled over the 
dish, and it also features in the super-concentrated red 
wine jus. The oxtail is the basis of a hearty ragout piled up 
next to the sirloin cap. On the other side stands a stout 
stump of beef sausage. Crispy and tender polka, yellow 
and red beets, asparagus spears and thin juvenile carrots 
dot the plate like islets in a sea of meat. The finishing 
touch is a  dollop of creamy covré from Stafva Farm, a 

chèvre-tasting cheese, made from cow’s milk of course.
Strangely enough they never told me the cow’s name.

It may have been as early as 2007 that the term first 
appeared: “single cow cheese”, cheese made from the milk 
of one individual and identified cow. Her name was Pärla, 
a fjeld cow who had been grazing peaceably on the small 
island of Kläcklingen in lake Åsen in  central Sweden, 
quite unaware of her imminent global fame. The term 
was of course inspired by the “single cask” of the whisky 
trade, which indicates that he  bearer of title – the cask or 
the cow – contributed decisively to the quality and 
unique character of the beverage. Pärla’s milk was turned 
into creamy blue cheese at a small dairy farm called Agnes.

Pärla became a new and important development in a 
long-running trend in Swedish gastronomy, in which in-
terest in the origins of raw ingredients gradually zoomed 

By
per

styregård

photography
erik olsson

 From anonymous cattle  
               to single cow

15 minutes of fame 
but before that it’s 

10 to 12 years of 
hard work. 
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The most common breed in the barn at Fäviken is 
 Swedish lowland cattle – Holstein, Sweden’s second 
commonest dairy breed. It was originally a combination 
breed, raised for both milk and meat.

“30-40 years ago the breed only produced half as much 
milk as it does today, but the meat was better. In Sweden 
and all over the West, dairy cattle have been bred for spe-
cialisation, so that they only produce milk and yield more. 
But sometimes the old traits re-emerge. Every now and 
then you get an individual that looks like they used to. I 
have no idea how often this happens, maybe in one in 
twenty. That’s when the farmer phones us.”

Magnus Nilsson also joins the chorus of meat lovers 
that claims heifers and calves in Sweden are less interesting. 
That they are very rarely young enough for the meat to 
have that tender, creamy veal character – for that they can’t 
be more than two or three months old. And neither are 
they old enough to become good beef.

“The meat is in-between – pink, lean, dull.”
Near Sorsele, a good deal farther north in Sweden, cattle 

farmer Thorsten Laxvik raises cows that are allowed to 
graze in the woods and on river banks. For him, our tastes 
are conditioned by history and culture. Our preferences 
are completely governed by the culture and times we live in.

“When I taste the meat from the fjeld cows, my 
whole childhood rushes over me – aunt Ebba and aunt 
Svea in the summer barn, milking.”

There’s no doubt about which flavours he is turned on by. 
Meat whose concentrated flavour comes from letting the 
animal live a long life, on a diet of every thing that grows 
in the woods. Grazing the cows in the woods has environ-
mental advantages as well, in his view. It makes the cycle 
different, since the cows shit in the woods, which makes 
the woods grow faster and in turn absorb carbon dioxide.

“A cow grazing a field which is ploughed creates an aw-
ful lot of greenhouse gases. A hundred years ago, cows didn’t 
graze fields. That was unthinkable. Instead cows got their 
entire diet from the woods – brushwood, herbs and grass.”

He believes that grain increases insulin production in 
the animal, which leads to increased fattening and stress. 
And that the type of fat created by energy-rich fodder 
isn’t as healthy as fat created by grazing grass:

“Grass-fed meat is almost as wholesome as sea-caught 
fish, where the ratio between Omega 3 and Omega 6 is 
1/1.2. In order for grass-fed meat to be fatty, you have to 
let the animals live longer. Cows that grow older also have 
harder meat, due to the protein collagen. But marbled fat 
and hanging to tenderise compensate for that.”

”LAXVIK thInKs we need to go bAcK to A wAy of fArmIng 
thAt soLVes cLImAte, bIoLogIcAL And socIAL probLems.  

he ALso feeLs It’s ImportAnt to re-estAbLIsh the reLAtIonshIp 
between cIty And country. to set An eXAmpLe, he hAs  

opened A ’cowteL’, where cIty foLKs cAn reserVe A cow.”

in on the individual producer and then the individual animal. 
At the best restaurants in Stockholm today, cows as well 
as pigs are identified by name (which also reveals their 
sex), and their weight and age when slaughtered are specified.

Even as the meat haters are getting ever more  effective, 
having now staked a claim for at least Mondays as meat-
free days, meat and meat restaurants are booming as never 
before. In Sweden, as in many other parts of the world, 
restaurant tables are crowded with juicy, oozing steaks. 
And as all major trends do sooner or later, the meat boom 
has now reached the point where cooks, restaurant guests 
and consumers want to learn more and only want the best.

Increasingly this is about Swedish meat forging ahead, 
sometimes in slightly unexpected ways. The leading res-
taurateurs have their own ideas about what good beef is, 
both in terms of cuts and of the animal’s provenance.

Chef and restaurateur Magnus Nilsson at Fäviken Maga-
sinet in Jämtland serves prime rib from a “retired dairy cow” 
that’s been hung for seven months to  tenderise. When 
Nilsson is going to buy a whole cow, which is the way he goes 
about things, he doesn’t  phone the neighbouring farmers. 
The neighbouring farmers phone him. He has instructed 
them to make the first selection. They know exactly what 
sort of individual to look for. Exceptional animals that are 
five, six, seven – even up to ten years old. Big and fatty.

The animals are hung and cut in the barn, which has 
been specially adapted for the purpose. The philosophy 
involves making use of most of the animal. Raw, diced 
cow heart and roast marrow-bone served with toast and 
sage salt are among the most down-to-earth, unadorned 
and immediate flavour sensations a person can experience. 
 Potent, intense, with epically animal elements.

“We work mostly with farmers who feed their cows 
dry hay, not silage (grass preserved in airtight plastic). And 
almost only with dairy farmers. Mainly because I don’t 
think it’s logical to breed cows only for their meat.”

The animals’ flavour is of course influenced by what they 
eat. Grain, silage, hay, herbs, grass, maize, whole corncobs… 
irrespective of the type of feed, it leaves its mark. Magnus 
Nilsson likes meat with a bit of chewing resistance, and 
the flavour that comes from grazing outdoors. Grain and 
concentrated fodder gives the meat a different character.

“The animals grow an awful lot faster when you feed 
them grain. Which also makes fattening and the character 
of the meat different. Worst of all is giving the cow maize, 
which is done in a lot of countries. That makes the meat 
taste like duck liver fat. It’s not disgusting by any means, 
but neither is it beef to me.”

KISSES FROM KLARA
Klara, Rosa and Stjärna 

are all individuals, unique 
in both body and soul. 

Their muzzle imprints are 
just as individual as 

our fingerprints.
In Japan they’ve been 

using this method since 
1948 to identify and 

document all individuals of 
the wagyu breed, the famous 

Japanese black cattle. 
There are more than three 

million animals catalogued. 
The information is used for 

breeding and marketing.
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“If the carcass has a lot of fat, consumers will only be 
willing to pay for a part of it – the fat which is interspersed 
among the muscles. A large part of the fat on the outside of 
the carcass will be superfluous and implies an extra cost for 
the abattoir since it has to be got rid of.”

For that reason, breeders get a deduction on the price 
for fatty animals. When it comes to meat quality, in particu-
lar for meat which will be cooked as steaks, marbling is 
very important for the quality of the flavour.

“It’s difficult to get a lot of marbling in young ani-
mals, even if you feed them grain with a high energy 
content. Steers which are slaughtered when they’re one 
year old, which isn’t uncommon in Sweden, simply 
haven’t got time to begin fattening their musculature 
properly.”

The big beef breeds – Charolais and Simmental – 
have become successful in Sweden because farmers get 
paid well for them, but the payment is linked to the ani-
mal’s size rather than the quality of the meat. These breeds 
grow quickly and develop a lot of muscle in a short time.

As far as pricing of beef is concerned, the eu classifi-
cation system must be followed for the basic payment, but a 
premium can still be placed on meat quality (if a good 
method for valuing it is found). It is also possible to influence 
how the price is divided – how much you are paying for 
what. In Ireland, another eu member, the authorities have 
chosen not to put a penalty on fat in the way Sweden does.

Most Swedish cooks and knowledgeable meat con-
sumers want meat with a higher proportion of fat – in 
particular more intramuscular fat. Many also want older 
animals, for flavour. 

But it’s not as simple as it sounds. Inger Pehrson, for-
mer general secretary of Sveriges Nötköttsproducenter 
(the national association of beef producers) and currently 
coordinator of a cooperation project between Sweden, 
Denmark and Norway for a sustainable production of 

beef and lamb, is well aware of the difficulties.
“The problem is that if you want to achieve the de-

gree of marbling that the market demands, you get fat 
forming on other parts of the cow first. The animal 
doesn’t fatten exactly where we want it to right away – 
marbling comes at a later stage. An unsustainable amount 
of feed is used to create quite a lot of fat on and in the 
carcass which then cannot be used.”

That’s why the price of marbling becomes high.
When it comes to what Swedish beef cattle are fed, 

Inger Pehrson is more exact than many others. In Sweden 
we use more than 80 percent coarse fodder, which is 
mostly grass and leguminous plants. The rest is made up 
of concentrated fodder, mainly grain but also smaller 
amounts of supplements in the form of protein fodder 
such as rapeseed, broad beans and peas. Inger Pehrson 
doesn’t regard it as a foregone conclusion that grain fod-
der will always make the animal grow faster than grass.

“It’s possible to produce forage with the same nutri-
tional content as grain.”

Inger Pehrson points to a couple of facts which are 
often forgotten in the debate: that 80 to 85 percent of all 
Swedish cattle graze outdoors in the summer, and that 
Sweden has unique conditions which could make beef 
production climate smart.

“The Swedish climate is suited to the cultivation of 
grass, and we have no shortage of water. This grass and 
mixed pasturage are what Swedish beef cattle are princi-
pally raised on. No chemicals or fertilisers are used on the 
natural pastureland. The solar energy and carbon dioxide 
which are absorbed by the grass are converted into high-
grade protein by the animals. The grasslands and the trees 
on pastureland absorb carbon. The firewood from trees 
which are felled and replaced can substitute for fossil fu-
els. In this way, beef production on wooded pastureland 
can be made largely climate neutral.” 

the public wagyu organisation and receives a pedigree for 
it with a unique ten-digit identification number. The 
document also includes the calf ’s date and place of birth, 
lineage, vaccinations and an imprint of its muzzle – as 
unique as human fingerprints – for identification purposes.

Today wagyu is being bred in Sweden as well, at 
Värmvik Säteri in Västervik, owned and run by Anders 
Larsson. There are just over 60 animals, most of them 
born following embryo transfer from wagyu cows in 
America descended from the Tajima line in Japan. The 
meat is available at top restaurants, mainly in Stockholm: 
Mathias Dahlgren Matsalen, Esperanto and Frantzén/
Lindeberg.

J Daryl Tatum works at Colorado State University, 
where Ken Katoh earned his degree. He is a professor of 
Animal Science and has spent almost 30 years researching 
how different factors before and after slaughter affect the 
quality and flavour of meat.

Meat production is focused on getting the best pos-
sible quality, as efficiently as possible, in three key areas: 
flavour, tenderness and juiciness. For the three to coin-
cide, the meat needs to be well marbled.

For that reason, the system used in America for deter-
mining the price of a beef carcass takes the extent of 
marb ling into account. This is something the European 
system doesn’t do – not yet, anyway. In order to increase 
marbling by means of breeding, research in America looks 
at how sperm from different bulls affects marbling in the 
progeny.

“Marble grade” is a term used in the dialogue with 
the consumer as well. The highest marble grade is known 
as “prime”, but is still far from the almost white meat of 
the Japanese known as “marble grade +12”, where there 
is more fat than muscle fibre.

American taste buds are used to beef from animals who 
have been raised mainly on maize. Research has shown 
that flavours described as “grassy” by tasting panels can be 
traced to the breaking down of chlorophyll.

Most likely, taste preferences are different along the 
coasts – in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York and 
New England. One guess is that preferences gradually 
shift towards animals who have been bred using more 
small-scale methods and with a larger share of grass feed 
than what is common today.

Maria Lundesjö Ahnström is deputy managing direc-
tor at Lövsta Kött, a recently built abattoir outside Uppsala. 
She also has a doctorate in meat science and owns a farm 
where her family breeds dairy steers and lambs. One of her 
specialities is factors contributing to tenderness. Her thesis 
is about how you achieve more tender meat by hanging 
the carcass from the pelvis; this method is useful if the meat 
is to be sold shortly after slaughter or if tenderness is un-
even. It is particularly effective in steers, whose tenderness 
and quality are often uneven and otherwise require long 
ageing.

Maria is lobbying for the introduction of a classifica-
tion system with feedback to the farmer about meat quality. 
Today farmers get most money for beef with swelling 
muscles and a smaller proportion of fat.

Thorsten Laxvik is very critical of how beef production 
and farming in Sweden are done, on the whole, today. He 
thinks we need to go back to a way of farming that solves 
climate, biological and social problems. He also feels it’s 
important to re-establish the relationship between city and 
country. To set an example, he has opened a “cowtel”, 
where city folks can reserve a cow.

“I send out pictures, and then people can order which 
cow they want. They then own the cow until it is ready 
for slaughter. I send them pictures of the cow sometimes, 
to their phones. Sometimes I phone too, so we can have 
like a parent-teacher conference and talk about how the 
cow is getting on in the group, and about her faeces.”

The debate about which meat is best – that from grain-
fed or grass-fed animals – rages in Europe, and even more 
so in America. In Japan, though, it’s quite a different story.

Just over half of all beef consumed by the Japanese is 
imported. Domestic production comes from dairy cows, 
mainly of the Holstein breed, and beef cattle, mainly of the 
Japanese black breed. It is from that breed, wagyu, and its three 
similar base types, that the country’s best meat comes. The 
name means “Japanese cow”, wa=Japanese, gyu=cow.

The average slaughtering age of the Holstein breed is 
20 months, while it’s 29 months for the black Japanese 
breed. One of the factors that make wagyu meat so ex-
pensive is that 95 percent of the feed is imported.

“The older the black Japanese breed gets, the  better 
the meat quality,” says Ken Katoh, who owns the highly 
regarded Nakasei meat speciality shop in Tokyo.  Katoh, 
who was born in Kyoto and whose father also ran a meat 
shop, has a Master’s degree in meat science from an 
American university. He says that Japanese taste buds prefer 
meat from animals raised on grain. Which is perhaps not 
so strange, considering that most meat in Japan is grain-
fed and that there simply aren’t the resources to allow the 
animals to graze outdoors.

“Japanese people don’t like the strong grassy, mineral taste.”
There are 223 different origins of wagyu meat, which 

serve as brands. Pure-bred meat of the Tajima line from 
the Sanda region, Mishima from the  eponymous island 
and Matsu zaka are among the most coveted and hard- to-
find varieties.

Ken Katoh doesn’t think the difference between the 
various regions is the most important one, though. The 
decisive difference for him is between the breeders.

“It’s true, for example, that the meat farmers in Kobe 
are better at breeding wagyu, but there are good and bad 
breeders in Kobe as well.”

An important reason why the exact origin of the meat 
plays a less crucial role is of course that almost everything 
the animals are fed is imported.

Ken Katoh has a very precise view of what affects the 
taste of the meat, and to what extent.

“For me, the breed represents 30 percent, feed 40 per-
cent and the butcher’s skill 30 percent.”

When you look at the extreme importance the Japa-
nese attach to pure-bred animals – right down to the family 
tree – it’s hard to believe that 30 percent is enough. When 
a Japanese black calf is born, the breeder registers it with 

Bjäre Rödkulla, Sinarpsvägen 164, Båstad, Skåne. Farm 
butcher shop that also arranges tours around the 
countryside. Mostly “rödkulla”  an old, slow-growing 
Swe dish breed with delicious meat.  
Tel +46 730 63 92 00.  www.bjarerodkulla.se

Mostorps gård, Getinge, Halland. Farm slaughter-
hose and farm butcher’s shop. Interbreds of Charolais, 
Simmenthal, Hereford and Angus. Tel +46 35 542 52.  
www.mostorpsgard.se

Sunnerby Södergård, Vrigstad, Småland. Farm butcher’s 
shop and cottages for rent. Predominantly Charolais. 
Tel +46 382 308 08. www.sunnerbysodergard.se

soMe leadiNg FarMs aNd FarM Butcher shops to visit aNd 
Buy direct FroM - FroM the south to the North:

Ejmunds gård, Roma Ajmunds 660, Romakloster, 
Gotland. Butcher’s shop. Home of “the Swedish Kobe”: 
Simgus, interbred from Simmenthal and Angus.  
Tel +46 498 507 81. www.ejmunds.se

Britta och Lennarts Nära kött, (Göta Kanal harbour 
area) Slussvägen 3, Norsholm, between Norrköping 
and Linköping, Östergötland.  Butcher’s shop and 
 adjoining banqueting rooms. Mostly Hereford. 
Tel +46 11 540 04. www.dinkottbutik.se

Gubböle Djur, Gubböle 135, Umeå, Norrland. Farm 
butcher’s shop. Limousin, Charolais, Simmenthal, 
Hereford and Aberdeen Angus. Tel +46 70 331 81 61. 
www.gubboledjur.se
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what’s cooking in sweden 2012

 Today both these restaurants deliver world-class 
 gastronomy, and both are a notch better than they were 
last year. Frantzén/Lindeberg nabs first place on a photo 
finish, with its continuous development of the signature 
dish Satio Tempestas: currently with about forty ingredi-
ents, it has gone from being an unlovely compost heap 
to becoming an incomparably beautiful and sophisticat-
ed dish. It is intended for two guests, who eat their way 
from the outside in on the same stone slab – a journey 
of  textures and heightened flavours in which every little 
vegetable and herb, not to mention the famous crispy 
bream scales, is perfectly prepared.
 Sophisticated table entertainment is now on offer at 
many addresses, but top of the class here is esperanto (see 
p 80) with a succession of witty and pretty presentations. 
The sashimi of char is a case in point: beautifully cut slices 
of the fish are heated on the surface as dill-scented cray-
fish water is poured over them, smoke billows forth, and 
then they are transferred to stone slab bearing daikon relish 
and knotty tapioca crisps.
 At Lux stockholm (see p 84) the whole finishing 
procedure has been brought out into the dining room, 
where Henrik Norström and his second-in-command, 
Johan Tengsved, add the final touches on a “kitchen is-
land” amid the tables. This offers plentiful opportunities 
for good dining room entertainment, and the pair ex-
ploit them to the full. Pans bounce and flames dance in a 
spark ling show.

The Swedish restaurant scene continues to flourish. The best put in ever better 
performances at a world-class level, while the undergrowth is rich and a bit eccentric 
here and there. Stockholm in particular has seen new stars appear during the year, 
and it’s not just in food, drink and service that things are constantly im proving. 
More and more restaurateurs also recognise that it has to be fun to eat out.

One of the most important phenomena on 
the restaurant scene in recent years has been the tough-
ening battle between traditional fine dining – with its 
references to starched and stiff “haute” gastronomy –  
and a more relaxed approach where food and drink are 
an integral part of a show that doesn’t just aim to sate and 
impress guests, but to entertain them as well. This more 
light-hearted restaurant culture – fun dining – is gaining 
increasing terrain, both at the top and closer to the base.
 Rarely has the struggle, or perhaps the dialogue,  between 
fun and fine dining been more apparent at Stockholm’s 
top restaurants than over the past year – and often at 
one and the same address. At Frantzén/Lindeberg (see p 
78) guests are received at the door by a butler wearing a 
bowler, which is impossible to interpret as snobbery but 
instead posits a jolly G clef before a thoroughly profes-
sional, relaxed service, delivered with many entertaining 
flourishes such as the rising sourdough in its little sarco-
phagus on the table, or the fact that the butter is now 
hand-churned from double cream in front of the guests. 
 Mathias dahlgren Matsalen at Grand Hôtel (see p 80) 
has been revamped: the whole interior has been softened, 
which undoubtedly affects the overall experience. With 
his new Natural Cuisine, Dahlgren takes a – natural – step 
into a totally new, alternative menu: focus on plants, not 
quite vegetarian but pretty close (sturgeon’s eggs add a bit 
of protein here and there). Dahlgren’s kitchen hasn’t been 
this good-humoured for a long time, and it’s contagious.

Fingerlicking good at 
Mathias Dahlgren, 

 Stockholm.

Butter churned before 
your eyes, Frantzén/ 

Lindeberg, Stockholm.

    Fine dining
 turns fun

 now that’s entertainment

Lobster cooked in the dining 
room, Lux Stockholm.

Foie gras, smoked warm 
on a firbranch, Ekstedt, 
Stockholm.

Freshly curdled cheese, 
Fäviken Magasinet, Järpen.

Butter, signed, sealed and 
delivered at Vollmer, Malmö.

 The open fire is one of this year’s megatrends, and any 
restaurant that doesn’t set something alight at the table 
or flame something “live” in the dining room has simply 
missed the train. Nowhere is this concept taken further 
than at ekstedt in Stockholm (see p 92), where Niklas Ek-
stedt – inspired by the Basque Arguinzoniz at Asador Etx-
ebarri – has created a cuisine requiring no electricity at 
all – all the food is cooked over firewood. A magnificent 
“fire pit” dominates the kitchen; you can see it glow be-
hind a glass wall, where tough guys in leather aprons and 
furnace gloves stoke the flames and smoke and deliver 
lobsters, cuts of meat and other goodies that Ekstedt and 
his chef, Gustav Otterberg, then finish at a large sideboard 
in the dining room. Entertainment? You bet!
 At the recently opened Jonas (see p 88) – this year’s  
Outstanding Arrival – dining room entertainment comes 
courtesy of the dessert kitchen. Immediately inside the 
entrance, the former dessert master at Operakällaren gets 
to strut his stuff in a purpose-built show kitchen. The 
vertical herb garden at the other end of the dining room 
is  already famous, and also adds to the entertainment.

Beyond Stockholm as well, there’s plenty  
of enter tainment on offer at the very best addresses.   
Up north in Jämtland, Sweden’s most feted gastronomy 
wunderkind, Magnus Nilsson, is constantly improving his 
Fäviken  Magasinet (see p 82), and it shows in both the 
kitchen and the dining room. He succeeds in serving up 
authentic regional exoticism in everything from ingredi-
ents, prep techniques and trappings – Granny’s old baking 
tray, with the sourdough culture still in the wood grain, is 
propped up against the wall in the timbered dining room 
– without falling into the theme-park trap. No easy bal-
ancing act. And few dining room acts can beat Nilsson’s 
with the marrow bone: he saws the roast moose bone 
into pieces atop a chopping block among the tables and 
spoons out the marrow, which is served with diced raw 
cow’s heart and shredded swede.
 Otherwise it has to be said that Stockholm increased 
its lead on the rest of the country this year, not just with 
ever greater achievements at the very best, but also with 
a number of spectacular new restaurants: at the Master 
Class level these are Jonas and Ekstedt as well as gastro
logik (see p 95), which excels at restrained aesthetics – all-
white courses are a favourite – that call both Danish top 
restaurants (Geranium more than Noma) and the 1990s 
to mind. Malmö is gradually stepping up its offering, very 
obviously pulled along by nearby Copenhagen, and has 
now brazenly thrown down the gauntlet to Göteborg 
 for the position as Sweden’s second food city. The re-
cently opened Vollmers (see p 96), in Trio’s old premises, 
looks set to continue thrilling us with its Robuchon-
inspired cooking – and the kitchen duo from the old 
Trio trio, Ola Rudin and Sebastian Persson, have quietly 
opened their new place, Saltimporten Canteen, in an old 
harbour warehouse. Anders Vendel, too, has opened a new 
place, albeit outside Malmö – in Ystad – but nonetheless 
a significant addition to the regional rise. And the some-
what eccentric Bloom in the Park continues to offer food, 

wine and dining room experiences as nowhere else.
 The Swedish government has declared Göteborg 
Sweden’s Food Capital in 2012. A few months into the 
year that ambition was supported by a couple of interest-
ing new openings. Marcus Samuelsson of New York re-
nown inaugurated his fun dining shrine, norda Bar & grill, 
at the magnificent Hotel Clarion Post, where the coura-
geous can try the local street food classic “a half special”: 
a hot dog with mash, in this luxury version served in 
brioche bread and with grilled lobster. Still, the sharpest 
newcomer is Restaurant bhoga, run by a bunch of young-
sters who left famous Göteborg restaurants to create, in 
record time, one of the country’s most likeable eateries, 
where the kitchen and cocktail bar  challenge each other 
with competitive and intelligent innovations. At the ele-
vated and mature level, Göteborg today has 28+ and 
thörnströms above all, while kock & Vin is pushing the lim-
its upwards. The classic cathedral of fish, sjö magasinet, has 
a new cardinal: Ulf Wagner, who is no rookie either – in 
fact he bagged the city’s first Michelin star twenty years 
ago. Some of the most famous dishes from his previous 
restaurant, Basement, are also on the menu at Sjö-
magasinet – the very rich lobster salad being one. This is, 
after all, Sweden’s seafood Riviera.

Farther afield there are still some points 
of brilliant light in the woods and archipelagos. In Små-
land, Simon Lennblad and Anders Lauring at PM & Vänner 
continue to excel with their terrior-based cuisine, this 
year with ingenious combinations such has a grilled 
boar’s heart with perch and pike-perch from Volmen, on 
a skewer. In another forest, in another corner of the 
country – south Dalarna – the Angmo couple continue 
to defy what can only be tough circumstances to main-
tain a very high level in the kitchen and the cellar – in-
deed even improve it. This outpost was home to one of 
the year’s boldest and best food/wine pairings: slow-
cooked beetroot with sago, hazelnut mayonnaise and 
beetroot meringues, beautifully backed up with a young 
sauternes, Château Simon.
 Karin Fransson at hotell Borgholm on Öland stead -
fastly carries on delivering new experiences from the 
plant kingdom to her own scent and taste universe. 
Among this year’s botanical revelations were an edible, 
and delicious, orchid and a “new” fungus herb with 
lovely nutty flavours, served with fresh sliced field mush-
room. So simple, so good: mushroom flavour heightening 
mushroom flavour.
 Sweden continues to develop as a food destination, 
on every level: broad and basic, mid-range and aspira-
tional, upper and topmost. White Guide covers them all, 
nearly 500 restaurants, but it’s the élite that guarantees 
evolution. Today we are very fortunate to have some of 
the very best restaurants in the world, that actively con-
tribute to the development of our food culture and to 
the enjoyment of those of us who live here – but also 
attract a growing number of “gastro tourists” who come 
to Sweden to discover and enjoy all the good things we 
have to offer.               Lars Peder Hedberg



Sourdough haddock croquettes, blackened spring 
onion and roasted malt, to be eaten using small 
twigs, scissors and tweezers. Mathias Dahlgren 
Matsalen, Stockholm.
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Lindeberg and Frantzén 
at Frantzén/Lindeberg.

”With space for only 17 seated guests, plus four new places 
at the bar by the old serving hatch, Björn Frantzén’s and 
Daniel Lindeberg’s celebrated dining den is definitely small, 
and it  manages somehow to feel even smaller.”
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 1  | Frantzén/lindeberg o J K L M N

A)¤
  Lilla Nygatan 21, 111 28 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 20 85 80 

www.frantzen-lindeberg.com. 
Food 39/40 service 24/25

Let us be perfectly clear about one thing: it wasn’t the 
reindeer penis that tipped the scales and allowed Frantzén/
Lindeberg to snag, on our fourth visit of the year, the 
extra point that turned the restaurant into this year’s win-
ner. It was the whole course, rather: tartare of reindeer 
with cow’s suet, eel, caviar and, grated atop this, the dried 
and smoked genital. The latter certainly contributed some 
 interesting elements: a sort of smoky bitterness and a 
mouthfeel like truffle, but above all entertainment value. 
It is, of course, an unbeatable conversation piece.
 The tartare exemplifies the ambition, care and finesse 
that this restaurant lavishes on every course. The reindeer 
from Idre Sami village is charcoal-fired on the surface in 
the dining room, with a gas burner and white coal of 
Japanese oak, bincho-tan, before being torn into tartare 
and softened with suet from an eleven-year-old fjeld cow, 
identified by name – Stina – just to make sure, and finally 
served with sour cream flavoured with smoked Mälar eel 
and a dollop of Iranian sevruga, elegantly salty. Ah, and 
with the penis shreds sprinkled over it, of course. The 
reindeer had previously been persuaded to part with its 
blood for a small blood blini which, together with the 
heart of a “blood dove”, some Kalix whitefish roe, almond 
potatoes and small piles of powdered butter is yet another 
brilliant if slightly atypical tribute to Norrland.
 The prologue, or prelude if you like, consists of five 
courses in addition to the two reindeer-based ones: a roasted 
Jerusalem artichoke with sautéed hazelnuts and chicken skin; 
portly langoustines from Väderö fjord, presented live in their 
box whence they peer crossly at the guest who will shortly 
enjoy their sweet natural juices – after the cooks have 
delivered the coup de grâce in the kitchen, lifted the silky 
smooth meat from the carapace and placed it under a thin 
slice of salted lard from Clarissa(!) the pig, with a sprinkling 
of walnut on top to increase the umami effect; and finally 
sashimi of twelve-day-old halibut served with a cream of 
duck eggs and red king crab. At your average top-notch 
restaurant that might be it, but here another ten or so 
courses are to follow. And your wallet thins accordingly: 
sek 3 300 a head including drinks; sek 1 900 without them.
 And the showpieces parade in front of you. This year 
it’s not just the sourdough bread rising in its little sarco-
phagus on the table; now the butter is churned in front of 
the guest as well. On occasion it’s made from Swedish yak 
milk – a challenge for an old milk bar, which is what the 
restaurant once was. With space for only 17 seated guests, 
plus four new places at the bar by the old serving hatch, 
Björn Frantzén’s and Daniel Lindeberg’s celebrated dining 
den is definitely small, and it manages somehow to feel 
even smaller, almost like a doll’s house. The experience it 
offers is that much greater, as are the length of the single 

menu and the courses’ complexity.
 Next to arrive on the table is the famed “Satio Tem-
pestas”. Featuring the daily harvest from the restaurant’s two 
own vegetable gardens, in Askersund and Malmköping, 
this is probably Sweden’s ingredient-richest course – at last 
count the menu listed 43 of them, including the famous 
fried fish scales of bream. It has become more refined over 
the years; what was initially a compost heap is now a beauti-
 ful and elegant presentation on a stone slab, for two peo-
ple to eat their way through – from the outside towards 
the middle, with interesting texture contrasts and escalat-
ing flavours. The course proves that seasonality is ideology 
here. 95 percent of all the ingredients are currently from 
Sweden, and tributes are paid to the suppliers on the 
menu, on photo graphs on the wall and on the website. 
The scallop in two versions is another signature course, 
and now almost as  famous as its model from l’Arpège in 
Paris. Round two is particularly delectable: raw marinated 
tartare bound in a roe sac confit with a smoky broth.
 Despite all its subtleties, the kitchen knows how to 
make sure the food is delicious! That doesn’t mean the 
flavours are ingratiating – far from it. A palate cleanser in 
the form of a perfectly turned sorbet of rowanberries, apple 
and black tea is like inverted heartburn, but my how it 
washes away every trace of the sea before it’s time for the 
meat. Which may be a Swedish dairy cow of the Simgus 
breed, a first-calf heifer, in three servings; or a pigeon, 
hung to tenderise and with its claws intact, served with a 
sauce of its giblets and the currently very trendy combi-
nation of carrot and raw liquorice.
 Service has also gone from strength to strength – 
overseen by Jon Lacotte, who manages, in his apron and 
check shirtsleeves, to create an almost easy-going atmos-
phere despite the three-star aspirations of the house. Wine 
service, under the tutelage of Niklas Löfgren, “Sommelier 
of the Year”, is on the same level. It begins grandly with 
the house champagne, from Henriot and of the excellent 
-82 vintage. Most wines are served from magnums, which 
not only adds a visual treat but usually lifts the quality a 
notch or two as well. Burgundies from smaller top pro-
ducers often feature throughout the meal – until the des-
serts, which usually have a surprise or two in store too. 
The chocolate sorbet is served with horseradish grated at 
the table, and the ice cream of roasted pine nuts with 
homemade yoghurt is flavoured with moss! Best of all, 
though, is a cauliflower dessert with toasted bread, hazel-
nut ice cream and burnt hay – which in textures and fla-
vours is unexpectedly reminiscent of meringue with 
chocolate sauce and cream, like an Eton mess. A glass of 
Scharzhofberger Riesling Auslese from Fritz Haag along-
side is like a whole dessert spread in itself.

Gastronomic doll’s house offering a larger-than-life experience
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Velouté of sea urchin with 
saffron.
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“The course proves that 
seasonality is ideology here. 
95 percent of all the 
ingredients are currently 
from Sweden, and tributes 
are paid to the suppliers 
on the menu, on photo-
graphs on the wall and 
on the website. “

Roland Pettersson, genial 
doorman at Frantzén/
Lindeberg in Stockholm.

the award for 
Best restaurant 
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 2 | mathias dahlgren matsalen o J K L M N

A)# 
  Grand Hôtel, S Blasieholmshamnen 6, 103 27 Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 679 35 84. www.mdghs.com. 
Food 38/40 service 24/25

Never before have we had so much fun at this higher 
institution of eating, which has previously taken itself just 
a tad too seriously. Okay, so there’s no getting away from 
the entrance ceremony, in which the doors to the dining 
room are thrown open with gestures worthy of the 
 announcement of the Nobel prize – but isn’t that actu-
ally a self-mocking smile we catch? The whole dining 
room show has settled a bit; it’s still among the most 
elabo rate in Sweden, but practised with an increasingly 
easier elegance. Following a minor facelift, the place itself 
also feels more intimate. Once you arrive at the table, the 
menu – in the form of a leather-clad iPad by each set 
place – announces that new times have arrived and that 
Natural Cuisine, Mathias Dahlgren’s credo, has a new off-
shoot in the form of  “Focus on Plants”, not quite vege-
tarian but pretty close. Both menus are matched with 
Natural Wines – every last one organic.
 On your lap goes a – warm! – napkin, then the show 
gets rolling. Without delay a bowl of sweet and sour red 
onion noodles arrives, plus a plateful of branches among 
which are sourdough croquettes containing haddock, 
 another with a pile of enokitaki and chanterelles and 
roasted black salsify, and yet another with blackened 
spring onion with roasted malt for dipping; each guest 
receives a small pair of scissors and tweezers for this pur-
pose. Contemporary gastronomy has already banished the 
plate from the table; perhaps cutlery is next. Here comes 
the next starter: a burgundy balloon containing “sea and 
cucumber”. In goes the nose, obediently – and wow, it 
smells like a fishmonger’s! Then another glass arrives with 
what looks like a mint in it, warm water is added and 
pouf! – the mint expands into an oshibori towel, spread-
ing a fresh scent of eucalyptus – a lovely dining room 
flourish that the manager, Daniella Illerbrand, stumbled 
across in London.
 The plant menu with eight courses and little “breaks” 
here and there offers splendid entertainment, with a 
number of stellar items. An egg-like bowl with holes on 
one side contains – you guessed it – a smoked egg yolk, 
fried aoc onion and truffle, with a deep, round sweetness. 
On the side, a crouton barely a millimetre thick gives off 
a dusting of leek ash. A beetroot that appears to have been 
broken by hand, no cut surfaces, soars on the sweetness of 
fried onion rings and browned butter. Salt and protein 
come courtesy of a few sizeable dollops of Per Se caviar. 
In your glass a misty unfiltered Dorabella 2010 from the 
Jura which looks, smells and tastes like a cough drop 
 dissolved in water. Good? Yes! With the beetroot salad? 
Brilliant! A Jerusalem artichoke raviolo wears a cap of ER
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truffle tapioca and tender leaves of green apple that wilt 
when the dish is doused with a cabbage broth sharpened 
by chilli and ginger. An extra Asian twist is added by the 
Saint Romain Blanc 2010, a modern white burgundy 
from Fred Cossard with coconut on the nose and a whole 
piña colada deeper in the glass.
 Cabbage also plays the lead in an unforgettable course 
of white cabbage and smoked pork, on the other menu.  
A thin section of the charred vegetable is concealed 
 underneath a pretty rectangle of pink pork with some 
leaves from the centre of the cabbage, lovage and crispy 
rind on top of and next to a consommé of the pork. It’s 
smokiness, sweetness and acidity in exhilarating balance. 
Smoke seeps from your glass as well, where an oily Anjou 
chenin blanc from cult grower Benoit Courault, Les 
 Guinechiens 2009, delivers to match. The fillet of turbot 
requires something classic in your glass: a Meursault 
Terres Blanches 2009 from Pierre Morey, so chalky the 
glass almost seems to tinkle with pebbles. The fillet lies  
on a smooth potato cream with the thinnest chips 
imagin able – “nano-frites” – at the top. The high point of 
this menu is an exceptionally delicious wild duck with  
a whole grilled pepper, seeds and all – unassuming at  
first sight, but with deep, intense flavours in splendid 
 harmony. Steamed sourdough bread is served alongside so 
you can mop up the delicious juices, and mop you grate-
fully do.
 Among the cheeses that follow, a three-year-old Präst, 
A Swedish cult cheese, stands out for its flavour of 
browned butter. The dessert fireworks are nothing if not 
colourful. Carrot and liquorice is a Dahlgren classic, and 
the combination features on both menus. The conven-
tional menu concludes with a jingling of bells: a rice 
 pudding cream and cinnamon in a fine, nostalgic inter-
pretation of lingonberries and milk, while the plant menu 
closes with an elegant composition of butternut squash 
whose restrained sweetness is almost defiant. And as 
 always a small bag containing Gotland sourdough loaf is 
handed to every guest with their coat.

 3 | esperanto o J K L M N

A)!
  Kungstensgatan 2, 114 25 Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 696 23 23. www.esperantorestaurant.se. 
Food 38/40 service 23/25

Guests are welcomed as soon as they enter, accompanied 
up the stairs and offered a seat by the crackling fire along 
with a glass of champagne, as they wait for their company 
to arrive. Every year Esperanto fine-tunes all aspects of 
the show, and most of it now runs beautifully – with dining 
room and wine service at the very highest level. Sayan 
Isaksson and his team work in an open kitchen where 

Poetically pretty as only 
in Japan – and at Esperanto

More firmly planted

Not a place mat. The 
menu is presented on a 
leather-clad iPad. Mathias 
Dahlgren Matsalen, 
Stockholm.

Charred cabbage, which is 
then cut into thin sections 
to from a bed for a rec-
tangle of freshly smoked 
pork. Mathias Dahlgren 
Matsalen, Stockholm. 

 “In your glass a misty 
unfiltered Dorabella 2010 

from the Jura which looks, 
smells and tastes like a 
cough drop dissolved in 

water. Good? Yes! With the 
beetroot salad? Brilliant!”

Sashimi of char with crayfish water, 
daikon relish and tapioca crisps. 
Esperanto, Stockholm.

“The ensemble of pink, mauve and pale green is this year’s prettiest 

dish, and could have been lifted from a Kenzo collection, say in 1985.“

White Magazine 2012 81

the award for 
Best  service 
experience 
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they create wonders. Just the amuses are a drama in five 
acts, poetically pretty as only in Japan – and at Esperanto. 
There are two menus to choose from: usually one oriental 
and one Scandinavian. A sashimi of char offers magnifi-
cent table entertainment: beautifully cut pieces of the 
delicate fish are briefly salted in dill-scented crayfish water 
and then transferred to a stone slab with daikon relish and 
knotty tapioca crisps. The ensemble of pink, mauve and 
pale green is this year’s prettiest dish, and could have been 
lifted from a Kenzo collection, say in 1985. Frankly sensa-
tional is the entrecote and shoulder of beer-fed wagyu 
from Västervik – and the presentation a crowd-pleaser. 
The entrecote is smoke-blackened at the table in a cherry 
wood box filled with moss, which is lit and allowed to 
burn with the lid on. Still almost raw, it is served with 
air-cured shoulder, pickled black salsify and dabs of salsify 
emulsion. The pear dessert brings further entertainment, 
arriving as one cold part – a bavaroise – and one warm 
– jasmine pears flambéed at the table in Poire William and 
served with almond cake, which is just as tasty as it sounds.
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 3 | Fäviken magasinet o

A)!
  Fäviken 216, 830 05 Järpen. Tel +46 647 401 77 

www.favikenmagasinet.se. 
Food 38/40 service 22/25

Granny’s baking tray, leaning against the wall in the dining 
room, retains the whole Frösö Island yeast culture in the 
wood grain, which of course makes for unforgettably 
sumptuous sourdough bread. So goes the story, anyway, 
and we’re happy to believe it. The bigger story at Fäviken 
Magasinet – of success – is real enough, and rolling on. 
Owner Magnus Nilsson, currently Sweden’s most feted 
gastronomy wunderkind on the international scene, has 
even expanded the dining room – from twelve to four-
teen seats! It has to do with the number of beds in the 
magnificent adjoining hotel. With only fourteen guests, 
the atmosphere becomes so intimate that everyone feels 
the pressure to go around introducing themselves.
 At seven o’clock on the dot guests are asked to be 
seated by the crackling fire downstairs in the timbered 
granary, where various “foretastes” appear as if by magic, 
to everyone’s contentment and the occasional dropped 
jaw. It begins gently enough with a small blob of tepid, 
newly made cow’s cheese in its whey, with a lavender 
flower on top. Then there’s wild salmon trout roe in a 
warm casing of dried pig’s blood and “old dried fish”, 
salmon trout that’s been hung for three months and is 
served in paper-thin slices on a stone. Stones in fact 
 feature throughout the evening, and much of the food is 
meant to be eaten by hand, which feels perfectly natural 
and very relaxed. Then bang!, in comes the head of a little 
bird – Nilsson, sniggering, won’t say what kind, as he 
knows how to plant a secret that will be strikingly 
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 revealed much later. The rest of the feathered friend, it 
turns out, is to be served further into the evening. Now 
we’re instructed to grasp the beak and suck out the tiny 
brain. It is soft and fatty as the finest duck’s liver. Guests 
feeling the panic grow reach for their glass of mead 
brewed by Bengt-Johnny and Jan-Anders in Öster- Övsjö, 
which is not unlike a Weissbier with a zest of lemon.
 The actual dinner, comprising about a dozen courses, 
is eaten upstairs. First off is the celebrated scallop: cooked 
over an open fire of juniper branches and birch coal, it is 
served on the shell, lying in its dense juices. To be eaten 
with the fingers and slurped with pleasure. A small slice of 
monkfish back, shimmering in rainbow tones, has been 
grilled to perfection over an open fire and is served with 
green juniper berries in vinegar and a simple leaf of 
 recently harvested, steamed kale, which has achieved a tall 
sweetness in the autumn cold. A steamed char from 
neighbouring Kallsjön arrives atop a salad of mushrooms, 
one of which is Matsutake, much coveted by the Japanese 
and here sold exclusively to Fäviken by a local chemistry 
and physics teacher. Then all of autumn lands on a stone 
– a pile of leaves conceals a boiled carrot and a radish,  
to be dipped in lovely yellow butter. On the side, an 
 essence of the woods in the form of beef broth filtered 
through moss.
 Now the chopping block is pulled out and a roast 
moose marrowbone is sawed up before our eyes. Succu-
lent marrow is excavated to accompany a diced raw cow’s 
heart on a bed of shredded swede (the root vegetable, that 
is). Glasses are damp with a Barbaresco Montestefano 
2005, natural and from a small producer of course, with 
intensive tones of strawberry and coffee that almost man-
age to drown out the mountain pasture muzak groaning 
in the walls. The retired dairy cow has been hung for 
seven months, and a slice of high-octane prime rib sits 
atop crispy reindeer moss in the company of sour green 
gooseberries. Sensational! And so the time has come for 
the great revelation. The finale. The denouement. The 
bird was a fieldfare! The headless little carcass arrives on 
its back, its legs in the air, virtually raw inside, with sour 
onion and dried rose hips. Because that’s what the little 
rascal had in its stomach, Nilsson informs us. The thrush 
is a forgotten delicacy, he continues, protected in most 
European countries – but not here. 
 Time to round things off with sweets. Two wooden 
spoons land on the table, one with blueberry sprigs and 
the other with steeped lingonberries. Divine double 
cream, the kind nobody makes any more, and a touch of 
sugar complete the ensemble.
 The dairy has its work cut out: raw vegetables with 
wild raspberries are served with curd, a pine-needle cake 
with a pudding of that lovely cream and frozen butter-
milk, cranked in the antique ice-cream maker. Spectacular, 
again! Not to mention the sour milk sorbet with a 
whisked duck egg and blueberry jam. When we take our 
boiled coffee downstairs it comes with a side dish of tar 
pastilles and other goodies we can’t, of course, resist. 
Thanks for the show. That was “rektún mat och driikk” 
– real food and beverage, in the local idiom.

A matchless regional cuisine conquering the world

Magnus Nilsson with dinner.

Pie of raw mussels and 
wild peas at Fäviken 
Magasinet in Järpen.

“With only fourteen guests, the atmosphere becomes so intimate 

that everyone feels the pressure to go around introducing themselves.”

White Magazine 2012 83

the award for 
natural Gastronomy 
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 6 | lux stockholm o J K L M N

A()
  Primusgatan 116, 112 67 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 619 01 90 

www.luxstockholm.com. 
Food 37/40 service 23/25

Gutted by a fire last year, Lux is back like the proverbial 
Phoenix, and with a passion. No fear of flames either, as 
Henrik Norström and Johan Tengsved demonstrate at a 
“kitchen island” in the dining room. Courses are fired 
and flambéed in a fabulous show. A lobster is presented 
wearing its whole magnificent carapace, then sautéed in 
butter and served with crab salad, green tomatoes and 
rose hip juice – a complex course, not to everyone’s liking. 
One of this year’s most beautiful courses arrives halfway 
through the meal: grilled entrecote in prettily cut sections 
with apple-fired ox marrow, little dabs of Karelian sturgeon 
caviar, sliced black radish and a splendid grey emulsion of 
oysters – which also makes the course one of the year’s 
most delicious. This is paired with a Lux Ale from Skebo 
Artisanal Brewery. The result is smokiness, saltiness and 
bitterness in a very sophisticated palette, not entirely har-
monious but therefore all the more interesting. A shot of 
elderberry arrives in a flip-top bottle, and a cup of aronia 
berry espresso neutralises (actually anaesthetises) the palate 
nicely before the wild duck. The lightly fried breast bleeds 
prettily into the sauce of pig’s blood and contrasts with a 
crispy leg, nougat-like liver, fresh hazelnuts and roast 
pumpkin flakes. The real fire show, not far off a circus 
number, begins with the cheese course. An aged white 
mould cheese is served with plums flambéed in whisky 
and peat-roasted parsley root. To sip with this, a “Blue 
Blaze Cocktail” – a punch concocted at the table with 
Mackmyra whisky from the restaurant’s own cask.

 3 | kock & vin o J K L M N

A)!
  Viktoriagatan 12, 411 25 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 701 79 79 

www.kockvin.se. 
Food 38/40 service 22/25

At Kock & Vin the eye is drawn to artful presentations on 
beautiful pieces of driftwood and sea-polished stones. This 
gives a fine sense of nature and a direct link between table 
and sea. But what the faithful fine dining guest experiences 
most strongly is that the flavour register has a pronounced 
depth. The classic taste compounds are certainly present, 
but extra doses of umami from various sources get the 
palate rocking. This might be by simple means, such as in an 
opening soup with pork stock, octopus and kelp. It can also 
be great culinary art, as in a tartare of roe deer and Grebbe-
stad oysters on top of shallot rings with sago, wild thyme, pine 
needles and a celery-scented emulsion of beach angelica. 
As usual, the sommelier team propose brilliant food and 
wine combinations under Björn Persson’s tutelage – he is 
one of Sweden’s foremost matchers of food and wine, not 
to mention his talent for creating a pleasant atmosphere. 
In a particularly innovative course, raw pieces of lobster 
are combined with a grilled chicken heart glazed with 
cherries and covered in thin slices of kohlrabi. Paired with 
a natural red from Arbois, it makes for a major experience. 
One of this year’s most entertaining desserts is presented 
first as a cocktail of rosemary vodka from Hven. Then, on 
a slab of black slate, an exquisite burnt meringue is pre-
sented with sliced Aroma apples, cranberry sorbet and frozen 
chamomile spheres. Finally, umami wraps it all up in a 
sensational cheese dish: Almnäs Tegel (who needs parme-
san after this one was introduced?) served with fir shoots, 
pickled wild mushrooms and air-dried moose flank steak. 
Our palates may well be distorted at this point, but we 
could swear there was a hint of umami in the adjoining, 
wonderfully mature Sercial Madeira as well.
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On fireUmami bridging sea and shore

Johan Tengsved and Henrik 
Norström finish almost all 
dishes in the dining room 

at Lux Stockholm.

Lingonberry sprig and stone 
– getting close to nature 

at Kock & Vin in Göteborg.

the award 
for coffee 
experience

Grilled entrecote, apple-fired ox 
 marrow, Carelian sturgeon’s eggs, 
sliced radish and oyster emulsion  

at Lux Stockholm.
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Onion leaves, sautéed and 
baked Jerusalem artichoke 
with coffee beans, apple 
and sage. Mistral, Stockholm.

 8 | operakällaren o J K L M N

A)"
  Operahuset, Karl XII:s Torg, 111 86 Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 676 58 01. www.operakallaren.se. 
Food 36/40 service 23/25

The large dining room at Operakällaren is a gastronomic 
institution of the highest order; entering it feels like walk-
ing into the wings of a British costume drama with all the 
trimmings, including a majestic open fireplace. The re-
ception, too, is in the best posh butler tradition. We’re 
happy to remind ourselves that most of our senior celebrity 
chefs and dining room personalities once slaved away 
here under Tore Wretman and Werner Vögeli, bringing 
about the country’s real lift-off towards gastronomic ex-
cellence. Since then the Catenacci brothers have invested 
very astutely and taken the place to even higher heights 
– a culinary trampoline act which occasionally receives 
well-deserved applause. Recently the kitchen seems to have 
suffered slightly from a loss of form: that natural edge to 
the creations appears a little blunted, and the irresistible, 

international master class 2012

The same procedure as last year, please

 7 | mistral o

A(#
  Sockenvägen 529, 121 34 Enskededalen. Tel +46 8 10 12 24 

www.mistral.nu. 
Food 37/40 service 20/25

This place divides the foodie community: some love it, some 
hate it. But it leaves nobody indifferent. Mistral is located 
off the beaten track, in one of Stockholm’s immediate 
suburbs, not far from to the famous Skogskyrkogården 
Cemetery, designed by the legendary architect Gunnar 
Asplund. Spiritual asceticism is the key to the restaurant as 
well, even if the funky soul coming from the speakers doesn’t 
quite gel with the theme. The servers, both in stiff ponytails, 
baggy jeans and fairly wrinkly shirts, are apt to bend down 
on their knees in front of the guests when they explain what 
is important here: the soil, those who cultivate it and what 
it provides. Almost everything served here is organic, in-
cluding the wines. The champagne from Françoise Bedel 
bears the suitable name “Soul of the Earth” and has a power-
ful bread and apple nose. The meal opens with three morsels 
of funnel chanterelle served in spooned-out potato skins 
fried in butter. Sensationally pretty as well as tasty are the 
baked onion leaves and melted butter from a fried Jerusa-
lem artichoke, browned and crispy on the surface and soft 
inside. Deep-fried sage leaves and a little coffee bean from 
the frying butter completed this fantastic autumn tableau. 
The root vegetable variation comes with exceptional 
 algae butter in a dab of smooth blackcurrant purée made 
of melted sorbet, next to a pinch of algae salt. With this 
the sour and bitter yoghurt, spread on a silicon mat and 
dried to a crisp for 20 hours at 37 degrees – a knockout.

Soul food à la Mistral
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brilliantly controlled innovative drive has slowed a tad, 
sometimes allowing decidedly lowly things to slip onto 
the menus. What do you make of a fish pie of halibut 
with duchess potatoes, a white wine sauce and pickled 
carrot? And yet the same kitchen can still certainly de-
liver grand courses of the style and flavour value we’ve 
got used to: a fried free-range duck liver with shiitake 
mushrooms, artichoke purée, tarragon pistou and bread 
foam is divinely refined. On the whole, the tasting menu 
includes several brilliant courses and a few that don’t really 
qualify for the context. The precision of the food and 
wine pairings remains very impressive. The wine experi-
ence is still up there too, but doesn’t quite attain the astral 
heights of last year, when we were left with the impres-
sion that they were clearing cellar stocks of cult wines.

Beetroot orgy of paper-thin 
slices, purée, flakes, wedges 
and powder. Mistral, 
Stockholm.
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the entire staff knows in which lake the perch is fished 
before it’s put in the restaurant’s fish trap in Helgasjön, 
whence fresh fish arrives three times a week. Gastronomic 
ambition burns like a blowtorch down in these remote 
woods. The tireless Per Bengtsson and his team build 
their gastronomy on a loving and cheeky attitude to what 
their home region has to offer, disarmingly mixed with 
cutting-edge skills in the kitchen, stylish serving work 
and a wine focus that beats most of the country’s other 
élite restaurants hands down – a result of world champion 
Andreas Larsson’s 10-year cellar project and extra vagant 
wine packages that spoil guests rotten with everything 
from 1999 Taittinger Compte de Champagne to 1982 
Château Léoville Barton and other cult wines. Chefs de 
cuisine Simon Lennblad and Anders Lauring manage to 
chase up masses of tasty local material for their terroir-
based adventures, such as a small brochette of pike-perch 
and perch cheek paired with a grilled wild boar heart, 
before the cabbage variation appears in the form of crispy 
pointed and Savoy cabbage topped with the saltiness of 
cool Spanish Per Se caviar. All we’re waiting for now is 
that some local enthusiast begins to deliver the first 
 sturgeon caviar from Småland itself.

 11 | Jonas o

A(/
  Fleminggatan 39, 112 32 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 650 22 20 

www.restaurang-jonas.se. 

Food 36/40 service 21/25

There aren’t many restaurants in the world where you 
step straight into a show kitchen to watch one of Scandi-
navia’s most skilled dessert chefs do his magic. With toque 
proudly on, Daniel Roos creates sweet and sour master-
pieces before our very eyes. The recently opened Jonas in 
Stockholm is certainly not like other restaurants – and 
indeed, Jonas Lundgren is not like other chefs. After his 
stage at Gondolen, he left the country and spent the next 
15 years working at restaurants such as Pierre Gagnaire in 
Paris and the French Laundry in Yountville, Napa. That 
background brings certain obligations – just as much as, if 
not more than, the fact that he bagged a silver medal for 
Sweden at the Bocuse d’Or in 2009.
 Hardly any expense has been spared in creating an 
exciting restaurant space in a very unassuming building 
on a rather drab corner on Kungsholmen, one of the ten 
major islands that make up Stockholm. The entire back 
wall of the restaurant is a vertical herb garden, with scent-
ed herbs ready to be snipped over dishes. Most striking, 
though, are the acoustics. The fitted carpets, textiles and 
sound absorbents in the ceiling create an environment 
made for talking.
 Ambitions in the similarly splurged-on kitchen are 
high – Jonas himself says the space is for creating food in 
which curiosity is allowed to trump reason. That’s a pretty 

Where curiosity 
trumps reason

 10 | pm & vänner o J K L M N

A(( 
  Storgatan 22-24, 352 31 Växjö. Tel +46 470 70 04 44 

www.pmrestauranger.se. 
Food 36/40 service 23/25

The first amuse sets the tone unmistakably. A small bou-
quet from wood, meadow and lake: a chewy bundle of 
sorrel, dried bird skin and bog myrtle. Sweden’s most 
 local restaurant expresses itself more clearly and confi-
dently than ever, offering large and small local eccentric-
ities throughout the tasting menu: the Småland woods 
make their way right into the butter, which is flavoured 
with tansy; the chopsticks are hewn from local spruce and 

Local eccentric digs deeper 
and goes the whole hog

Venison tartare with oyster 
aioli and sea coral  
at F12, Stockholm.

 9 | F12 restaurant o J K L M N

A)=
  Fredsgatan 12, 111 52 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 24 80 52 

www.f12.se. 
Food 36/40 service 23/25

At F12, executive chef Danyel Couet and executive som-
melier Sören Polonius are constantly developing their 
food and wine concept. For a couple of years now, they’ve 
been turning to the ancient Swedish Farmer’s Almanac 
for help. The ambition is for the seasons and the relation-
ships to farmers and nature to serve as inspirations for the 
menu. Very laudable, even if it can be tricky to follow the 
logic sometimes, especially as there is also an Asian under-
current. The opener is thrilling enough, with Sören Polo-
nius himself presenting a playful wine-tasting tray with 
four concealed nectars and the same number of courses 
– at once pleasurable and elegant. Best of all is a chicken 
liver parfait with apple, malted bread and thyme, followed 
by veal sweetbread in a sauce flavoured with Japanese 
shizo leaves and sencha tea. A delicious tartare of venison 
with oyster aioli, sea coral and curly endive is presented 
on a beautifully grained round wooden board. The wine 
presentations are all skilfully executed and include suitably 
radical elements, all courtesy of Sören Polonius. Most 
daring is the combination of a truly artisanal cider and 
fried duck liver with grapes in a sauce made with Banyul 
vinegar – a simply magical flavour combination. The 
most surprising wine is the South African Mullineux 
Straw Wine, a chenin blanc which is a perfect match for 
the arctic raspberry variation with chocolate, ginger and 
cinnamon. The raspberries arrive simply sugared, as sorbet 
and in the form of a gelatine film. Sparks still fly aplenty 
among the food presentations in the pastel-coloured dining 
room, even if flavours sometimes pull in different directions. 
With or without the Farmer’s Almanac in the kitchen.

with the Farmer’s almanac for guidance

“Gastronomic 
ambition burns 

like a blowtorch 
down in these 

remote woods.” 
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good description of the introduction – a succession of 
nibbles which challenge the very concept of reason and 
spur conversation about ingredients, tastes and textures. 
Out of a thick branch of wood we lift funnel-shaped 
glasses containing bacon water and a herb infusion – with a 
scent of slow-cooking stew. A caper and Italian meringue 
in the shape of a cotton bud with iced rapeseed oil gives us 
sweet, salty and vinegary in loud harmony. Brandade of cod 
with a delicate saltiness meets an earthy and fresh beetroot 
ravioli. The small spoon with red king crab and mayonnaise 
of trout roe is full of umami with tasty acidity. Dramatically 
animal is a tartare of venison with ox marrow. Most enter-
taining, though, are the little biscuits topped with an oyster 
emulsion – where the biscuit looks like an oyster shell. 
Many dishes are courageously complex in an era that 
tends to celebrate simplicity. 
 The menu has six or nine courses, themed on key-
words such as luxury, texture, mosaic, blood and sin, which 
are ticked off in a little box on the table as you go. The 
wine packages are by Totte Steneby, who has won both the 
Swedish and the Nordic sommelier championships. If 
you’re in a spending mood, you choose the “all in” with 
the nine-course menu. Steneby will then select the cur-
rently best and most expensive wines he can come up with. 
 The mosaic course of the day is a salad of 16 root 
vegetables and four herbs, dominated by parsley and lemon 
balm – with a split vinaigrette of rapeseed oil and cassis 
vinegar. It makes brilliant company with an oaked sauvig non 
blanc from New Zealand. Even more stylish is the luxury 
course of whipped duck liver, hazelnut cream and cauli-
flower biscuits protruding like a fragile forest. The texture 
course challenges curiosity. Is it possible to make crispy 
and tasty flakes with the scales of a recently caught Mälar 
pike-perch? Well, yes, but it brings more smiles than success. 
A better bet is a sinfully delicious version of egg royale, 
with toffee crisps and truffle crumbs, to go with a Moët 
& Chandon from 2002. A sizeable spoon of frozen parsley 
granité with parsley oil cleanses the palate before the autumn 
course arrives: mushroom toast with chanterelles, prepared 
in front of us on a table burner and served with horns of 
plenty, cep cream and little leek cylinders. The pairing 
with Palo Cortado sherry is entertaining but not quite 
made in heaven.
 The sinful department is extensive thanks to our fore-
most dessert enthusiast, Daniel Roos, previously at Opera-
källaren. His many fans will find a visit to Jonas worth their 
while. Best of all is his arctic bramble variation with meringue, 
sago, marmalade, crème, juice and parfait in a pretty crescent 
with liquor-filled sugar rings. His chocolate bavaroise with 
cherry panna cotta is another of his masterpieces, as are all 
the little goodies to go with the coffee – exquisite and 
ingenious flavour adventures  that all have a happy ending. 

Jonas Lundgren harvesting 
his vertical herb garden.

“The mosaic course of the day is a salad 
of 16 root vegetables and four herbs, 
dominated by parsley and lemon balm.”ER
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 12 | thörnströms kök o J K L M N

A(%
  Teknologgatan 3, 411 32 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 16 20 66 

www.thornstromskok.com. 
Food 36/40 service 21/25

A paisley-patterned handkerchief protrudes from the 
waiter’s breast pocket. He clicks his heels soundlessly and 
about-turns with a certain military decorum every time 
he leaves our presence. Service rituals have long been of 
the highest order at Thörnströms: there are few dining 
room staff that take your coat, pull out your chair, retrieve 
your dropped napkin and – not least – reel off origins and 
producers, techniques and degrees, soils and aspects, as 
capably. Possibly social awareness falls short occasionally: 
not everyone wants to know everything! There are tasting 
menus of varying lengths, of which one is always Scandi-
navian. The latter’s opening number is one of this year’s 
prettiest starters: baked sections of cod, each one hugging 

 12 | daniel berlin krog i skåne tranås 

A(%
  Diligensvägen 21, 273 92 Skåne Tranås. Tel +46 417 203 00 

www.danielberlin.se.  
Food 36/40 service 20/25

With each year that’s passed since the restaurant opened, 
Daniel Berlin’s parents have become more involved. They 
turn up in different roles throughout the dinner in a very 
homely and genial way. Mother Iréne, who is also in 
charge of the large vegetable garden, serves and clears tables. 
Father Per Anders proudly presents cheeses from nearby 
Vilhelmsdal dairy. Hunting for the perfect ingredient is 
Daniel Berlin’s passion. And the concept of course is to 
prowl the immediate region for quality-conscious pro-
ducers. Beets from Bertil in Bästekille, piggies from Olinge 
free-range pigs, cod from fishermen friends in Landskrona 
harbour and game from the area’s hardest-working hunter. 
The fact that Daniel, who usually only has a single line 
cook to help him out in the kitchen, is able to devote so 
much time to hunting for ingredients is remarkable, and 
it adds considerably to the experience of his cooking. The 
ability to cook food that is flavoursome, fairly simple in its 
construction and yet full of surprises and clever twists – 
that’s his signature. The 24 seats are divided between the 
dining room and the chambre separée. Gastronomically 
inclined residents of Österlen – the Toscana of Sweden – 
mix with guests from afar and the odd real or self- 
appointed restaurant critic with a pocket camera and 
notebook. International visitors have been a growing 
presence since Daniel won the Young Chef of the Year 
award at the San Pellegrino Cooking Cup in Venice in 
June 2011. That is most likely only the first of many inter-
national awards for this chef who hasn’t even turned thirty. 

 14 | hotell borgholm o J K L M N

A(¤
  Trädgårdsgatan 15-19, 387 31 Borgholm.  

Tel +46 485 770 60. www.hotellborgholm.com. 
Food 36/40 service 20/25

Far from trendy Stockholm, Karin Fransson strolls around 
her garden, sniffing the herbs. Year after year she brings 
new experiences to her own scent and taste universe. 
One of the high points is the soup served with a scallop 
and crisps made from Jerusalem artichokes. It’s topped 
with a white tomato foam that conceals an entire green 
salad and vinaigrette, where the flavour of the salad has 
simply been whizzed together into a subtle experience – 
in liquid form. A mature Riesling from Bründlmayer 
with a soft petroleum scent is a perfect pairing. Husband 
Owe Fransson’s wine selections are excellent throughout. 
All the pairings have been carefully thought out, and it’s 
apparent that sommelier Fransson enjoys imparting these 
experiences. One of his most entertaining combinations 
is the delicious, fruity-sweet Alsace cocktail from Albert 
Mann with veal sweetbread and a composition of peas. 
With its scent of Muscat grapes, the sweetbread is a lovely 
partner to the wine. The tepid pea jelly with pea shoots 
was all green sweetness in a fabulous presentation. The 
truth is that Karin Fransson doesn’t allow herself even 
near misses when it comes to flavours and compositions. 
Her brill is an innovative dish in which an oyster with a 
lardo lid has been laid on the smooth piece of fish, adding 
a mineral tone with fatty touches. On the side a cute 
oyster carbonara with quails’ eggs and a creamy pancetta 
sauce. There’s no doubt that an evening in the dining 
room at Hotell Borgholm offers excitement, and always a 
small detour into the unknown. On our last visit it was an 
edible orchid!  

international master class 2012

White field mushroom  
and mushroom herb,  
Hotell Borgholm.

Constantly expanding 
her own taste universe

a little dollop of brandade with a fine streak of kipper 
paste – and next to it: Anja potatoes, thickly sliced and 
cheekily spiced with vinegar. Chive cream, garden cress 
and croutons complete the picture. Wine service is im-
pressive. With a bit of luck it’ll be delivered with a touch 
of humour. The moose course is paired with a red from 
southern Italy, Radici Reserva 1999 from Mastroberardino, 
with a lot of everything – fruit, tannins, structure, length. 
Or as the sommelier says: “It’s like sucking a terry cloth”. 
The king of the forest – the mighty moose – tastes tame 
in such company, saved from humiliation only by his 
 noble smoked heart crowning a spicy bit of black pud-
ding. The space has been pimped and now features a 
beige/brown/latte colour scheme. There’s a genial buzz 
around the tables peopled mostly by 50 to 80-year-olds 
who know how to carry themselves. This is, after all, the 
P.O.S.H. part of town, traditionally the home of the local 
shipping nobility. 

The whole Berlin family gets on board

Port Out, Starboard Home

Iréne, Daniel and  
Per Anders Berlin.

“Far from trendy 
Stockholm, 

Karin Fransson 
strolls around 

her garden, 
sniffing the herbs.” 

“Beets from Bertil in 
Bästekille, piggies 
from Olinge free-

range pigs, cod from 
fishermen friends in 
Landskrona harbour 

and game from 
the area’s hardest-

working hunter.” 
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Baked cod with brandade, 
chive cream, garden  

 cress, crouton and Anja 
potato. Thörnströms Kök, 

 Göteborg.

“Chive cream, garden cress and croutons complete the picture.” 

White Magazine 2012 91
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Etxebarri, Niklas Ekstedt has created a cuisine requiring no 
electricity at all – all the food is cooked over firewood. A 
magnificent “fire pit” dominates the kitchen, and you can see 
it glow behind its glass wall – at least if you’re sitting at the 
large green soapstone prep table just next to it. All manner 
of ingredients, from Viken tomatoes to lobster tails, are sus-
pended in baskets or hang from hooks high above the 
flames – they’re in the process of being “chimney smoked”.
 A wood fired oven (not a Pompeii-style pizza oven, 
Ekstedt is careful to point out) and an old wood stove “like 
your granny had” complete the equipment line-up. Ingre-
dients are scorched, flamed and baked in embers, but never 
“grilled” – the term is heartily hated here, as is “barbecue”. 
The cooks, led by Ekstedt and Gustav Otterberg, wear 
leather aprons and furnace gloves – and the style is consistent 
right down to the cast-iron cocottes, the pearwood chairs 
(a nod to Ekstedt’s childhood in the seaside resort of Viken 
in Skåne) and Otterberg’s tattoos. Despite the very distinct 
feeling of a concept restaurant, Ekstedt delivers this year’s 
Best Food Experience with a self-assured and highly original 
gastronomy at the Masterclass level. And the show it involves 
is fabulous too, as when Otterberg pounds a briny oyster 
pesto with hazelnuts by hand in a mortar, to go with the 
cucumber noodles on a cream of roe sac served with a scallop 
and mussels on bladder wrack, in wrought iron. “Blackened 
leek” steals the show in a lemony composition of octopus, and 
a whitefish roe potato with smoked butter lifts a pike-perch 
smoked over juniper to celestial heights. Every course speaks 
of the delight in rediscovering what the open fire can do. 
 The chimney-smoked lobster tail is downright sensa-
tional. It is served on hand-turned plates from a pottery 
in Mölle in Skåne, with raw chopped lobster, cream of 
raw lobster, roast almonds and smoked tomatoes. The re-
sulting enormously intense flavours and complex sweet-
ness give this iteration of lobster, the bore of the sea, a 
higher rating than ever before. But it might just be pipped 
at the post by a piece of well-hung prime rib which has 
been scorched over an open fire before being baked slowly 
in a basket in the “chimney”. It’s served with an onion 
that has spent the previous night in the remaining heat of 
the wood oven, making it as soft as sweet cream, and a 
hollowed-out bone filled with potato and truffle puré 
powdered with ox marrow and covered with unseemly 
amounts of fresh black truffle. The trendy Mallorcan wine 
ÀN/2 from Anima Negra deepens the blackness with its 
silky balsamic tones.
 Naturally, desserts also arrive by way of the fires. A 
generous cast-iron cocotte with apples, dates and figs 
baked in embers and spiced with ginger and cinnamon is 
presented with creamy and salty caramel ice cream, plus 
delicious doughnuts from the wood stove. And of course 
this is the place to eat glace au four, with tarragon ice 
cream and an ironic topping à la cupcake.
 The wine list is short but intelligent, structured ac-
cording to what courses the wines go with. Spain domi-
nates, possibly in a further tribute to Asador Extebarri, 
followed by Piedmont and Tuscany. It also introduces the 
first-ever surf ’n’turf in the world of wine, with a section 
entitled “pike-perch’n’pig”.

 15 | mathias dahlgren matbaren o J K L M N

AB(/
  Grand Hôtel, S Blasieholmshamnen 6, 103 27 Stockholm. 

Tel +46 8 679 35 84. www.mdghs.com. 
Food 35/40 service 23/25

Matbaren serves simple, straightforward dishes made with 
the best possible ingredients – sometimes with unexpected 
flavour variations. Between zinc counters, haughty Windsor-
style chairs, wooden benches and jolly chequered floors, 
dishes land straight on the menu-clad trays with spill-proof 
edges. There is no particular order to eating them – anything 
goes. According to maestro himself, Mathias Dahlgren, 
guests are free to start with some goodies from the pastry 
kitchen. At Matbaren, in other words, you compose your 
own menu following only your inclination and hunger. 
That allows for some pretty wild racing between sweet 
pickled herring and fried wild duck with a cream dump-
ling, stopping at a pressed pig’s head and then crossing the 
finishing line with country milk pudding. Two courses are 
needed to settle the stomach – three, at least, are prefer able. 
It costs an arm if not a leg too, but with dishes such as 
sashimi of Salma salmon and grilled fallow deer, it’s worth 
every krona. The chefs at Matbaren have warmed to the Asian 
flavour palette. It shows in the fried wild duck with an egg 
dumpling, shredded cabbage – andw a hint of ginger. Or in 
their steamed beef bun – minced ox cheek on bread with 
fiery chilli sauce and a scent of coriander. Matbaren’s pork 
brawn is more in the Nordic mould, with salad, sliced 
mushroom, watercress and a discrete mustard vinaigrette 
– top marks in Dahlgren’s flavour school, just like the 
long-running oven-baked chocolate cake. The wine se-
lection is limited to around 14 labels, but they change 
frequently and all are served by the glass. It is indeed easy to 
feel good at this popular and anything but haughty restaurant. 

 16 | ekstedt o J K L M N

AB(%
  Humlegårdsgatan 17, 114 83 Stockholm.  

Tel+ 46 8 611 12 10. www.ekstedt.nu. 
Food 35/40 service 20/25

Smoke without fire has been a theme in restaurants for a long 
time, thanks to dry ice and liquid nitrogen. But now it’s 
time for the real thing. An evening at Ekstedt requires some 
extra preparations in terms of wardrobe. Choose clothes that 
you were thinking of sending to the cleaners anyway, be-
cause anything you wear will have to be after a sitting by the 
Ekstedt campfire. It’s also a good thing if your palate is robust, 
because it’s in for a pretty intensive treatment here, not un-
like a sports massage. Even if it makes you flinch, it makes you 
feel just as good – both during the treatment and afterwards. 
Inspired by Basque master Victor Arguinzoniz at Asador 

An Asian touch in the clean Nordic cuisine

Magic over open fires

Lobster out of the chim-
ney. Ekstedts, Stockholm. ER
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“At Matbaren, in 
other words, 

you compose your 
own menu 

following only 
your inclination 

and hunger.” 

master class 2012

“Even if it makes you flinch, it makes you feel just as good  

– both during the treatment and afterwards.“
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Gustav Otterberg and Niklas 
Ekstedt heating up at Ekstedt 

in Stockholm.
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wine is described in detail until it has been properly tasted. 
The excitements of this approach are illustrated when an 
elegant carpaccio trio lands on the table. Once it’s all 
eaten, Vidal has fun revealing what it was: octopus, beef 
and – ox testicle! On the whole, though, it seems as if the 
most precarious outings have been toned down – rightly 
so, and thanks to the skilful Titti Qvarntröm in the kitchen. 
The best course is a variation on fallow deer – a delicious 
autumn course indeed, where all the flavours fall nicely 
into place. There is fillet, heart and a ragout of the innards, 
plus a little sausage made from the neck meat – nothing 
is wasted. Various autumn goodies on the side: chante-
relles, yellowfoot, truffles, beetroot and a few types of 
 apples. Service is informal and linguistically interesting, 
since all conversation is in English. And some conversa-
tions could only happen at Bloom in the Park – as when a 
waiter from Poland describes his background in 14 coun-
tries, where he learned to speak eight languages. Not 
Swedish, though.

master class 2012

 18 | bloom in the park o

AB(!
  Pildammsvägen 17, 214 66 Malmö. Tel +46 40 793 63 

www.bloominthepark.se. 
Food 35/40 service 18/25

An evening at Bloom in the Park is truly an endless 
source of conversation, both during the meal and after-
wards. It’s very rewarding to experience owner Igi Vidal’s 
passion for ingredients that evoke his childhood in north-
west Spain, with a food-loving mother from Lyon. And 
the special wine selections make the journey even more 
entertaining. No matter how you regard Bloom in the 
Park, there are no similar experiences at sek 695 for five 
courses. There is no menu, no wine list – just take your 
seat and join in the ride, preferably without grumbles, for 
otherwise Mr Vidal’s mood can darken. No course or 

 17 | 28+ o J K L M N

AB(#
  Götabergsgatan 28, 411 34 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 20 21 61 

www.28plus.se. 
Food 35/40 service 19/25

Stepping into these whitewashed rooms feels a little like 
stepping into church. You automatically lower your voice, 
tone down your gestures and maintain a suitably reveren-
tial air. And sure enough, there’s a certain sanctity both on the 
plates and in the glasses. This is one of Sweden’s very safest 
gastro addresses. The bravado performance begins imme -
diately, with a bread basket in which in which a paper-thin 
caraway crispbread is a pretty safe bet for this year’s most 
delicious bread – and all without help from whipped 
Bretagne butter and sea-salt butter from the Loire. 28+ 
started out with cheese and wine almost three decades ago, 
aand they remain two of the reasons to come here. The 
wine cellar is one of the most well stocked in Sweden. 
For the big tasting menu, mature greats can be brought 
out – such as a Château d’Yquem 1998 with the duck 
liver “au torchon” (simmered in a towel), set like a cameo 
brooch in a blackberry aigre doux. Chef de cuisine Ulf 
Johansson gets surer and surer of his aesthetics. One hit is 
the beautiful fillet of turbot underneath a snowdrift of 
browned butter foam, with a thin, crispy potato terrine 
and little cubes of horseradish jelly – fine textures and 
intense, well balanced flavours. The elegant cheese showcase 
contains 30-odd more or less angry beasts. A runny Vacherin 
de Mont d’Or and a nutty Beaufort aged for 25 months 
are let loose. The desserts disappoint no one. A really 
yummy rhum baba arrives with the whole bag of tricks 
– coconut tapioca, pineapple sorbet, braised ditto with little 
rings of miniature coconut and a Pineau de Charentes, 
très vieux, in the glass. How was it Wilde put it: “I have 
the simplest tastes. I am always satisfied with the best”.

 19 | gastro o J K L M N

AB(%
  Södra Storgatan 11-13, 251 13 Helsingborg.  

Tel + 46 42 24 34 70. www.gastro.nu. 
Food 34/40 service 22/25

Five or ten years ago, Helsingborg was one of Sweden’s 
leading gastronomic scenes; today only Gastro is still on 
the Masterclass list. This gives it a very broad and difficult 
mission: business restaurant, fine dining and bistro all at 
the same time. The challenge in delivering on all fronts is 
visible in the restaurant’s somewhat schizophrenic divi-
sions. Not to mention all the current food tendencies that 
have to be squeezed in. Thankfully, Mr. Dahlberg and 
Bengtsson know just how to interpret gastronomic 
trends. The ingredients, ideas and techniques on show 
here are both well executed and well balanced. A lot of 
goodies arrive with the autumn’s grandest course, duck 
breast from Ugglarp with its leg confit, yellowfoot, cherries, 
onion, walnuts – and malt soil to boot. Is there any chef 
de cuisine who can stay away from malt soil in these 
Noma times? Naturally there’s plenty of Skåne terroir on 
the tables, evident here from the first amuse: in a zinc box 
of moss and garden sorrel sprout golden chanterelles and 
quails’ eggs filled with fungus-scented duck liver shots. 
The wine selection shows both confidence and talent. 
The original South African white made from bukettraube 
grapes is a heady mix of sweet aromatic fruit and zesty 
acidity. With such a broad register it neatly pulls together 
the Norway lobster infused in apple juice with its tartare, 
variations on cauliflower and apples with horseradish 
snow – ingredients whose flavours might otherwise easily 
come across as somewhat dissonant. A crowd pleaser that 
hits the spot is the nostalgic rose hip interpretation: rose 
hip crème brûlée with macaroon cream and vanilla ice 
cream. Helsingborg is famous for its rose hip plantations, 
so it’s certainly terroir-correct. 

Chanterelles and quail’s 
egg with duck liver shot. 

Gastro, Helsingborg.

Still flying its flag in the former gastropolis

Reliability+

high level entertainment – at ryanair prices
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Bloom in the Park, Malmö. M
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 20 | gastrologik o J K L M N

AB(#
  Artillerigatan 14, 114 51 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 662 30 60 

www.gastrologik.se. 
Food 34/40 service 20/25

The notion that eating is done with all the senses, not least 
the eyes, is one that owner-chefs Jacob Holmström and 
Anton Bjuhr take seriously. In fact, aesthetics may have too 
much the upper hand here. The space itself sets the tone. 
Don’t get us wrong – it’s tremendously elegant, a tad 
Danish in style, designed by architect Johan Lindvall: severe 
and bare, in white, bottle green and copper – a restrained 
palette which will be repeated on the plates. The toilet is 
worth a visit just to look: the door is thick and heavy like 
that of an old bank vault, and sure enough, inside is a small 
fortune in solid copper. The table is blond and cool, the 
cutlery laid on reindeer horn, signalling the provenance 
of one of the chefs: Bjuhr is from Storuman in Norrland.
 The kitchen is half open, and a selection of the day’s 
ingredients are on display atop a sideboard further into 
the dining room. The details of the menu are nonetheless 
shrouded in secrecy, and guests simply choose between 
three (sek 695) and six (sek 995) courses. The chefs ex-
plain that theirs is a cuisine governed by what ingredients 
are available and of the best quality at any given time. 
Plenty of opening treats land on the table as well, of 
course. The parade begins with a spoon bearing a soft, 
creamy dollop of chicken liver made with meringue and 
green apple, and continues with the first of many white 
monochromes: horseradish ice cream sprinkled with 
crumbs of dried horseradish, more pretty than delicious. 

This is followed by a hit: deep-fried fennel flowers in 
sourdough, a Swedish tempura if you like, crispy and dif-
ferent. Best of all are the various cuts of broccoli, from 
stem to flower – fine structures, but which may not have 
tasted of as much had the ensemble not been tied  together 
by a splendidly palatable oyster mayonnaise. A silky spelt 
risotto is served with pork belly, strips of sage and Jokk-
mokk cheese. A scallop with lemon cream and preserved 
lemon, roasted chestnuts and a tall chestnut foam offers a 
fine display of complex sweet tones – and is yet another 
blond course with a studied aesthetic, far removed from 
the rustic ideal currently in vogue. Here the 90s come to 
mind, rather – and indeed, perhaps the time will soon be 
ripe for retro-modernism.
 The saddle of lamb from Kalmar is of course per-
fectly pink, served with parsnip and a cream of Jokkmokk 
cheese; they must have received a large consignment. 
While the palette has now become more saturated, it’s the 
other way around with the flavours. Alain Graillot’s 
Crozes Hermitage, in the glass, actually takes over. A black 
grouse from Falun is served with leek marrow, yellow and 
red beet, and garden sorrel with a good balance between 
sweet and tart – competent but not terribly imaginative. 
The cheeses from Vilhelmdal dairy – a Blenda of cow’s 
milk and a white mould goat’s – are served with a groovy 
rose hip ketchup. Soon enough we’re back in the world 
of monochromes: first a pine needle sorbet with mari-
nated apples – a bit fusty but not without interest, then a 
caramel cream with cloudberries, vanilla and rum ice 
cream. Bjuhr, at the pastry station, now floors it – and 
almost lands in the ditch aesthetically – with a chocolate 
dish that includes hazelnuts and sea buckthorn and is a bit 
overwrought both visually and aromatically.

Retro-modernism – back to the 90s

Jacob Holmström and Anton 
Bjuhr at Gastrologik in 

Stockholm make it straight 
onto the Master Class list.
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like a fish-scale pattern, and garnished with almond flakes: 
very Robuchon. A small boudin of pheasant makes a big 
bang – the sausage is smooth and succulent and a far cry 
from the towel-dry fowl of the inns of yesteryear. The 
fallow deer is handled masterfully, reflecting both Skåne 
roots and French schooling. A small stick of braised celery 
seems perfectly natural in the context, together with little 
bits of half-dried apple and crumbled fresh walnuts. To 
sum it up, Vollmers’ food is for fairly advanced diners out. 
Not that it’s difficult or provocative in any way. On the 
contrary, it’s because it is simple and obvious that it makes 
demands. But if you don’t appreciate this more classical 
way of fine dining, you’re better off heading elsewhere.

 21 | restaurang vollmers o

AB//
  Tegelgårdsgatan 5, 211 33 Malmö. Tel +46 40 57 97 50 

www.vollmers.nu. 
Food 34/40 service 18/25

It’s true that much-acclaimed Restaurang Trio left a void, as 
a fine dining establishment in Malmö and on these very 
premises. Following some skills-building years in Copen-
hagen for brother Mats, and extended stays with Ramsay 
and others in London for Ebbe (and of course at his own 
place, Bloom, in Malmö a couple of years ago), the pair have 
settled down at this legendary fine dining address in Malmö. 
Anyone who ever ate at Bloom when Ebbe was chef de 
cuisine will recognise the cooking style. They’re seemingly 
simple courses, perfectly executed using the best ingredients 
it is reasonably possible to lay one’s hands on. First off is an 
avocado dish with a bit of avruga caviar, where the fruit has 
been shaved very thinly and laid out in a perfect square, 

“The fallow deer is handled masterfully, reflecting 
both Skåne roots and French schooling.“

A modern take on the classic fine dining restaurant 

Avocado with avruga, 
fresh almonds and soured 
cream. Vollmers, Malmö.
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guests in the old bank by the church in tiny, rural 
Kräklingbo parish. The dining room is Nordic in style, 
clean and light and distinctively decorated with linen, 
pretty china and well-polished glasses. A surprise menu 
can begin with lamb salami, deep-fried pike ball and roast 
almonds paired with an appetising rosé de saignée from 
the Larmandier-Bernier champagne house. The bread 
basket is full of varied treats baked with local cereals. A 
smooth soup of ramsons with a crayfish leg, creamy cray-
fish water and nuts may be followed by a slightly less 
 exciting Baltic turbot with potato pancake and sage butter, 
and a local turkey from Kallstäde with its mincemeat of 
wing. A pre-dessert of Gotland peach arrives before the 
raspberry vanilla cream and roast oats with sorrel. All 
courses are accompanied by interesting wines, served by 
the glass. Perhaps the hot kitchen can’t always quite keep 
up the pace, but ambitions are soaring and Krakas delivers 
a unique eating experience with tradition, modern thinking 
and care in every detail. There are rooms to rent if you 
don’t want to leave.

 22 | gQ o J K L M N

AB(#
  Kommendörsgatan 23, 114 48 Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 545 674 30. www.gqrestaurang.se. 
mat 33/40 service 21/25

The recommended white Roussillon is heavy, aromatic 
and hardly consensual. But it works brilliantly with the 
tournedos Rossini of the sea: a sturdy bit of cod with cod 
liver and generous amounts of truffle – hardly consensual 
either. The combination is a great food and wine experi-
ence, however – not as difficult to appreciate as one might 
imagine and unequivocally one of the best pairings of the 
year. And so it goes on. One pitch-perfect pairing follows 
another. A sauvignon blanc from Touraine supports a 
pickled Baltic herring, very prettily presented with onion 
mousse, vendace roe and sour cream from Järna dairy. 
Respectably aged French cheeses agree with German 
riesling, and a perfectly handled entrecote and veal sweet-
bread à la bourguignonne is matched with a meaty bor-
deaux. At Jürgen Grossmann’s the wares from the cellar 
have always had the best company from the kitchen. And 
over the past year the rigour has risen in terms of both 
composition and execution. The kitchen presents well-
executed cooking that manages naturally to incorporate 
trendy touches such as smoking at the table and apples 
picked by the staff. As ever, though, the emphasis is on 
Grossmann’s version of the holy trinity: asparagus, duck 
liver and truffles, all masterfully treated. The bourgeois 
address and relatively high price level undoubtedly shine 
through in the dining room – but the atmosphere isn’t 
snooty, and a large share of foodies add to the flavour of 
the mix. The bar serves both more rustic fare and deli-
cious nibbles that go just fine with a glass or two of the 
excellent wines.

 22 | krakas krog o J K L M N

AB(#
  Kräklingbo, 623 70 Katthammarsvik. Tel +46 498 530 62 

www.krakas.se. 
Food 33/40 service 20/25

Last year’s cucumber, split egg yolk, crayfish water, mince-
meat of wing and dry tomato are on the menu. Many of 
the ingredients come from local growers and breeders, 
and restaurateur Ulrika Karlsson and her cooks get their 
inspiration from generations of Gotland housewives, who 
made use of everything. Backed with a careful selection 
of European delicacies, olive oils, cheeses and exquisite 
wines, she has created a rural luxury restaurant. Most 
visitors have come from far away, but there are also local 

 24 | Fiskekrogen o J K L M N

AB("
  Lilla Torget 1, 411 18 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 10 10 05 

www.fiskekrogen.com. 
Food 33/40 service 20/25

There’s something special about stepping into the grand 
dining room with dark columns and white tablecloths. 
For more than 80 years now, shipping magnates, industri-
alists and merchants have dined in the elegant former 
residence of Göteborg’s business mogul Olof Wijk,  
built in the 1850s and with a view over the main harbour 
canal. Despite this, the atmosphere and service are not stiff, 
but rather genial and relaxed. Lunches and dinners draw a 
pleasantly mixed clientele of romantic couples, business 
associates, family get-togethers, groups of friends and elderly, 
distinguished ladies and gentlemen out for a jolly fine 
meal. Fish and seafood were introduced in the 1970s and 
have since been the mainstay at Fiskekrogen. The choice 
is between seafood plateaus, tasting menus, à la carte or 
the seafood buffet. Crayfish cooked with dill have intense 
flavour, beautifully buttery meat and are so juicy that you 
almost have to wear wellies when you eat them. The 
claws, bursting with meat, are well seconded by a spicy 
tomato sauce. But you need to save some space for the 
fish classics. Like the boiled turbot with baked egg, horse-
radish, browned butter, a few funnel chanterelles, beetroot 
and lemon. Straightforward, simple, clean, no frills. But so, 
so good. Or a very attractive Torbay sole meunière with a 
golden crust, little button mushrooms, deep-fried parsley, 
green asparagus and a sauce boat of flavour-heightening 
browned butter. Fiskekrogen succeeds in serving classic 
fish and seafood dishes with classic accompaniments 
without ever making it dull or flat. That takes flair, know-
ledgeable service and really, really good ingredients.

Classic fish and seafood with flair

“Straightforward, 
simple, clean, 
no frills. But so, 
so good.“

You can’t get any closer to  
the source than this

Mature wares from kitchen and cellar,  
with the occasional trendy touch “And so it goes on. One 

pitch-perfect pairing fol-
lows another. A sauvignon 
blanc from Touraine 
supports a pickled Baltic 
herring, very prettily pre-
sented with onion mousse, 
vendace roe and sour 
cream from Järna dairy. 
Respectably aged French 
cheeses agree with German 
riesling, and a perfectly 
handled entrecote and veal 
sweetbread à la bourguig-
nonne is matched with a 
meaty bordeaux.”

master class 2012
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with more seasonal dishes. The delicious salads with ox heart 
or smoked Spanish anchovies are among the returning 
dishes one is happy to return for. Keep an eye open for 
the main course of the day “for two” – always a small feast 
with high entertainment value. It can be anything from a 
laden rabbit pie to a sanguine wild duck. Blood is a 
much-loved ingredient here, and sometimes this passion 
is indulged with a vengeance, as in  “blodduva, blodriska, 
blodcrème” (“Anjou pigeon, saffron milk-cap, blood 
cream”). Bastard doesn’t shirk from potent flavours in any 
department, and umami is rampant – even in the desserts. 
These can occasionally be a tad heavy after the bombard-
ment of the main courses, but thankfully sweetness is re-
strained – though a plum tart with Armagnac is so rich 
that you suspect it contains bits of beef muzzle and pork 
blade. In summertime the wood-fired oven in the court-
yard plays a lead role, producing pizzas that possess pre-
cisely the degree of imperfection that makes them extra 
authentic as well as extra enjoyable.  

 26 | bastard mat & vin o J K L M N

AB(=
  Mäster Johansgatan 11, 211 21 Malmö. Tel +46 40 12 13 18 

www.bastardrestaurant.se. 
Food 33/40 service 18/25

When the kitchen opens at six o’clock on the dot the 
place is already almost full. Doors open at five, with 
Malmö’s hipster foodies dropping in to their after work 
and early dinner twilight zone, initially spent at the long 
zinc bar with well-stirred cocktails, beers from upstart 
breweries and natural wines from cult producers. Soon 
you see chef de cuisine Andreas Dahlberg in full swing, 
preparing the restaurant’s iconic cosmopolitan rustic fare 
with his equally iconic tattooed arms. The menu turns 
around a number of frequent favourites, in combination 

 24 | swedish taste o J K L M N

AB("
  S:t Eriksgatan 6, 411 05 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 13 27 80 

www.swedishtaste.com. 
Food 33/40 service 21/25

Taste plays the lead role here. Now this is hardly a unique 
proposition, but announcing it already in the name comes 
with certain obligations. And in fact Swedish Taste excels 
at presenting little tasting dishes. One of the best arrives 
at the beginning – an English breakfast in appetizer form: 
a cup of frothed egg, semi-baked tomato and crushed 
fried bacon. It gets even better in the Swedish Taste Selec-
tion: an entertaining performance of six courses for just 
over sek 300. Most fun was a smoked perch with carrot 
variation: one of the sculptured mini carrots mimicking a 
shrimp’s head. Best was a tempura-fried oyster with 
 cucumber spheres, or possibly a free-range Onsen egg 
 flavoured with Jerusalem artichoke cream. The drama queen 
award, however, went to the marrowbone – like a sturdy tree 
stump on black stone platter. The wines to go with the taste 
selection range far and wide, with chardonnay, grüner velt-
liner and riesling in small amounts. The pairings are excellent 
throughout, much thanks to the Nor wegian-Danish-
Swedish sommelier, Stian Maylann, who explains his choices 
with enthusiasm and skill. Two of the top numbers at 
Swedish Taste are the pig neck and Anjou pigeon. The pig 
neck hits the spot in more ways than one: after spending 
24 hours in the oven it is smooth, with a silky texture to 
the fibres. The Anjou pigeon is a perfect match with a 
sauce of spice-simmered prunes. The best dessert is a ver-
tical sandwich of wild chocolate in the form of chocolate 
meringues with roiboos tea served with sea buckthorn in 
three variations. For those so inclined, much of the food 
is also available in the Swedish Taste Boutique & Café. 

 26 | divino - d.o.c o J K L M N

AB(=
  Karlavägen 28, 114 31 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 611 02 69 

www.divino.se. 
Food 33/40 service 19/25

It takes a while to get your head around the menu, which 
is organised by ingredients, one noun at a time. How they 
are prepared is left as an element of surprise. But many of 
the guests are regulars from the affluent immediate neigh-
bourhood, and already well familiarised with the menu. 
And anyway, most guests know that truffle will feature in 
one way or another. In fact it turns up already in the first 
of two opening amuses, snuggling with some mascarpone 
in a couple of mini-profiteroles. Cute, amusing and deli-
cious. Amuse no. 2 consists of baked egg with crispy fried 
pancetta crumbs, topped with chives. The taste is very 
much of Italy. Now we know where we’re going – you 
can’t get a much clearer declaration of intent than these 
two teasers provide. The wine list is nothing less than 
magnificent. Most of the best of Italy is there, particularly 
from Tuscany and Piedmont. For the three Ks of the an-
tipasti – Kalv, Karljohan, Kapris (veal, cep, capers) – the 
sommelier suggests Ca’ Brione, an intriguing white wine 
from Nino Negri in which nebbiolo grapes have fer-
mented without their skins, providing a fresh citrus tone 
that goes well with the mincemeat of veal sweetbread, 
tongue and mushrooms unrevealed by the menu. Then a 
lamb fillet on excellent terms with its comrades rosemary 
and roast garlic, with a nice acidity added by artichoke. 
The flying champagne corks are a bit lacking since Nico-
la Perelli’s departure. Current owner Greger Hagelin, 
owner/ceo of street fashion empire WeSC, who is a former 
skateboarding pro, ought to be able to pull off a few ollie 
360s between the severe black high-backed chairs – that 
would lighten things up.

Fun flavour outings 
and convincing wine choices

Hot spot for Malmö’s hipster foodies

Yummy Italian in affluent ‘hood’

“One noun 
at a time.” 

Marrow bone and juniper 
sprigs. Swedish Taste, 

Göteborg.

master class 2012
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“Blood is a much-loved ingredient here, and sometimes this passion is 

indulged with a vengeance, as in ‘blodduva, blodriska, blodcrème’ *.”

(*“Anjou pigeon, saffron milk-cap, blood cream”).

Ivan Jurman at Bastard in Malmö.
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 26 | råkultur o J K L M N

AB(=
  Kungstensgtan 2, 114 25 Stockholm. Tel +46 8 696 23 25 

www.rakultur.se. 
Food 33/40 service 20/25

You need to get here early, because you can’t book a table. 
Immediately inside the imposing entrance on Kungstens-
gatan is Sayan Isaksson’s cool, ultra-relaxed “sushi” restaurant 
– now also open in the evenings, to the delight of its many 
fans. Råkultur mixes expertly made sushi “classics” such as 
nigiri of sweetwater eel or the chef ’s fifteen-piece selection 
from the North Atlantic with a wide choice of unorthodox 
compositions. Most people probably associate sushi with 
fish and seafood, but Isaksson was a pioneer in showing 
that the protein can just as well be from dry land. The 
duck liver tamago has been around for some time now, 
but there’s also nigiri, maki (rolls) and gunkan (little filled 
“ships” of nori) with everything from smoked duck 
breast, grilled chicken heart, lemon-grilled chicken skin 
and ibérico pork with truffle and garlic – an unusual take 
on neo-fusion – as well as less common goodies from the 
sea such as raw shrimps, softshell crab, blackened salmon skin 
and crayfish-salted char. The restaurant is now licensed to 
sell alcohol, which means that there’s also an entertaining 
selection of sake, skilfully promoted by the young women 
sommeliers. Råkultur continues to pay tribute to David 
Chang’s much hyped Momofuku chain: at lunchtime 
with a crispy temaki, grilled pork shoulder and plum 
miso; in the evening you can enjoy the shoulder “Godzilla 
size” with all sorts of yummy accompaniments which you 
mix with the tender meat and roll in pancakes, like Peking 
duck. To die for. In the summer the courtyard is one of 
Stockholm’s loveliest inner-city oases.

 26 | skebo herrgård o J K L M N

AB(=
  Brobyvägen 18, 763 93 Skebobruk.  

Tel +46 175 737 00. www.skeboherrgard.se. 
Food 33/40 service 20/25

One short hour from Stockholm’s din lies Skebo Herr-
gård, an 18th-century manorial idyll surrounded by deep 
forests, pretty lakes, quiet former mills, and farms making 
local produce. In 2003 Rickard and Annika Björklund fled 
here from Stockholm’s financial district and dedicated 
themselves and a few bags of money to converting the old 
health farm-cum-study centre into an attractive gastronomic 
destination. They achieved that goal several years ago, partly 
as a result of consistent investments in their own produc-
tion of beef, in game and hunting, their own slaughterhouse 
etc., and partly due to their well-developed knack for 
pulling delicious produce from nearby farms: Hammarby, 
Järinge, Domta, Senneby and so on. Today Skebo is all about 
balanced, creative cooking on a traditional, solidly Swedish 
foundation. Perhaps the most remarkable thing about this 
excellent eatery is that the average age in the kitchen is 

Innovative “sushi” of goodies from land and sea

Mia Berling, service pro  
at Råkultur, Stockholm.

innovative manor cuisine with a fine homely stamp

the award for  
Worth the trip 
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just 25! Young chef de cuisine Jonatan Fogel runs a very 
energetic team of youngsters whose moderate lack of re-
spect produces pleasing collisions between seriously tradi-
tional Swedish classics and their own sophisticated conceits.
 Under the heading of “Hammarby” the young kitchen 
brigade presents an ingenious and cheeky little creation 
of raw, matured and finely diced beef from Hammarby 
farm, mixed with tepid marrow, yellow beet, vinegar, 
green juniper berries and parsley mayo, piquantly spiced 
with a little cured perch. Subtle and rustic at the same 
time, and lifted from a baritone to tenor by an Extra Brut 
Réserve Champagne from Bérèche et Fils. “Lake Erken” 
is a delicate pike mousseline in a glass jar, equipped with 
poached cold pike, crumbled Black Agnes cheese, dried 
pike-perch roe, and topped with fluffy dill foam. The 
accom panying wine, a 2007 Boekenhoutskloof semillon 
from South Africa, is a little overpowering. Another ex-
ample of the headroom in Skebo’s experiences larder is 
“Meat mosaic”, a sort of advanced potted head made 
with boiled salted calf ’s tongue and knuckle, marinated 
fried chicken and duck liver, cold poached sweetbread 
and pressed confit of pig’s cheek, all of it served with a 
nicely toasted brioche, a small marmalade timbale of oxtail 
and red onion, plus a dollop of the manor’s own mustard, 
giving the course a distinctly homely stamp. And to wash 
down this advanced intarsia a glass of Brukspatron, a per-
fect dark ale from the brewery next door.
 The name “Domta Farm” hides the kitchen’s superbly 
brash interpretation of pölsa (a traditional Swedish hash 
of offal and grain), made with minced shoulder, heart, 
liver and other offal goodies, and dressed up with salt-
baked marinated beetroot, pickled cucumber, a piece of 
meltingly tender pig’s cheek and thin slices of grilled pig’s 
heart – all of it accompanied by a slightly thickened beer 
gravy. Clean, taut and very enjoyable with its light spicy 
tones and attractive textures. A 2008 Côte de Nuits 
 Villages from Denis Bachelet is well intended as a pairing 
but needs a bit more muscle to match the course fully. An 
excellent saddle of venison from nearby “Harbroholm 
 reserve” is served with its own creamy black pudding, 
rose hips, celery puré, Brussels sprouts and an alluring 
smoked venison sausage – and speaks the same new-rustic 
language as the rest of the menu. It is backed up with 
precision by a 2009 Cornas from Vincent Paris: fruit-driven, 
packed with syrah character and capable of confronting 
the distinctive flavours of game, root vegetables and pud-
ding sweetness.
 Before the epilogue, “Järinge Farm”, palates are revitalised 
with an almost dry, bracing shot of freshly pressed redcur-
rant juice that clears the way for an unrefusable apple cake 
with almonds, honey, arrack punch, crispy almond biscuit, 
apple sorbet and a little browned butter. Rich dessert 
goodies, ably seconded by an ice wine-like riesling from 
New Zealand: Seifried Estate Sweet Agnes 2009.
 The icing on the cake with this wonderful flavour 
outing to Skebo Herrgård is that it is very genially priced: 
sek 895 buys you six courses on the menu, and four 
courses cost sek 745. And the menu, as should be evident 
by now, is teeming with reasons to get ye to the manor!

 30 | 50 kvadrat visby o J K L M N

AB/)
  S:t Hansplan, 621 56 Visby. Tel +46 498 27 83 80 

www.50kvadrat.com. 
Food 33/40 service 19/25

Restaurateurs Laila Löfkvist and Fredrik Malmstedt buy 
almost all their ingredients from growers and breeders on 
the island, and collaborate closely with several of them. 
Together with Ejmund Farm they run Köttbutiken, a 
butcher’s at Österväg 7-9 in Visby, where they sell exciting 
cuts from the Ejmund cows, free-range pig from Havor 
and, of course, Gotland’s pride: lamb.
 Ingredients are certainly one thing that help the little 
restaurant on Visby’s best people-watching street keep the 
business rolling despite a short season. Sometimes in the 
summer it’s more than packed, not least when strategies 
are being fine-tuned at the outdoor tables during the 
week in early July when the country’s political parties 
hold their annual outdoor jamborees in Almedalen. Poli-
ticians are rarely as understanding of the need for the 
restaurant’s outdoor area to expand a little beyond its 
 official permit.
 The food at 50 Kvadrat is not wildly experimental, 
instead it is always balanced, well thought out and made 
with selected seasonal ingredients. An appetising nibble of 
creamy anchovy cheesecake is followed by a starter with a 
bit of Baltic salmon rolled in aquavit spices, Kalix white-
fish roe and tender cucumber lightly pickled with dill. 
This is washed down with a wonderfully fresh Austrian 
grüner veltliner from the reliable firm of Bründlmayer. 
Some intensely green asparagus spears lie on a bed of 
paper-thin carpaccio of rolled shoulder. On top is the 
bright yellow cupola of a 63-degree egg yolk. Raw meat, 
crispy asparagus, creamy egg yolk and little dabs of sweet 
and tart truffle vinaigrette with finely chopped shallots 
make the dish easy to love. The wine list leans towards 
Europe, in particular France, Italy and Germany, and in-
cludes wines from well-known houses as well as from 
small producers who have caught the fancy of the restau-
rant’s buyer. Sweden is represented by a sweet wine, Natt-
varden Single Barrel from Gute vin, and by a good selec-
tion of beers from Nynäshamn steam brewery and the 
Gotlands brewery.
 You can tell that Fredrik Malmstedt likes to use the 
term “top sirloin cap” when he presents the meat course 
– an exposé of Ejmund meat. With the help of a con-
scientious breeder and a skilled chef, this not-so-noble 
cut of beef has achieved a marvellously juicy and fatty 
flavour. The lining of fat has not only been left on – parts 
of it have also been dried, powdered and then sprinkled 
over the dish, and it also features in the super-concentrated 
red wine jus. The oxtail is the basis of a hearty ragout 
piled up next to the meat. On the other side stands a stout 
stump of beef sausage. Crispy and tender polka, yellow 
and red beets, asparagus spears and thin juvenile carrots 
dot the plate like islets in a sea of meat. The finishing 
touch is a dollop of creamy covré from neighbouring 

Mostly local on the plates and mostly visitors on the seats

“With the help 
of a conscientious 
breeder and 
a skilled chef, 
this not-so-noble 
cut of beef has 
achieved a 
marvellously juicy 
and fatty flavour.“

“Young chef de cuisine 
Jonatan Fogel runs a 
very energetic team of 
youngsters whose moderate 
lack of respect produces 
pleasing collisions between 
seriously traditional 
Swedish classics and 
their own sophisticated 
conceits.”

Why not start with a 
light and fruity Kozaemon 
Miyamanishiki? Råkultur, 
Stockholm.

master class 2012

the award for 
animal Gastronomy 
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fish is a piece of cod with its skin and a creamy foam of 
mussel and wheat beer, well held together by a glass of 
Hoegaarden, a light Belgian wheat beer with citrus hints 
and a delicate bitterness. Dainty desserts complete the 
Angmos display of menu-making: first an exquisite walnut 
ice cream with a tart sea buckthorn cream, then a chocolate 
mousse whose dry, restrained style is devastatingly good 
with pickled cherries and soft, lightly frozen butterscotch 
– pitch-perfectly amplified by Maury Explosion, a sweet 
red from Roussillon. 

Stafva Farm, a chèvre-tasting cheese of cow’s milk. 
 Numanthia, a red wine from the Spanish Toro region, 
matches the meat not just nominally, but also with its 
extremely concentrated, meaty, full-bodied flavour and 
with aromatic roses on the nose.
 The cheese course is based on flavoursome creations 
from Stafva Farm: an aged caprin, a soft bomb named 
Ockra and a Stafva blue. As an extra spice, a venerably old 
hard cheese from the legendary Ost-Siw of Falköping. 
But the team at 50 Kvadrat aren’t content only to select 
good cheeses; the board is accompanied by a gazpacho of 
lettuce leaves, cucumber and tomato, whizzed in a magi-
cal Pacojet kitchen appliance for the desired soupy 
 consistency. A dollop of celery and fennel chutney 
 completes the ensemble. 
 The location on the corner of Hästgatan and Sankt 
Hansgatan is a plus, at least if you nab a window table or 
one outside. The decoration inclines towards the sparse 
and grey-scaled, but with relaxed and knowledgeable 
serving staff, stiffness is avoided.        
 

 31 | dala-husby hotell & restaurang o J K L M N

AB/&
  Smedbyvägen 56, 776 97 Dala-Husby. Tel + 46 225 412 70 

www.dalahusbyhotell.com. 
Food 33/40 service 18/25

This small, unassuming inn is a gastronomic exclamation 
mark in a region otherwise sadly bereft of restaurants. The 
Angmos, a husband and wife team, run a hotel and res-
taurant in what was once a children’s home. For over ten 
years, Victor by the cooker and Malin in the cellar have 
delivered top-drawer rustic elegance from the kitchen 
with unconventional but successful wine pairings. The 
place has real romantic charm, and the simplicity of the 
dining room arrangements actually make the quality of 
the cuisine stand out even more. The couple are off to a 
running start with fresh crab astride an exquisite cream of 
its red eggs, cucumber jus, lemon tapioca and dried algae 
flakes, nicely supported by Georg Breuer’s Riesling 
 Sauvages 2010. On the same style level is a cheeky arrange-
ment of slow-cooked beetroot with tart sago, hazelnut 
mayo and garden cress, surrounded by little beetroot 
 meringues. The course is superbly backed up by 2009 
Château Simon, a sweet young sauternes in the slightly 
lighter Barsac style. This year’s hottest wine pairing! The 

 32 | restaurang volt o

AB/%
  Kommendörsgatan 16, 114 48 Stockholm.  

Tel +46 8 662 34 00. www.restaurangvolt.se. 
Food 33/40 service 16/25

Volt is one of those young restaurants that wants to tick 
every box: local produce, natural wines, creative with 
Swedish flavours, discerning décor with nostalgic 1950s 
details. But in fact the four founders were all born around 
1980, and know their stuff after having worked at some of 
the best restaurants in the country – from Oaxen to 
Mathias Dahlgren. Among other treats, Volt serves one of 
this year’s prettiest and most contemporary dishes – a tartare 
of beef from Svartådalen in an encounter with lumpfish 
roe and beetroot in five versions: boiled, smoked, raw, as 
cream and mayonnaise. It’s marvellously attractive, in 
shades of red – and very well conceived. The wine pairing 
with an Austrian natural weissburgunder is quite good. 
Almost on the same level is their far from monochrome 
dish with black trumpet, yellow-green mayo dabs that 
taste of spruce, a beige celeriac cream with celeriac crisps 
and blood-red fillets of Lapp cot-smoked reindeer meat. 
From Oviken Ost in Jämtland comes a fabulous whole fat 
milk for the desserts – a pear composition with star anise 
powder, and a sea buckthorn creation. The best dessert, 
though, is the candied apple with a Gouda-like cheese 
made by a Dutch former jazz musician from fjeld cows’ 
milk in Jokkmokk. The flavours of apple and cheese with 
hints of orange make a wonderfully homogenous com-
position. Indeed, details are important at Volt: the water 
glasses were bought second hand, as were the coffee cups 
and the Melitta coffee maker. But most amusing of all is 
the surprising sandwich motif on the wallpaper in the 
toilet. Cute!

Confidently trendy with 
entertaining flavour encounters

Simple but stunning in the sticks

Beetroot in five versions at 
Volt, Stockholm.

“The best dessert, though, is the candied apple 
with a Gouda-like cheese made by a Dutch former 

jazz musician from fjeld cows’ milk in Jokkmokk.” 

“On the same style level 
is a cheeky arrangement of 

slow-cooked beetroot 
with tart sago, hazelnut 
mayo and garden cress, 

surrounded by little beet-
root meringues.” 
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cod, seconded by a fine Smögen langoustine, chopped 
almonds and a balanced seafood jus. An ox cheek has 
been baked in wine and stock for 24 hours to the most 
wonderful tenderness which is matched with a black 
pudding, sweet little bowls of red and yellow onion, and 
Brussels sprout leaves. Pears, mashed to a cream, provide a 
lovely freshness. And when the pre-dessert is proudly pre-
sented not even the dreariest bore can avoid a faint twitch 
of a smile. Marshmallows with saffron, a bowl of runny 
chocolate, pistachios, sticks for grilling with, and a little 
log fire. Lots of fun and childishly tasty. The real closing 
number was perhaps not as much fun, but urban apples 
from Stadsjordsodlingar on Hisingen went well as a sor-
bet. And the nectar served alongside was just sensational: 
a lightly fizzy Raisignac, sweet unfermented grape must 
mixed with eau-de-vie, from Jean-Luc Pasquet. We 
strolled home with sweet memories of it.  

 35 | wasa allé o J K L M N

AB/(
  Vasagatan 24, 400 16 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 13 13 70 

www.wasaalle.se. 
Food 32/40 service 20/25

There’s a birch-bark theme at Wasa Allé this year. It be-
gins with a bark jar with bread and ends with a bark roll 
full of goodies to go with the coffee. Both are superb, 
especially the finale with a scent of thyme. The old bank 
building on Vasagatan is grand, and  spacious in every 
sense – between the tables as well. Unfortunately it can 
also feel as if the connection never happens, the atmos-
phere never takes off. For all that, you’re well seated – 
which is important, because at Wasa Allé the Chair is sig-
nificant. That’s what they call their menus. The concept is 
that you get a specially composed surprise menu with 
seasonal ingredients – three, five or seven courses from 
sek 525 to 795. Choose the Green Chair and you’ll get 
five courses for just over sek 500. The best course also has 
a birch-bark theme – the birch-bark broth. A lovely bit-
ter-tart autumn taste in the form of pumpkin variations 
and funnel chanterelle cream in fine interplay with a 
piece of pike-perch. Acidic is otherwise a big taste at Wasa 
Allé. The raw Norway lobster comes with soured rose hip 
leaves and a rose hip cream, together with punchy horse-
radish snow. The wine is a perfect match – a  lychee-scented 
gewürztraminer from Alto Adige. Chef de cuisine Mats 
Nordström has evolved his  concept involving herbs and 
other greens in collaboration with Ugglarp in Halland, in 
southwest Sweden. He is  especially fond of beach angeli-
ca, a wild plant that tastes of celery. It comes into its own 
in a dish of scallops, sea buckthorn cream, wild thyme 
sauce and a pinch of bladder wrack salt. All the basic tastes 
are there, in a great composition. 

Jetsam and birch-bark 
in the old bank

Grill your own saffron 
marshmallows at the table. 
Linnéa Art in Göteborg.

 33 | sJömagasinet o J K L M N

AB("
   Adolf Edelsvärds gata 5, 414 51 Göteborg. 

 Tel +46 31 775 59 20. www.sjomagasinet.se. 
Food 32/40 service 20/25

Expectations were enormously high when Ulf Wagner,  
brandishing the slogan “Nothing has changed, everything 
is new”, took over after his old employer, Chef-doyen 
Leif Mannerström, in the late spring of 2011. Not least 
because Wagner brought his second-in-command from 
Basement, Swedish Chef of the Year in 2010: Gustav 
Trägårdh. Ulf Wagner’s own dishes, presented as “Wagner’s 
Choices”, have been around for a while now. They have 
their faithful following in Göteborg, where the bour-
geoisie would no doubt go berserk and start smashing shop 
windows along Avenyn if a single sultana were  removed 
from the rich lobster salad. “Trägårdh’s Choices” are more 
 experimental, albeit with echoes of Mannerström here 
and there – as in the potent dill flavours of a frothy stock 
 accompanying a grilled Norway lobster with deep-fried 
panko-coated sweetbread. A butter-fried hake comes in 
slightly too bombastic tones, and with a surfeit of fat in 
the lower register. Crispy side of pork, slices of ox marrow, 
confit of Jerusalem artichokes, semi-dried cherry tomatoes 
and a sauce vierge of ox marrow and red wine – it all 
becomes a bit too rich. Both Wagner and Trägårdh are skilled 
cooks, there’s no doubt about that. Once they shake off 
their respect for the heavy traditions of the house and 
shift the programme towards “much has changed but 
we’ve kept the best”, Sjö magasinet will perform on the 
same level as when Mannerström was at his peak. The 
wine cellar was world-class even in the old days, but with 
Wagner’s addition of fine classics as well as exciting 
ground-breakers it has climbed a notch higher. Now 
we’re waiting for more of the same in the kitchen as well.

 34 | linnéa art restaurant o J K L M N

AB(!
  Södra vägen 32, 412 54 Göteborg. Tel +46 31 16 11 83 

www.linneaartrestaurant.se. 
Food 32/40 service 22/25

The nice thing about Linnéa is that everyone can feel 
comfortable here. No question is too daft, no reply too 
condescending or nerdy. First a warm-up. A pot, which at 
first looks like a kooky decoration, contains green aspara-
gus spears stuck into herb cream sprinkled with malt soil. 
Et in Noma ego! The delicate tang of an oyster is matched 
with cauliflower cream and arrives in its shell, on a hand-
some crystal platter – and there is good reason for this, as 
Linnéa is owned by the same company that owns Swe-
den’s famous glassworks. Pieces from Orrefors and Kosta 
Boda adorn the restaurant all the way into the loos. A 
pretty foam of whey covers a piece of perfectly flaky salt 

Captain Mannerström still 
haunts the kitchen

Folksy refinement and fingerspitzgefühl
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“He is  especially 
fond of beach 
angelica, a wild plant 
that tastes of celery.” 

“Once they shake off their 
respect for the heavy 
traditions of the house 
and shift the programme 
towards ‘much has changed 
but we’ve kept the best’, 
Sjö magasinet will perform 
on the same level as 
when Mannerström was 
at his peak.“

master class 2012
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Fermentation is a technology that’s been around for thousands 
of years, and I’m fascinated by how much future you can find 
in history, just like chefs in Sweden are doing today. Since the 
summer of 2011, Magnus Nilsson at Fäviken Magasinet and 
I have worked closely together on various microorganisms 
and how they can be used to make food tastier and healthier.” 
 Magnus Nilsson is also there, and demonstrates some 
of his fermented dishes, among them a dip of raw mussels 
on vinegar biscuits with gooseberries that have gone 
through lactic fermentation; wild salmon trout marinated 
in a juice of fermented mushrooms and oats, with raw 
shredded vegetables and oat sauce; and a small langoustine 
with a soy sauce of mushrooms and kidney beans.
 “Dave is one of the most intelligent chefs I’ve met 
any where in the world”, Nilsson says. “Our collaboration 
on micro biology in food has been very rewarding for 
both of us I think. The local white mould culture that we 
use in quite a few things is going to be analysed at Harvard 
thanks to the Momofuku people, and their sous-chef will 
be working with us for a couple of months this summer.”
 Chang’s urban terroir meets Nilsson’s very special 
rural terroir – that  should ferment into something really 
entertaining. 

e’re in “The Kitchen of the Future” at Electro lux’ 
hq in Stockholm, where the Swedish Culi nary 

Team trains for the World Culinary Olympics in 
Erfurt in October 2102, and where Chang is now 

addressing Swedish journalists and chefs. He has just 
given us each a plate with three spoons, all with dollops 
of pale yellow goo. He asks us to try the first one. It smells 
slightly sweet and yeasty, and tastes like grated 48-month-
old Parmesan softened with double cream. 
 “It’s an almond miso,” Chang explains. “We make a 
purée of roasted almonds and add koji, rice which has 
been in ocu lated with aspergillus oryzae, the same mould 
that’s used to start fermentation in soy beans for soy and 
miso, or in steamed rice for sake.”
 Then it’s time to try the other two spoons, both of 
them with dollops of miso, made from macadamia and 
pistachio nuts, respectively. Each has its own character, but 
above all they share a powerful, rounded taste.
 “We ferment at the optimum temperature so that the 
starch is converted into sugar and enzymes break down the 
nuts’ proteins. The high fat content of the nuts facilitates 
the development of umami and aroma nuances that dist-
inguish them from traditional miso made with soy beans. 

“Microbiology is the key to the future of food, from a taste point of view 
as much as from a health point of view”, says David Chang of Momofuku 
in New York, winner of White Guide’s Global Gastronomy Award 2012.

Urban terroir  
     meets 
   rural terroir 
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“It might indeed be madness to start a high-end print 
magazine about gastronomy, especially in times when 
demand for digital media is riding high and texts are ex-
pected to be no longer than a tweet. Publishing compa-
nies are in crisis, bookstores are closing, shipping costs are 
high and bloggers are taking over the world from journal-
ists. But we love magazines. We love the smell of printing 
ink and the touch and feel of paper. So we finally made 
the decision. Let’s turn our backs on current trends, let’s 
make Fool.
 The idea itself has been with us for some time: in 
September 2004 we were sitting in our summer house, 
looking out contemplatively over the calm sea, discuss-
ing what we were missing. We saw before us a magazine 
on gastronomy different from the ones we could buy or 
were already working for. We wanted a magazine where 
we could publish all the amazing stories we stumbled 
upon, without any compromises. Articles with as many 
photos as a fashion story in Vogue Italia and texts as good 
(and as long) as in the New Yorker. These articles of our 
imagination could not be published in any of the tra-
ditional food magazines where recipes, chocolate tartes, 
”the perfect 15-minute dish” and celebrity chefs ruled. 
To us, recipes are the equivalent of sewing patterns in 
Vogue Italia, an absolute no-no. We needed to make our 
own platform. We sensed the fresh gastronomic breeze 
coming from Copenhagen, San Sebastián and London. 
This reinforced our belief and desire to give gastronomy 
a new face, in print. Right there, we created the first draft  
of Fool magazine! 
 After an almost eight-year pregnancy we have deliv-
ered. 
 Fool is about rare and dedicated people in gastrono-
my. Fool is truly global: our contributors are from Den-
mark, Mexico, France and Britain, to mention just a few 
countries. We are based in Malmö, the third largest city in 
Sweden, with Copenhagen across the water. 
 Fool can be ”read” just by looking at the pictures, 
which makes it interesting even if you don’t read English. 
But neither can we resist printing thousands of words and 
devoting space to long, comprehensive texts written by 
brilliant journalists from all over the world.
 Through social media, emails and meetings we’ve 
learned that we have many fans. We love the fact that 
pages from Fool have been cut out, framed and hung on 
a wall. We’re proud to be able to inspire a South Afri-
can reader to make fig paletas, to see how the Nordic 
Food Lab posted our drones article on their notice board 
and then actually brought drones to mad Food Sympo-
sium.  We love overhearing ”should we really serve finned 
fish” in a conversation; an expression from Ben Shewry’s 
statement cooking. And we’re extremely proud to make 
people laugh when they explore our ‘Star Chefs’. We’ve 
created Fool out of our deep love of gastronomy and our 
desire to pass this love on to our readers. 
 Issue No 2 of Fool, ‘Below the surface’, is out in 
 November. We’re diving deep into unexplored waters as 
well as scratching some surfaces to go beyond the obvious.
 In-depth next.” 

Fool editors-in-chief 
Per-Anders and Lotta 

Jörgensen. 
Per-Anders is also an 

award-winning photo-
grapher whose recent and 

coming projects include 
a brand new book about 

Mugaritz  (Phaidon) and his 
new venture with Phaidon, 

“Family Meals from 
20 restaurants around 

the world” (2013). 
Lotta is also an art director 

with previous experience 
from Swedish magazines 

such as Gourmet, Månads-
Journalen and Intrig.

Nobody’s Fool
“Food, insanity, brilliance and love” – so goes the declaration of intent 
that launches the latest Swedish gastronomy initiative: Fool magazine. 

We asked art director- and photographer-turned-publishers 
Lotta and Per-Anders Jörgensen what on earth they were thinking: 
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The incredible 
Ducks

Spread Fool magazine #1 2012
Fäviken: The incredible ducks
Photography ©Per-Anders Jörgensen
Words Lotta & Per-Anders Jögensen
Art Director Lotta Jörgensen
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words Tara Stevens photographs Per-AnderS Jörgensen

T he temperature is already tipping 26 
degrees when I arrive in San Sebastián, 
Spain in late March. Yet the kitchen at 
Mugaritz – considered by Restaurant 

magazine to be one of the top three restaurants in 
the world – oozes a zen-like calm. The car park is 
about a third full. Not, as you might expect, with 
the cars of destination foodies, but of the 60-strong 
team that it will take to run the place once it opens 
again in mid-April for the 2012 season. 
 Across the road, on a bank of dazzling green, 
a small figure in white scrabbles about gathering 
dandelions and primulas, plucking them from 
the field and plopping them into an old-fashioned 
straw basket. The latter are in season for just three 
weeks and will be gone by the time the restaurant 
opens, so the team are busy trying to devise a way to 
dehydrate them and capture their essence. As 
Oswaldo Oliva, a senior chef in the R&D kitchen, 
puts it, “When you’ve been at Mugaritz for a while, 
you come to understand that a flower is a far greater 
luxury than lobster.”

Behind the scenes at Mugaritz

Spread Fool magazine #1 2012
Mugaritz Story
Fern and wood sorrel
Photography ©Per-Anders Jörgensen
Words Tara Stevens
Art Director Lotta Jörgensen
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SmultronStället*
the Swedish word smultronstället literally means ‘the place of wild strawberries’. 
But it has another meaning; a secret, wonderful place ― a ‘private paradise’. 
 roaming freely in Sweden’s countryside and foraging for wild berries, mushrooms and 
herbs is a right that everyone can enjoy. As long as the environment is not harmed.
 Discover your own private paradise.
 Find out more at visitsweden.com

*Smultronstället is the original Swedish title of the Ingmar Bergman movie Wild Strawberries.
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